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ABSTRACT
The variability of trace gases at surface monitoring stations is affected by multi-scale
meteorological processes that are particularly complicated over mountainous terrain. A
detailed understanding of the impact of meteorological processes on mountaintop trace
gas variability is vital to help distinguish trace gas measurements affected by local
pollutant sources from measurements representative of background mixing ratios.
Although this knowledge is present for tall mountaintops, the trace gas variability at low
mountaintops is more complicated because of their location at the transition between the
planetary boundary layer (PBL) and free atmosphere (FA). The goal of this dissertation is
to improve scientific understanding of the physical processes affecting trace gas mixing
ratios sampled at low mountaintops. To fulfill this goal, this dissertation presents the first
use of trace gas measurements from Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above sea
level [msl]), a mountaintop monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains. This
dissertation also uses in situ meteorological measurements from the site, trace gas and
meteorological observations from nearby stations, and numerical simulations.
Observations from Pinnacles indicate that wind shifts are an important driver of the
diurnal trace gas variability. Cold fronts induce increases in CO and CO2 mixing ratios of
>100 ppb and >20 ppm, respectively, on timescales <3 h. Wind shifts from the northwest
to the south on fair weather days yield daytime CO increases. On days without these wind
shifts, CO mixing ratios decrease. On this subset of days, the height of the afternoon
valley PBL height, 𝑧𝑖 , relative to the ridgetop was expected to be a significant driver of
the trace gas variability. To investigate this hypothesis, 𝑧𝑖 estimates were needed for the
Page Valley upwind of Pinnacles. To this end, a technique was developed to estimate 𝑧𝑖
over the Page Valley using observations from Dulles Airport, IAD (38.98 N, 77.49 W, 87
m msl), which is the sounding station nearest Pinnacles, as well as output from reanalysis
products and numerical simulations with the Weather Research and Forecasting model.
Page Valley 𝑧𝑖 were found to be 200-400 m higher than those from IAD, and thus an
offset was applied to better estimate 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley from the IAD soundings.
The corrected 𝑧𝑖 were then used to investigate the influence of PBL dilution on the trace
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gas measurements from Pinnacles. Days with 𝑧𝑖 below the ridgetop height have a daytime
CO increase caused by the transport of valley PBL air to the mountaintop. Days with 𝑧𝑖
exceeding the ridgetop exhibit a daytime CO decrease caused by dilution and entrainment
of FA air. Case studies and numerical simulations with a Lagrangian Particle Dispersion
Model (LPDM) were used to understand these physical processes in more detail and
investigate how mountaintop measurements can best be used in applications requiring
regionally-representative values. On days when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop, afternoon trace
gas measurements from low mountaintops are most similar to measurements from the
tops of tall towers in flat terrain, based on comparisons between LPDM simulations with
topography included and LPDM simulations from which the topography was removed. In
summary, in this dissertation it is found that mesoscale to synoptic scale wind shifts are
important drivers of the trace gas variability at low mountaintops and result in trace gas
characteristics typical of other, much taller mountaintops. The wind shifts result in
different upwind emission sources being sampled and can help estimate emissions and
reduce flux estimate uncertainties over upwind areas. On days with constant winds and
PBLs exceeding the ridgetop height, trace gas measurements have characteristics of
monitoring sites in flat terrain and can be used in applications requiring regionallyrepresentative values.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Background and motivation
The change in the concentration of a passive trace gas with time in the planetary

boundary layer (PBL) over a flat surface depends upon turbulent mixing processes
including convection, entrainment, horizontal advection, and the change in sources and
sinks of this gas. For a trace gas that is emitted continuously and in the absence of
horizontal advection, there is an inverse relationship between PBL height and the nearsurface trace gas concentration (e.g. Gibert et al., 2007). At sunrise, surface heating
results in the growth of the PBL. As the depth of the PBL increases due to mechanically
and convectively generated turbulence, trace gases become mixed over this growing
volume of air, and the concentrations decrease. The rate of decrease in the trace gas
concentration slows as the PBL reaches a quasi-equilibrium height during the afternoon.
Around sunset, the cooling of the Earth’s surface results in the formation of a nearsurface nocturnal PBL, above which is located the residual layer which has the properties
of the daytime well-mixed PBL. The formation of a near-surface stable layer favors trace
gas accumulation near the surface which continues during the nighttime, resulting in
increasing near-surface concentrations. This diurnal pattern of trace gas variability,
summarized in Figure 1.1a, has been found to occur for a variety of trace gases in many
previous studies at sites in flat terrain (e.g. Pochanart et al., 2003; Volz-Thomas et al.,
2003; Elanksy et al., 2007; Popa et al., 2010; Winderlich et al., 2010; Sahu et al., 2011;
Pal et al., 2015).
Although there is considerable knowledge about the trace gas variability over flat
terrain, trace gas variability over mountainous regions is less well-understood due to the
local-to mesoscale transport processes occurring in these areas (e.g. De Wekker et al.,
1998; Whiteman, 2000; Gangoiti et al., 2001; De Wekker et al., 2005; Rotach and Zardi,
2007; van der Molen and Dolman, 2007; De Wekker et al., 2009; Chow et al., 2013).
Over valleys, the growth of the daytime PBL and resulting decrease in pollutant (i.e. trace
gases and aerosols) concentration (e.g. Gupta et al., 2006; Pal et al., 2014) is complicated
1

by the presence of up-valley and down-valley flows (e.g. McKendry et al., 1998; PérezLanda et al., 2007). Thermally-driven up-valley flows transport pollutants up the valley
during the daytime, and down-valley flows transport pollutants down the valley during
the nighttime (e.g. Banta et al., 1997; McKendry et al., 1998; Gohm et al., 2009). These
flows can be affected by synoptic-scale flows (e.g. Schmidli et al., 2009), flow through
tributaries connected to the main valley (e.g. Fast et al., 2006), cold air pooling, and
dynamically-forced flows (e.g. Whiteman, 2000; De Wekker and Mayor, 2009; Gohm et
al., 2009; Chow et al., 2013). At mountaintops, the variability of pollutants is oftentimes
affected by pollutant concentrations over the upwind valley or adjacent plain. Whereas
convective mixing within the valley PBL has been cited as one of the dominant causes
for pollutants being transported from the valley PBL to the mountaintop during the
daytime (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Seibert et al., 1998), other processes, including
slope flows (e.g. Kleissl et al., 2007; De Wekker et al., 2009), mountain venting (e.g. De
Wekker et al., 2004; Henne et al., 2005), and wind shifts on the mesoscale (e.g. Schmidt
et al., 1996) to synoptic-scale (e.g. Zellwegger et al., 2003) also affect pollutant
variability at mountaintops on diurnal timescales.
Gaining knowledge about the trace gas variability over mountaintops is vital
because mountaintops oftentimes remain above the PBL in the overlying free atmosphere
(FA) and thus can provide important information about background trace gas mixing
ratios, unlike valley or slope locations. Understanding which mountaintop measurements
represent valley PBL air and which measurements represent FA air is important to, e.g.
studying long term trends in FA trace gas mixing ratios (e.g. Gilge et al., 2010; Dils et al.,
2011; Qi et al., 2012; Zhang and Zhou, 2013) and for using the measurements in inverse
carbon transport models (Peters et al., 2007; Brooks et al., 2012) and in air chemistry
models (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998). Many of these models have a coarse spatial resolution,
on the scale of 1 x 1° grid spacing (e.g. Peters et al., 2007), which prevents them from
capturing the aforementioned local- to mesoscale processes which significantly impact
mountaintop trace gas and aerosol variability (e.g. Thoning et al., 1989; Baltsensperger et
al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998; De Wekker et al., 2009). Thus, there exists no diurnal
signature in trace gas variability in cases when these local- to mesoscale transport
processes are absent and when the PBL is well below the mountaintop, as shown in
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previous studies (e.g. Baltsensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998) and summarized
in Figure 1.1b. However, when there is a large influence of PBL air from adjacent
valley(s) at the mountaintop, trace gas mixing ratios at the mountaintop increase during
the daytime. This increase, illustrated in Figure 1.1c, has been reported for many trace
gas species (e.g. Weiss-Penzias et al., 1996; Necki et al., 2003; Obrist et al., 2008) and
aerosols (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998; Coen et al., 2011;
Gallagher et al., 2011).
From these previous studies, one may infer that the PBL height relative to a
mountaintop is an important driver of the diurnal trace gas variability at mountaintop
locations and affects the degree to which mountaintop trace gas measurements are
representative of FA air. In the scenario shown in Figure 1.1b, the absence of valley PBL
influence results in mountaintop trace gas mixing ratios being representative mostly of
FA values (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998). This pattern is typical of
many tall mountaintops (e.g. Fang et al. 2013) that are isolated from the effects of
pollutants emitted within the PBL over the upwind adjacent valleys. However,
mountaintop trace gas variability becomes more complicated when valley PBL air affects
the mountaintop measurements. Trace gas measurements made during situations when
the valley PBL influences the mountaintop, as shown in Figure 1.1c, are expected to be
representative of valley trace gas measurements during the daytime (e.g. Thoning et al.,
1989) and representative of either residual layer or FA measurements during the
nighttime. These scenarios occur either when the valley PBL is deep, e.g. during the
warm season (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998), or when the
mountaintop has low prominence (i.e. the mountaintop’s height above the surrounding
valley or plain).
Much of the scientific understanding on mountaintop trace gas variability comes
from long-term mountaintop observation platforms, which are typically installed at tall
mountaintops away from PBL influences. Mauna Loa, Hawaii, is among the best-known
mountaintop trace gas monitoring sites because it has the longest trace gas record of any
monitoring site globally and has long been viewed as a bellwether for long-term trends in
atmospheric CO2 mixing ratio (e.g. Keeling, 1978). However, trace gases, in addition to
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Figure 1.1: Conceptual model of the diurnal trace gas variabilty starting with a set
concentration of trace gas and assuming no advection or sources or sinks for a site in flat
terrain (a), a mountaintop without valley PBL influence (b), and a mountaintop with
valley PBL influence (c). Shaded and non-shaded areas represent nighttime and daytime,
respectively.
aerosols, are monitored at many other sites globally (Table 1.1). These measurements
come not only from isolated oceanic mountaintops, e.g. Mauna Loa (Keeling et al. 1976;
Keeling et al., 1978) or the Réunion Island observatory (e.g. Bhugwant et al., 2001), but
also from continental mid-latitude monitoring sites. For example, CO2 mixing ratios have
been measured at Schauinsland, a mountaintop in the German Black Forest since 1972
(e.g. Schmidt et al., 2003), and trace gas and aerosol monitoring stations have existed for
>20 years at mountaintops in the European Alps (e.g. Kasper and Pauxbaum, 1998;
Lugauer et al., 1998; Nyeki et al., 1998; Apadula et al., 2003). Whereas most of the
mountaintop trace gas and/or aerosol monitoring sites are located in the Northern
Hemisphere (Figure 1.2) where the majority of Earth’s landmass and thus major
mountain ranges are located, three mountaintop monitoring sites are located in the
Southern Hemisphere, i.e. Chacaltaya Mountain in the Bolivian Andes (e.g. Adams et al.,
4

1977), Africa’s Mount Kenya (e.g. Henne et al., 2008a), and the Réunion Island
observatory (e.g. Bhugwant et al., 2001).
Since 2000, there has been an increasing number of new mountaintop trace gas
and aerosol monitoring stations installed globally. Trace gas monitoring sites were
installed in China in the early 2000s at Mount Tai, Mount Huang, and Mount Hua (Wang
et al., 2011). A network of CO2 monitoring sites was installed in the Rocky Mountains of
the western US in 2005 as part of the Regional Atmospheric Continuous CO2 Network in
the Rocky Mountains (Rocky RACCOON) (e.g. De Wekker et al., 2009; Brooks et al.,
2012), and trace gas and air chemistry measurements began at Mount Bachelor, a
mountaintop in the Oregon Cascades, in 2004 (e.g. Jaffe et al., 2005). There has also been
a trend toward installing monitoring stations at low mountaintops since 2000.
Measurements began in 2006 at Ochsenkopf (1024 m msl), a monitoring station in the
Fichtelgebirge Mountains of northern Bavaria in Germany (e.g. Thompson et al., 2009),
and in 2008 at Pinnacles (1017 m msl), a trace gas monitoring site in the Appalachian
Mountains of the eastern US (Lee et al., 2012).
Table 1.1: Summary of worldwide mountaintop monitoring stations, elevation, beginning
of trace gas or aerosol monitoring, variable(s) sampled, and the reference. In this table,
only mountaintops which have yielded at least one peer-reviewed publication are
included. Note that for many mountaintops (e.g. Mauna Loa), there exist multiple
publications that refer to or use the measurements. In these instances, the first citation
that refers to multi-year aerosol and/or trace gas measurements is listed.
Station Name

Coordinates

Location

Elevation
(m msl)

Measurements

Reference

5421

Start of trace
gas/aerosol
measurements
1975

Chacaltaya
Mountain

16.4 S, 68.1 W

Andes, Bolivia

Aerosols

Adams et al.,
1977

Pyramid
Observatory

28.0 N, 86.8 E

Himalayas,
Nepal

5050

2006

Aerosols,
Trace gas

Bonasoni et al.,
2008

Colle Gnifetti

45.9 N, 7.9 E

Alps,
Switzerland

4452

1988

Aerosols

Lugauer et al.,
1998

Qilian Shan

39.5 N, 96.5 E

Kunlun
Mountains,
China

4180

2005

Aerosols

Xu et al., 2013

Mount Waliguan

36.3 N, 100.9 E

Tibetan Plateau,
China

3816

1994

Trace gas

Zhou et al.,
2003

Mount Fuji

35.4 N, 138.7 E

Honshu Island,
Japan

3776

2002

Trace gas

Igarashi et al.,
2006

Mount Kenya

0.062 N, 37.3 E

Kenya

3678

2002

Trace gas,

Henne et al.,
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2008a

Niwot Ridge

40.1 N, 105.6 W

Rocky
Mountains, USA

3523

2005

CO2

Brooks et al.,
2012

Plateau Rosa

46.0 N, 7.7 E

Pennine Alps,
Switzerland

3480

1989

CO2

Apadula et al.,
2003

Jungfraujoch

46.5 N, 8.0 E

Bernese Alps,
Switzerland

3471

1995

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Nyeki et al.,
1998

Mauna Loa

19.5 N, 155.6 W

Hawaiian Island

3397

1957

CO2

Keeling et al.,
1976

Hidden Peak

40.6 N, 111.7 W

Rocky
Mountains, USA

3351

2005

CO2

Brooks et al.,
2012

Storm Peaks Lab

40.5 N, 106.7 W

Rocky
Mountains, USA

3210

1995

CO2

Obrist et al.,
2008

Sonnblick

47.1 N, 13.0 E

Hohe Tauern
Mountains,
Austria

3105

1993

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Kapser and
Puxbaum,
1998

Zugspitze

47.4 N, 11.0 E

Wetterstein
Mountains,
Germany

2962

1978

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Gilge et al.,
2010

Basic
Environmental
Observatory
(BEO) Moussala

42.2 N, 23.6 E

Rila Mountains,
Bulgaria

2925

2006

Trace gas,
Meteorology

Angelov et al.,
2011

Pic du Midi

42.9 N, 0.14 E

Pyrenees, France

2877

1982

Trace gas

Marenco et al.,
1994

Lulin

23.5 N, 120.9 E

Taiwan

2862

2006

Trace gas

Ou Yang et al.,
2011

Mount Lemmon

32.4 N, 110.8 W

Santa Catalina
Mountains, USA

2790

2002

Aerosols

Shaw, 2007

Mount Bachelor

44.0 N, 121.7 W

Cascade
Mountains

2764

2004

Aerosols

Fischer et al.,
2010

Réunion

21.2 S, 55.7 E

Réunion Island

2632

1997

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Bhugwant et al.,
2001

Izana Observatory

28.3 N, 16.5 W

Canary Islands

2390

1990

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Kentarchos et
al., 2000

PICO-NARE

38.4 N, 28.4 W

Azores

2225

2001

Trace gas

Kliessl et al.,
2007

Whistler

50.1 N, 123.0 E

Coast
Mountains,
British
Colombia

2182

2002

Aerosols

Gallagher et al.,
2011

Mount Cimone

44.2 N, 10.7 E

Apennine
Mountains, Italy

2165

1978

CO2

Ciattaglia et al.,
1987

Mount Hua

34.5 N, 110.1 E

Shaanxi
Province, China

2064

2004

O3

Li et al., 2007

Kasprowy

49.2 N , 20.0 E

Western Tatras,
Poland

1987

1994

Trace gas,
Meteorology

Necki et al.,
2003

Naintal

29.4 N, 79.5 E

Himalayas

1958

2009

Trace gas,
Meteorology

Sarangi et al.,
2014

Mount
Washington

44.3 N, 71.3 W

Appalachian
Mountains,
Eastern US

1917

1987

O3

Fischer et al.,
2004

Mount Huang

30.1 N, 118.2 E

Anhui Province,
China

1836

2004

O3

Li et al., 2007

Mount Abu

24.7 N, 72.8 E

Rajasthan, India

1680

2009

Trace gas

Francis, 2012

Mount Tai

36.3 N, 117.1 E

Shandong
Province, China

1534

2003

Trace gas

Gao et al., 2005

6

44.4 N, 73.9 W

Appalachian
Mountains,
Eastern US

1483

1961

Trace gas,
Precipitation
chemistry,
Meteorology

Gong and
Demerjian,
1997

Puy-de-Dȏme

45.8 N, 2.9 E

French Alps

1464

2002

Trace gas,
Aerosols

Venzac et al.,
2011

Schauinsland

47.9 N, 7.9 E

Black Forest,
Germany

1284

1972

CO2

Schmidt et al.,
2003

Hornisgrinde

48.6 N, 8.2 E

Black Forest,
Germany

1164

1992

Trace gas

Vӧgtlin et al.,
1996

Ochsenkopf

50.0 N, 11.8 E

Black Forest,
Germany

1024

2006

Trace gas
Meteorology

Thompson et
al., 2009

Pinnacles

38.6 N, 78.4 W

Appalachian
Mountains,
Eastern US

1017

2008

Trace gas,
Meteorology

Lee et al., 2012

Hohenpeissenberg

48.1 N, 11.1 E

Bavaria,
Germany

985

1971

Trace gas

Gilge et al.,
2010

Whiteface

As summarized in Figure 1.2, many of the mountaintops where trace gases and
aerosols are measured are >1500 m above mean sea level (msl) (e.g. Thoning et al., 1989;
Baltensperger et al., 1997; Balzani Lööv et al., 2008; Henne et al., 2008b; Obrist et al.,
2008; De Wekker et al., 2009) and have high topographic prominence. Thus, much of our
conceptual understanding of mountaintop trace gas variability is based on observations
made at these locations which typically remain above the valley PBL away from local
trace gas sources and sinks (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Luguaer et al., 1998). In
contrast with these mountaintops, mountaintops with low prominence oftentimes lie at
the transition between the regional PBL and overlying FA. Thus, the trace gas variability
at these locations is complex (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996) and is arguably more complicated
than the trace gas variability over flat terrain or at other, much taller mountaintops.
Acquiring knowledge about the controls on the trace gas variability at low mountaintops
is vital if the trace gas measurements from these locations are to be reliably used in
models requiring background trace gas mixing ratios. In addition, many of the physical
processes occurring over mountainous terrain that impact the trace gas variability are
poorly resolved by numerical models (e.g. Chow et al., 2013). Knowledge of the drivers
of trace gas variability at mountaintop monitoring sites provides vital information on how
to best use mountaintop trace gas observations in modeling applications (e.g. Pillai et al.,
2011).
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Figure 1.2: Global distribution of mountaintop trace gas and aerosols monitoring
locations identified in Table 1.1 color coded by elevation. Mountains <1500 m above
mean sea level (msl), 1500-2500 m msl, 2500-3500 m msl, and >3500 m msl are denoted
by red, orange, green, and blue triangles, respectively.
1.2.

Dissertation goals and research questions
Based on the previous section, one may conclude that the drivers of the trace gas

variability, particularly at low mountaintops, are not well-understood. Therefore, the goal
of this dissertation is improve scientific understanding of the trace gas variability at low
mountaintops by studying the dominant drivers affecting this variability. To this end, this
dissertation is divided into three sections which have a specific goal and questions that
are answered to achieve each goal. In each of the three sections, there are 1-2 chapters.
Each chapter is self-contained and has its own abstract, introduction, methods, results,
conclusions, and acknowledgements. Nearly all of the work presented in this dissertation
was completed while the author of this dissertation was a PhD student at the University
of Virginia between 2011 and 2015. The exception was Chapter 2; approximately half of
the work presented in Chapter 2 was completed while the author was an MS student and
thus appears in the author’s MS thesis (i.e. Lee, 2011).
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The goal of the first section of the present dissertation (Chapter 2 and 3) is to
understand the characteristics of the CO and CO2 mixing ratio at a low mountaintop. In
this section of the dissertation, the following questions are addressed:


How do CO and CO2 mixing ratios measurements from a low mountaintop vary
diurnally and seasonally?



What meteorological factors affect the CO and CO2 variability at a low
mountaintop?
The goal of the second section is to investigate the relationship between PBL

height and the diurnal mountaintop trace gas variability. This section (Chapter 4 and 5)
addresses the following questions:


What are the characteristics of PBL height in the region surrounding a low
mountaintop?



How does the PBL height relative to the mountaintop affect the diurnal variability
of trace mixing ratios measured at a mountaintop?
The goal of the third section of this dissertation is to determine how trace gas

mixing ratio measurements from low mountaintops can best be used in applications
requiring regionally-representative values. In this section (Chapter 6), the following
question is addressed:


How does the PBL height relative to the ridgetop affect the degree to which
mountaintop trace gas measurements are representative of the regional PBL?
This dissertation concludes with a summary of the salient findings from each

chapter, a discussion of the implications of this dissertation’s findings to the broader
scientific community, and avenues for future research directions in Chapter 7.
1.3.

Research approach
To fulfill the goals and answer the questions enumerated in Section 1.2, this

dissertation uses a selection of trace gas and meteorological data sets, numerical
modeling simulations with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model
(Skamarock et al., 2008), a state-of-the-art atmospheric mesoscale model, and the
Lagrangian particle dispersion model (LPDM) FLEXPART (Stohl et al., 1998; Stohl et
al., 2005). The dissertation presents the first use of data from Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35
9

W, 1017 m msl), an observation site at a mountaintop in the southern Appalachians at
which CO and CO2 mixing ratios have been monitored continuously since 2008. As the
measurements from Pinnacles are essential to the research presented in this dissertation,
the Appendix summarizes the maintenance and quality assurance and quality control
procedures that were followed at Pinnacles by the author of this dissertation during the
site’s operation from July 2008 through March 2015. The procedures described in the
Appendix were vital to ensure the high-quality data set used in this dissertation and need
to continue to be followed to ensure that high-quality measurements from the site
continue in the future.
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CHAPTER 2
CARBON DIOXIDE VARIABILITY DURING COLD
FRONT PASSAGES AND FAIR WEATHER DAYS AT A
1
FORESTED MOUNTAINTOP SITE
1

Modified from Lee, T. R., De Wekker, S. F. J., Andrews, A. E., Kofler, J., and
Williams, J. 2012. Carbon dioxide variability during cold front passages and fair
weather days at a forested mountaintop site. Atmos. Environ. 46, 405-416.

Abstract
This study describes temporal carbon dioxide (CO2) changes at a new meteorological site
on a mountaintop in the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains during the first year of
measurements. Continental mountaintop locations are increasingly being used for CO2
monitoring, and investigations are needed to better understand measurements made at
these locations. We focus on CO2 mixing ratio changes on days with cold front passages
and on fair weather days. Changes in CO2 mixing ratios are largest during cold front
passages outside the growing season and on clear, fair weather days in the growing
season. 67% (60%) of the frontal passages during the non-growing (growing) season
have larger postfrontal than prefrontal CO2 mixing ratios. The increase in CO2 mixing
ratio around the frontal passage is short-lived and coincides with changes in CO and O3.
The CO2 increase can therefore be used as an additional criterion to determine the timing
of frontal passages at the mountaintop station. The CO2 increase can be explained by an
accumulation of trace gases along frontal boundaries. The magnitude and duration of the
CO2 increase is affected by the wind speed and direction that determine the source region
of the postfrontal air. Southward-moving fronts result in the largest prolonged period of
elevated CO2, consistent with the postfrontal advection of air from the Northeastern
United States where anthropogenic contributions are relatively large compared to other
areas in the footprint of the mountaintop station. These anthropogenic contributions to the
CO2 changes are confirmed through concurrent CO measurements and output from
NOAA’s CarbonTracker model.
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2.1.

Introduction
Changes in carbon dioxide (CO2) at a given location are determined by a

combination of meteorological, biological, and anthropogenic processes on a wide range
of temporal and spatial scales. On a diurnal time scale, respiration and shallow nocturnal
boundary layers result in an increase in CO2 mixing ratio during the night, whereas
daytime boundary layer growth and uptake of CO2 contribute to a decrease in CO2 mixing
ratio during the day. These diurnal changes are most pronounced during fair weather
conditions in the growing season. During the winter when photosynthetic activity is small
or absent, anthropogenic emissions can cause large diurnal changes. Synoptic events,
particularly cold front passages, also contribute to CO2 changes and are sometimes found
to be larger than the typical diurnal changes. Hurwitz et al. (2004) and Wang et al. (2007)
noted large increases in CO2 mixing ratio at Park Falls—a site in a mixed forested
ecosystem in northern Wisconsin—during synoptic events. Parazoo et al. (2008) studied
CO2 changes during cold front passages in the summer and winter at 16 monitoring sites
and found that CO2 mixing ratios decreased at some sites and increased at other sites.
Geels et al. (2004) concluded that both the magnitude of the synoptic CO 2 changes and
the mechanisms affecting these CO2 changes vary among sites. These studies have
attributed the CO2 changes to vertical downmixing and horizontal advection of CO2, to
changes in local and upwind CO2 fluxes due to changes in local weather, and to CO2
accumulation along frontal boundaries caused by deformational flow.
The amplitude of the diurnal CO2 cycle typically decreases with height above the
surface. For example, at the aforementioned site in northern Wisconsin, typical summer
changes in CO2 at 30 m above ground level (agl) are as high as 40 ppm, decreasing to
only 7 ppm 396 m agl during the same time period (Hurwitz et al., 2004). At locations
high enough within the afternoon boundary layer where vertical gradients in CO2 mixing
ratios are small, CO2 measurements are assumed to be representative of spatial scales up
to 106 km2 (Gloor et al., 2001). These principles have been the basis of the establishment
of a network of tall towers (100-400 m in height) beginning in the 1990s to monitor CO2
mixing ratios in the continental US (Bakwin and Tans, 1995; Bakwin et al., 1998; Davis
et al., 2003; Andrews et al., 2009). Data from this tall tower network are crucial for the
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estimation of regional and continental carbon fluxes in inverse carbon transport models
(e.g. Peters et al., 2007; Schuh et al., 2010).
Recently, continuous monitoring stations have been established at mountaintop
stations in the continental US (Stephens et al., 2005; Andrews et al., 2009). It is wellknown that CO2 changes on diurnal or smaller time scales can be very different at
individual mountaintop locations, warranting the need for careful evaluation of
measurements at these locations (e.g. Keeling et al., 1976; Thoning et al., 1989). Studies
on CO2 changes in mountainous terrain have primarily focused on the effects of
thermally-driven flows under anti-cyclonic synoptic conditions. Upslope flows can cause
an increase or decrease in CO2 mixing ratios at a mountaintop location depending, for
example, on whether the advected air is rich in respired or otherwise emitted CO2 or if
CO2 is depleted by photosynthetic uptake (Keeling et al., 1976; Sun et al., 2007; De
Wekker et al., 2009; Saito et al., 2009). CO2 changes during frontal passages at
mountaintop stations have not been studied except for a case study by Brooks et al.
(2010). They found a step-like increase in CO2 mixing ratio 1-2 days prior to a summer
cold front passage at a mountaintop location in the central Rocky Mountains which they
attributed to decreased CO2 uptake upwind of the mountaintop location.
A systematic investigation of CO2 changes during fair weather days and during
cold front passages at a mountaintop location is useful for several reasons. For example,
based on previous studies mentioned above, such an investigation can help estimate
regional CO2 fluxes in the footprint of that location and elucidate the relative importance
of anthropogenic and biogenic CO2 sources to the changes in the presence of other trace
gas measurements such as CO. Also, for an accurate estimation of regional fluxes, it is
important that CO2 changes are captured in carbon transport models. Based on
observational studies in flat terrain, we expect that these CO2 changes are large during
fair weather days and frontal passages.
In this study, we investigate these CO2 changes at a new mountaintop site in the
central Appalachian Mountains during its first year of operation with the objectives to 1)
determine the characteristics of the CO2 changes during cold front passages and fair
weather days and 2) elucidate the causes for the observed CO2 changes using output from
a backward trajectory model and a carbon transport model.
13

2.2.

Data and methods

2.2.1. Observations
Measurements were obtained from an instrumented 17 m tower at Pinnacles
(38.61 N, 78.35 W), located along the crest of the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains 1017
m above mean sea level (msl) in a mixed deciduous forest with a mean canopy height of
about 14 m. East of the Blue Ridge is the Virginia Piedmont; to the west is the
approximately 40 km wide Shenandoah Valley that is bifurcated by the shorter
Massanutten Mountain range approximately 20 km west of Pinnacles (Figure 2.1). The
climate is temperate with approximately 130 cm of rainfall annually along the ridges
(National Cartography and Geospatial Center, 1999) evenly distributed throughout the
year. Much of the precipitation is caused by convective events during the summer and by
frontal systems in the remainder of the year. Skyline Drive, a tourist road that runs
southwest-northeast along the crest of the Blue Ridge, is 120 m southeast of Pinnacles.
Analyses of traffic counter data, obtained from the National Park Service, showed that
weekends have 2-3 times the number of cars as weekdays. Nonetheless, an unpaired twosample t-test confirms there are no statistically significant differences in CO2 mixing
ratios on weekdays and weekends, which is consistent with previous studies in the region
that have found no relation between local traffic emissions and CO (e.g. Poulida et al.,
1991) or O3 (e.g. Cooper, 1997).
Meteorological measurements at Pinnacles began in July, 2008, and the
continuous CO2 monitoring system was added in late August, 2008. Meteorological
measurements include temperature and humidity at 4 heights (2 m, 5 m, 10 m, and 17 m
agl), wind speeds at 2 heights (10 m and 17 m agl), barometric pressure, rainfall, and
incoming and outgoing short- and long-wave radiation. These instruments sample at 1
Hz, and half-hour averages are stored on a data logger. Data from a CSAT sonic
anemometer at 17 m agl and an open-path LI-COR 7500 water vapor and CO2 gas
analyzer are stored at 10 Hz and used to estimate latent heat and CO2 fluxes.
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Figure 2.1: Topographic map showing the relative location of Pinnacles and Big
Meadows (white triangles). Shading shows elevation msl. Inset map shows location of
the study area, denoted by a black box, in the eastern US.
In this paper, the first year of CO2 and meteorological records from Pinnacles was
used, with data obtained from 1 September 2008 through 31 August 2009 used in all
analyses. The CO2 data record is mostly complete, aside from two gaps: a one-week gap
in early September, 2008 and a three-week gap in late February through middle March
2009, both of which were due to power failures at the site. In the 1-year data set,
measurements of CO2 mixing ratio were made approximately every 10 minutes at each
height.
There were three gaps in the meteorological data: a 20-day gap at the beginning of
September, a 2-week gap in December, and another 2-week gap in early March. During
these gaps, data from the nearby station Big Meadows were used. Big Meadows (38.53
N, 78.35 W) is located 14 km south of Pinnacles along the same mountain ridge at 1079
m msl, 62 m higher in elevation than Pinnacles. Winds are measured 10 m agl;
temperature and relative humidity are measured 2 m and 10 m agl. Whereas some
15

differences are found in the meteorological conditions between the two sites, these
differences do not change the conclusions of this study.
2.2.2. Cold front identification
Surface temperature contrasts have long been considered paramount to
determining the location of synoptic-scale fronts (Bjerknes, 1919). However, temperature
contrasts alone should not be used as the sole criterion for frontal determination. This is
particularly the case in complex terrain where surface temperature contrasts may be
attributed to local phenomena, including land-sea breeze circulations or thermally-driven
mountain flows (e.g. Whiteman, 2000). Instead, it is useful to combine temperature
contrasts with changes in other meteorological variables such as pressure and moisture
(e.g. Sanders and Doswell, 1995). Shafer and Steenburgh (2007) conducted a 25-year
climatology on cold front passages in the Intermountain West by studying changes in
surface temperature, pressure, and cross-frontal temperature gradients, and Parazoo et al.
(2008) used gridded temperature, wind, and moisture fields to identify cold fronts.
However, even with using changes in multiple meteorological variables, determining
weak fronts is difficult because no objective definition exists to differentiate between a
weak cold front and, e.g., a local terrain-induced effect (Steenburgh and Blazek, 2001).
Combining surface charts with in situ meteorological observations is another
method to identify cold fronts. Kunz and Speth (1997) studied the impacts of cold fronts
on surface ozone mixing ratios in the mountains of the Black Forest, Germany. Once
fronts were identified, in situ meteorological measurements were used to pinpoint the
timing of the frontal passages and to reduce the inherent subjectivity in frontal analysis
from weather charts (e.g. Uccellini et al., 1992; Sanders, 1999). We followed an approach
similar to Kunz and Speth and first identified cold fronts using surface analyses produced
8 times daily (00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 18, and 21 UTC) by the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) Hydrometeorological Prediction Center (Roth,
2006). Temperature, pressure, and humidity data from Pinnacles and Big Meadows were
used to corroborate each front’s passage and pinpoint the time of passage, defined by the
passage of the front’s pressure trough and a temperature decrease (e.g. Sanders, 1999).
Some cold fronts that were identified from synoptic charts did not fit this definition,
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which is not uncommon at locations along and east of mountainous areas such as the
Appalachian Mountains (e.g. O’Handley and Bosart, 1996). The identification and timing
of the frontal passage is very subjective in these cases. Therefore, cold fronts that did not
possess a pressure trough or a postfrontal temperature decrease were eliminated, resulting
in the removal of 15 of the 55 fronts that had been identified using synoptic charts. Seven
of the remaining 40 cold front passages were eliminated because of missing CO2 mixing
ratio measurements, reducing the total number of cold fronts considered in this study to
33.
2.2.3. Determination of fair weather days
Fair weather days were determined using a clearness index (CI), which is the ratio
of the sum of daily total incoming solar radiation to the theoretical maximum amount of
incoming solar radiation. The theoretical maximum solar radiation is computed using an
algorithm described by Whiteman and Allwine (1986), with days with a CI≥0.70
classified as clear days (e.g. Whiteman et al., 1997). One-fourth of all days within our
data set had a CI≥0.70, and about one-fifth had a CI≥0.75. Adjusting the threshold for
clear days between 0.70 and 0.75 did not affect the conclusions made about CO2 changes
on fair weather days.
2.2.4. CarbonTracker
We used output from the carbon transport model CarbonTracker, available online
(ftp://ftp.cmdl.noaa.gov/ccg/co2/carbontracker/), to elucidate the causes of the CO2
changes during frontal passages at Pinnacles. CarbonTracker was developed by the
NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory to improve our understanding of and quantify
the North American carbon budget. The model assimilates CO2 mixing ratios obtained
from a network of 63 sites worldwide and simulates atmospheric CO2 transport using
transport model 5 (TM5) [for a full description, see Peters et al. (2007)]. Mid-afternoon
measurements (i.e. 1200-1600 LST) are assimilated for flat terrain sites because these
CO2 measurements are representative of a broad spatial area (e.g. Gloor et al., 2001;
Bakwin et al., 2004). However, nighttime measurements (i.e. 0000-0400 LST) are
typically assimilated for mountaintop stations because daytime measurements can be
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affected by local processes such as upslope flows (e.g. De Wekker et al., 2009). CO2
mixing ratios from Pinnacles are assimiliated into CarbonTracker since the beginning of
the measurements in September 2008.
2.2.5. HYSPLIT
We used the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT)
model to determine source regions of frontal CO2. HYSPLIT is a kinematic backward
trajectory model initialized using 3-dimensional wind fields from the North American
Model (NAM) with a grid spacing of 12 km [for a full description, see Draxler and Hess
(2004)]. We found that trajectories initialized 100 m agl best captured the clockwise wind
shift observed at Pinnacles during cold front passages. Thus, we initialized trajectories
100 m agl 12 h postfrontal and ran the trajectories backward 48 h.
2.3.

Results and discussion

2.3.1. Daily and seasonal CO2 changes
Daily mean CO2 mixing ratios measured at Pinnacles between 1 September 2008
and 31 August 2009 at Pinnacles ranged from 361.4 ppm to 408.1 ppm with larger values
in winter than in summer (Figure 2.2a). Daily mean CO2 mixing ratios decreased with
height above the ground, with the largest decrease occurring between 5 and 10 m agl in
the canopy layer (Figure 2.2b). Daily mean summertime CO2 mixing ratios 5 m agl were
4-6 ppm higher than CO2 mixing ratios measured 10 m and 17 m agl, suggesting more
CO2 uptake by the forest canopy (leaves) than by plants on the forest floor. Differences in
CO2 mixing ratio between the 10 and 17 m levels were mostly <1 ppm. During the fall,
winter, and spring, differences among the 3 different measuring heights were <1 ppm.
These seasonal changes in CO2 mixing ratio are strongly correlated to seasonal
changes in vegetation activity, a finding consistent with other temperate mid-latitude sites
(e.g. Greco and Baldocchi, 1996).

In late

April, the vegetation becomes

photosynthetically active, as indicated by an increase in daytime latent heat and CO2
fluxes (Figure 2.2c). The net CO2 uptake results in the observed decreases in CO2 mixing
ratio during the growing season which we define as the period from 1 May 2009 through
31 August 2009.
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Figure 2.2: Daily mean CO2 mixing ratio (a), daily CO2 mixing ratio difference between
17 m and 5 m agl (open circle) and between 17 m and 10 m agl (closed circle) (b), and
daytime latent heat flux (open circle) and CO2 flux (closed circle) between 1 September
2008 and 31 August 2009 (c).
Superimposed on the seasonal changes are diurnal CO2 changes. We defined the
daily CO2 difference as the difference between the daily maximum and minimum CO2
mixing ratio. Daily CO2 differences 17 m agl ranged from 1 to 40 ppm (Figure 2.3).
These differences are largest on fair weather days during the growing season and cold
front passages in the non-growing season (black vertical lines at the top of Figure 2.3). In
the next section, we will focus in more detail on CO2 changes during frontal passages and
their comparison to fair weather days.
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Figure 2.3: Daily CO2 mixing ratio difference at 17 m agl between 1 September 2008
and 31 August 2009. Vertical black lines indicate days with cold front passages.
2.3.2. Contrasting CO2 changes on cold front passages with clear days.
We selected a 24 h period around each frontal passage to facilitate a direct
comparison with the diurnal CO2 change on fair weather days. Daily means were
subtracted from the hourly values to remove the seasonal change in CO2 mixing ratio.
Furthermore, the mean diurnal cycle in a particular season was removed from all days
during that season to discern CO2 changes not caused by local CO2 uptake and release.
Overall, changes in CO2 mixing ratio during cold front passages were greater than those
observed on fair weather days (Figure 2.4). CO2 mixing ratios often increased during
frontal passages. To determine the magnitude of the CO2 change in different seasons, we
subtracted the mean CO2 mixing ratio 3 h prefrontal from the mean CO2 mixing ratio 3 h
postfrontal and repeated this procedure for ±6 and ±12 h from the frontal passage. We
found that 67% of the cold front passages in the non-growing season and 60% of cold
fronts in the growing season had larger CO2 mixing ratios postfrontal than prefrontal. The
difference between postfrontal and prefrontal CO2 mixing ratios was largest in the fall,
followed by spring and winter (Table 1), though large variability existed around the
mean. An unpaired two-sample t-test confirmed that the differences ±6 and ±12 h from
the frontal passage were statistically significant at the 0.05 confidence level in the fall,
winter, and spring. Following the increase in CO2 at the frontal passage, CO2 mixing
ratios often returned to their prefrontal values within 12 h of the cold front passage. There
were exceptions, however, when CO2 mixing ratios did not return to their prefrontal
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values until 1-2 days postfrontal, a behavior we examine in more detail later in Section
2.3.3.
Table 2.1: Mean differences and standard deviations between postfrontal and prefrontal
CO2 mixing ratios for ±3, ±6, and ±12 h from the time of the cold front passage. Bold
values are statistically significant at the 0.05 confidence level based on an unpaired twosample t-test.
Season

Time

Fall

3h

Winter

Spring

Summer

Mean of
Standard Deviation of
Postfrontal-Prefrontal CO2 (ppm) Postfrontal-Prefrontal CO2 (ppm)
6.3
7.5

6h

6.2

7.6

12 h

3.9

6.0

3h

1.0

2.4

6h

1.9

4.3

12 h

1.9

3.9

3h

4.3

7.5

6h

4.6

4.8

12 h

2.1

2.4

3h

-0.5

5.4

6h

2.1

8.3

12 h

0.9

7.4
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Figure 2.4: Hourly CO2 mixing ratio ±12 h from cold front passages and on clear days in
the fall (panel a, panel e), winter (panel b, panel f), spring (panel c, panel g), and summer
(panel d, panel h) with the 24 h mean CO2 mixing ratio and mean diurnal cycle
subtracted. Thick black line shows the mean of all cases. The number of cases in each
category is shown in upper right corner of each subfigure.
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Generally, CO2 changes during cold front passages were smaller in winter than in
the spring and fall. A notable exception occurred during the 20 December cold front
passage, in which absolute CO2 mixing ratios increased from 399.4 ppm at 0500 LST to
426.2 ppm at 1000 LST—the highest hourly CO2 mixing ratio observed during the 1 yr
period of record. Examination of other times with large changes in CO2 mixing ratio
showed that 6 of the 10 events with the largest 1 h changes occurred within ±3 h of cold
front passages (Table 2.2). The remaining four events occurred in the presence of other
synoptic features such as warm fronts and prefrontal troughs. Eight of the 10 events with
the largest magnitude of hourly CO2 change were characterized by positive changes. The
two events with negative changes occurred during the growing season and coincided with
stronger observed surface CO2 uptake at Pinnacles. These events demonstrate the
importance of biogenic surface fluxes to the CO2 variability during synoptic events in the
growing season. Large changes in CO2 mixing ratio outside the growing season cannot be
attributed to biogenic surface fluxes.
Table 2.2: Largest 1 h changes in CO2 mixing ratios at Pinnacles and their causes.
Date
7Z, 17 May 2009

1 h change in CO2
(ppm)
22.4

Synoptic conditions at
Pinnacles
Cold front

6Z, 6 August 2009

19.4

Cold front

11Z, 11 April 2009

19.2

Cold front

8Z, 17 May 2009

-18.1

Cold front

15Z, 16 May 2009

17.9

Warm front to north

12Z, 28 September 2008

17.7

Surface trough

12Z, 2 November 2008

17.4

Cold front

13Z, 2 August 2009

-16.6

Surface trough

12Z, 19 December 2008

15.0

Warm front to south

11Z, 20 December 2008

14.0

Cold front

Removal of the mean diurnal CO2 cycle results in a small CO2 variability on fair
weather days in all seasons. There were a few exceptions, however. CO2 mixing ratios on
21 January 2009 changed 15.7 ppm. The previous day had been characterized by high
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CO2 mixing ratios near 410 ppm and weak winds. Increased mixing on 21 January helped
to weaken this CO2 anomaly, thereby causing the precipitous CO2 decrease. We also
found a 13.4 ppm increase in CO2 mixing ratios between 2000 and 2100 LST on 28 April
2009 which coincided with the passage of a prefrontal trough.
Observed changes in CO2 mixing ratio at Pinnacles were comparable to the
magnitude of published CO2 changes at the Park Falls, Wisconsin tall tower during cold
fronts and fair weather days (e.g. Hurwitz et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2007). The largest
hourly increase in CO2 mixing ratio during a cold front at Pinnacles was 18 ppm 17 m agl
during the 11 April 2009 cold front passage. The largest described increase at Park Falls
was 22 ppm at 30 m agl and 17 ppm at 396 m agl, with most of this change occurring in a
90 second period around the time of the frontal passage due to downmixing of air with
comparatively high CO2 mixing ratios. Most frontal CO2 changes at Park Falls were due
to postfrontal transport of air from northern regions with comparatively less CO2 uptake
(Hurwitz et al., 2004). In contrast to previous studies (e.g. Wang et al., 2007; Parazoo et
al. 2008), we generally found no large, abrupt CO2 changes during summer cold front
passages at Pinnacles. Instead, we found that larger increases in CO2 mixing ratio
occurred during cold fronts in the spring and fall than in the summer. We also found no
evidence of a step-like increase in CO2 mixing ratios prior to frontal passages, as was
found at mountaintop CO2 monitoring sites in the Rocky Mountains (Brooks et al., 2010).
Instead, increases in CO2 mixing ratio at Pinnacles occurred within a narrow window,
often within ±3 h of the passage of the frontal trough, similar to observations of CO2
changes from some sites that Parazoo et al. (2008) considered. One reason for these
consistent increases is that shear and deformational flow around cold fronts (e.g. Hess,
1959) can orient positive CO2 anomalies along fronts and transport CO2 and other passive
tracers (e.g. Banic et al., 1986) thousands of kilometers from their source regions
(Parazoo et al., 2008), inducing increases in surface CO2 mixing ratios during frontal
passages.
We found no significant relationship between the magnitude and longevity of CO2
change during a frontal passage and the frontal intensity determined by in situ differences
in temperature, dew point temperature, pressure, and cross-frontal temperature gradient.
However, we found different characteristics of the CO2 change associated with
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differences in wind direction shift and wind speed among the cold front passages. Most
frontal passages were associated with an eastward-moving front and a wind shift from the
southwest to northwest. Only three frontal passages were associated with a southwardmoving front and a wind shift from the northwest to southeast. These contrasting cases
provide an opportunity to understand some of the causes of the observed CO2 changes
during cold front passages at Pinnacles, as discussed next.
2.3.3. Relationship between CO2 changes and wind during cold front passages
Eastward-moving fronts induce a wind shift from southwesterly prefrontal to
northwesterly postfrontal (Figure 2.5a) and were associated with a wind speed maximum
at the time of the frontal passage (Figure 2.5b). Following the wind shift and frontal
passage, CO2 mixing ratios returned to their prefrontal levels within 12 h postfrontal
(Figure 2.5c). CO mixing ratios also increased around the time of the frontal passage
(Figure 2.5d), and O3 mixing ratios often decreased (Figure 2.5e) as shown in previous
studies (e.g. Cooper and Moody, 2000). However, these changes were not as clear as
changes in CO2 mixing ratio.
Three southward-moving fronts induced a wind shift from the northwest to the
southeast (Figure 2.5f) and a wind speed increase (Figure 2.5g). Two of these fronts had
CO2 (Figure 2.5h) and CO (Figure 2.5i) mixing ratios that remained high and did not
return to their prefrontal values until 24-48 h postfrontal; O3 mixing ratios similarly did
not reach their prefrontal mixing ratios until 24-36 h postfrontal (Figure 2.5j).
The different cases described above demonstrate the importance of wind speed
and direction changes to changes in CO2 mixing ratio at Pinnacles. The 20 April front that
had the smallest postfrontal CO2 increase had the largest postfrontal wind speeds,
suggesting mechanical mixing dissipates positive postfrontal CO2 anomalies. This effect
was also seen for eastward moving fronts with mean postfrontal wind speeds <6 m s-1.
For larger wind speeds, increases in postfrontal CO2 mixing ratios were small in
magnitude and duration. It thus appears that at least part of the observed differences in
CO2 mixing ratio changes among different cold fronts can be explained by differences in
wind speed and direction, a finding consistent with previous studies (e.g. Tohjima et al.,
2010).
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Figure 2.5: Mean wind direction (a), mean wind speed (b), mean CO2 mixing ratio (c),
mean CO mixing ratio (d), and mean O3 mixing ratio (e) during 30 eastward-moving cold
fronts. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation from the mean. Panels (f) through (j)
show corresponding changes during 3 southward-moving fronts that induced a postfrontal
southeasterly wind shift: 2 November 2008 (hollow triangle), 20 December 2008 (hollow
square), and 20 April 2009 (filled circle).
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Wind speed and direction differences imply changes in air mass source region
which we investigated using HYSPLIT. Backward trajectories simulated by HYSPLIT
showed postfrontal air originating northwest of Pinnacles associated with eastwardmoving cold fronts (Figure 2.6a). Southward-moving cold fronts induced a wind shift
from the northwest prefrontal to the southeast postfrontal and transported air from north
and east of Pinnacles. An exception was the cold front passage on 20 December 2008.
This front approached the region from the west before moving south over Pinnacles,
during which its forward motion decreased. In contrast to the observations, near-surface
southeasterly flow was not evident in the HYSPLIT backward trajectories until 12-18 h
postfrontal. Local effects that were important in this case where the front slowed and
weakened as it encountered the Appalachian Mountains were thus not captured by the
near-surface NAM wind fields that are used by HYSPLIT.
The southeasterly winds that occurred following southward-moving fronts were
due to anti-cyclonic flow associated with high pressure north of Pinnacles. Such a flow
pattern is consistent with previous descriptions of southward-moving fronts in the eastern
US, also known as “backdoor” cold fronts (e.g. Bluestein, 1993). The backward
trajectories for the southward-moving fronts had about half the length of trajectories
associated with eastward-moving fronts. Backward trajectories associated with
southward-moving fronts (Figure 2.6b) remained closer to the surface than eastwardmoving fronts (Figure 2.6c), implying they were influenced more by surface
anthropogenic emissions. In fact, these trajectories moved over source regions that
included the highly-industrialized Northeast US with large anthropogenic emissions, as
confirmed by output from VULCAN, a high-resolution fossil fuel emissions data set
(Gurney et al., 2009) (Figure 2.6d). In general, a smaller mean height of the backward
trajectory closer to the surface emissions resulted in a larger postfrontal increase in CO2
mixing ratio.
The relatively high anthropogenic contribution to the CO2 mixing ratio for the
southward-moving fronts is also confirmed by Figure 2.7 which shows the CO2 and CO
mixing ratios as a function of the wind direction for the non-growing season. CO2 and CO
mixing ratios are highest when winds are from the south and southeast, which we
attribute to the transport of polluted air southward from the Northeast US and then west27

Figure 2.6: HYSPLIT backward trajectories, initialized 12 h postfrontal and run
backward for 48 h for 30 eastward-moving cold fronts (black lines) and 3 southwardmoving cold fronts (gray lines) (a). Panels (b) and (c) show height of backward
trajectories agl for southward-moving and eastward-moving cold fronts, respectively.
Note the different vertical scale in b and c. Panel (d) shows VULCAN-derived total
annual fossil fuel emissions >10,000 and >100,000 tonnes carbon per 10 km2 grid box
per year in gray and black, respectively.
ward and northward to Pinnacles. Negligible differences are found between median CO2
mixing ratios for southwesterly winds and northwesterly winds and thus postfrontal
mixing ratios return to their prefrontal values rapidly following the passage of eastwardmoving fronts. Based on these results, we constructed a conceptual model summarizing
CO2 changes during frontal passages (Figure 2.8):


Short-lived CO2 increases accompany eastward-moving cold fronts (Figure 2.8a)
that induce a wind shift to the northwest (Figure 2.8b).



CO2 mixing ratios quickly decline postfrontal as the front moves offshore (Figure
2.8c, 2.8d).
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Southward-moving fronts create larger, more persistent positive CO2 anomalies
postfrontal than eastward-moving fronts as winds shift from the northwest to
southeast (Figure 2.8e, 2.8f).



The prolonged elevated CO2 is due to transport of polluted air that is advected
southward from the Northeast US and then westward to Pinnacles (Figure 2.8g,
2.8h).

Figure 2.7: Box-and-whisker plot of CO2 (a) and CO (b) mixing ratio as a function of
wind direction at Pinnacles from 1 September 2008 through 30 April 2009. The box
encloses the inter-quartile range (25th-75th percentiles), and the whiskers extend out to the
12.5th and 87.5th percentiles. Outliers not shown for ease of readability. Numbers shown
are the number of cases per category. The total number of cases is 7025. Circles highlight
the higher CO2 and CO deviations associated with southerly and southeasterly flows.
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Figure 2.8: Conceptual model for eastward-moving (left panel) and southward-moving
(right panel) cold fronts. First and second panel show relative changes in CO2 (panel a,
panel e) and wind direction (panel b, panel f), respectively. Bottom panels show a
schematic of frontal location and dominant transport pathways at time step t=1—the time
of the frontal passage (panel c, panel g), and time step t=2—6 h postfrontal (panel d,
panel h). Pinnacles is denoted by a black triangle on the map; gray shading shows areas
of relatively high CO2 mixing ratio. Approximate location of the anticyclone is denoted
by H.
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2.3.4. Comparison with CarbonTracker
We can further elucidate the causes of the observed CO2 variability using
CarbonTracker because it differentiates among CO2 contributions from different natural
and anthropogenic sources. To gain confidence in the ability of CarbonTracker to
simulate CO2 mixing ratios at Pinnacles, we first compared CarbonTracker output with
the observations at Pinnacles. Note from Section 2.2.4 that only nighttime data from
Pinnacles are assimilated in CarbonTracker. Differences exist between the elevation of
the model grid box containing Pinnacles and the real elevation of Pinnacles. We found
that the fourth model level (842 m msl) best captures the 17 m CO2 changes, explaining
86% of the total variance during the first year of measurements.
We found that CarbonTracker was able to describe the increases in CO2 mixing
ratio during frontal passages and on fair weather days at Pinnacles (Figure 2.9a, 2.9b).
Because of the coarse spatial and temporal model resolution, modeled CO2 changes were
smeared out over a longer time period and more damped than the observed CO2 changes.
CarbonTracker captured the magnitude of the mean increases in CO2 mixing ratio during

Figure 2.9: CarbonTracker-modeled mean CO2 mixing ratio ±12 hours from time of cold
front passage (a) and during clear days (b) in the fall (open square), winter (open
triangle), spring (filled square) and summer (filled triangle). Same for (c) and (d), but for
observed CO2 mixing ratios.
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fronts in each season, yet underestimated some of the large increases during individual
fronts. The model also agreed well with observations on fair weather days, with little
diurnal CO2 change on fair weather days in the fall, winter, and spring, and large diurnal
changes during the summer (Figure 2.9c, 2.9d).
CarbonTracker captured the longer-lived positive CO2 anomalies that occurred
following southward-moving cold fronts compared to eastward-moving cold fronts.
Postfrontal CO2 changes cannot be attributed to an advection of latitudinal “background”
CO2 gradients because the frontal CO2 changes at Pinnacles are largest when latitudinal
CO2 gradients are weakest, i.e. during the spring and fall. We conclude that most of the
frontal CO2 increase is due to transport from source regions at a regional scale. To
investigate this further and to gain some insight into the causes of the observed CO2
variability, we used CarbonTracker output. Among the constituent contributors to total
CO2 (background, biogenic, fires, ocean, fossil fuel), we find that the largest postfrontal
CO2 changes in the grid box containing Pinnacles are due to fossil fuel. We also find that
the contribution of fossil fuel CO2 is larger and persisted longer following southwardmoving fronts than eastward-moving fronts (Figure 2.10). Consistent with HYSPLIT
backward trajectories, CarbonTracker suggests that the CO2 responsible for these
observed changes is transported from the Upper Midwest and Northeast US during eastand south-moving cold fronts, respectively, over a time scale of 1-2 days. The results of
our investigation of CO2 changes during frontal passages suggest that the Upper Midwest
and Northeast US are dominant source regions affecting postfrontal CO2 variability at
Pinnacles. The assimilation of Pinnacles data into CarbonTracker should further constrain
flux uncertainties in these areas (e.g. Schuh et al., 2010).
Regardless of the presence of cold front passages, much of the day to day changes
in CO2 at Pinnacles are explained by transport from different source regions with the
highest CO2 mixing ratios characterized by the presence of slow-moving, near-surface
backward trajectories originating from the Northeast US. Conversely, days with the
lowest CO2 mixing ratios had fast-moving backward trajectories descending towards
Pinnacles indicating that these trajectories remained above the boundary layer and thus
were not directly affected by surface emissions.
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Figure 2.10: Fossil fuel CO2 deviation (annual means removed) as a function of time
during 30 eastward-moving fronts and the 3 southward-moving fronts.
2.4.

Conclusions and implications
We presented the first meteorological and CO2 mixing ratio observations from

Pinnacles, a new mountaintop CO2 monitoring site established in the Appalachian
Mountains in the eastern US. We focused on the important role of cold fronts at
modulating sub-diurnal CO2 changes and contrasted these changes with diurnal changes
on fair weather days. We found that changes in CO2 during cold fronts were often larger
than changes observed on fair weather days. Oftentimes, an increase was observed in the
CO2 mixing ratio around the time of the frontal passage. This finding is consistent with
previous studies of CO2 transport and provides further evidence of strong horizontal CO2
gradients that exist within the atmosphere (e.g. Hurwitz et al., 2004; Parazoo et al., 2008;
Parazoo et al., 2011).
We also found that the CO2 increase was short-lived (about 3 h) during eastwardmoving fronts, whereas CO2 mixing ratios did not return to their prefrontal levels until up
to 2 days following the passage of southward-moving cold fronts. The increase in CO2
mixing ratio is consistent with the notion of the organization of positive CO2 anomalies
along cold fronts caused by shear and deformational flow. However, the CO2 mixing ratio
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change did not appear to depend on the frontal intensity as determined by temperature,
dew point temperature, pressure, and cross-frontal temperature gradient. The differences
in postfrontal CO2 mixing ratios between the different types of fronts can be explained by
the differences in wind speed, wind shift, and source regions. In the case of southwardmoving fronts, air masses from urban and industrial areas in the Northeast US advected
towards Pinnacles. Transport pathways were longer for eastward-moving cold fronts and
originated in the Upper Midwest. Regardless of frontal passages, synoptic situations in
which air is transported from the Northeast US result in the largest CO2 mixing ratios at
Pinnacles.
This research has implications for the inverse carbon modeling and atmospheric
dynamics communities. Data from well-calibrated CO2 measurement sites in complex
terrain, such as Pinnacles, can be affected by local meteorology that is difficult to
simulate in models currently used in studies of the North American carbon budget (e.g.
Peters et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2010; Schuh et al. 2010). The coarse spatial resolution of
these models cannot be expected to completely represent atmospheric processes in
mountainous regions. Yet, studies have indicated that a significant amount of carbon
storage may be occurring in mountainous forests (Sun et al., 2009). Knowledge of drivers
of CO2 variability at mountaintop monitoring sites provides information that can inform
decisions about how to assimilate CO2 data from these sites into models. The present
study shows that cold fronts are important drivers of CO2 variability at Pinnacles.
Therefore, if carbon transport models capture the transport processes associated with cold
fronts, assimilation of Pinnacles measurements can help constrain flux estimate
uncertainties in the source regions of postfrontal CO2, i.e. the Upper Midwest and
Northeast US. In future work, we will evaluate if the assimilation of Pinnacles CO2 data
has an impact on simulated CO2 fluxes and CO2 mixing ratios in CarbonTracker. Higher
resolution transport modeling may be needed so that atmospheric processes in complex
terrain are properly simulated and mountaintop CO2 observations are reliably assimilated
into inverse carbon models.
Finally, the present study demonstrates that pronounced changes in CO2 mixing
ratios during frontal passages can help pinpoint the time of cold front passages. This is
especially helpful in mountainous terrain where frontal identification is difficult (e.g.
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O’Handley and Bosart, 1996) but important for diagnosing deep convection (e.g. Sanders
and Doswell, 1995) and for investigating frontal interactions with orography. The use of
CO2 as a tracer has been successfully explored in studies to better understand boundary
layer dynamics in mountainous areas (e.g. Sun and De Wekker, 2011) and is expected to
have similar potential for the investigation of frontal dynamics.
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CHAPTER 3
METEOROLOGICAL CONTROLS ON THE DIURNAL
VARIABILITY OF CARBON MONOXIDE MIXING RATIO
AT A MOUNTAINTOP MONITORING SITE IN THE
APPALACHIAN MOUNTAINS1
1

Modified from Lee, T. R., De Wekker, S. F. J., Pal, S., Andrews, A. E., and Kofler, J.,
2015. Meteorological controls on the diurnal variability of carbon monoxide
mixing ratio at a mountaintop monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains.
Accepted to Tellus B.

Abstract
The variability of trace gases such as carbon monoxide (CO) at surface monitoring
stations is affected by meteorological forcings that are particularly complicated over
mountainous terrain. A detailed understanding of the impact of meteorological forcings
on trace gas variability is challenging, but is vital to distinguish trace gas measurements
affected by local pollutant sources from measurements representative of background
mixing ratios. In the present study, we investigate the meteorological and CO
characteristics at Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above mean sea level), a
mountaintop monitoring site in northwestern Virginia, USA, in the Appalachian
Mountains, from 2009 to 2012, and focus on understanding the dominant meteorological
forcings affecting the CO variability on diurnal timescales. The annual mean diurnal CO
cycle shows a minimum in the morning between 0700 and 0900 LST and a maximum in
the late afternoon between 1600 and 2000 LST, with a mean (median) daily CO
amplitude of 39.2±23.7 ppb (33.2 ppb). CO amplitudes show large day-to-day variability.
The largest CO amplitudes, in which CO mixing ratios can change >100 ppb in <3 h,
occur in the presence of synoptic disturbances. Under fair weather conditions, local- to
regional-scale transport processes are found to be more important drivers of the diurnal
CO variability. On fair weather days with northwesterly winds, boundary layer dilution
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causes a daytime CO decrease, resembling the variability observed atop tall towers in flat
terrain. Fair weather days with a wind shift from the northwest to the south are
characterized by an afternoon CO increase and resemble the variability observed at
mountaintops influenced by the vertical transport of polluted air from adjacent valleys.
3.1.

Introduction
Observations of atmospheric trace gas mixing ratios are required for many

applications, including air quality models and inverse carbon transport models. An
understanding of the trace gas variability and the factors affecting this variability is
important for these applications (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; De Wekker et al., 2009;
Steyn et al., 2012). A few hundred meters above the surface in flat terrain, trace gas
mixing ratios decrease in the well-mixed convective boundary layer during the daytime.
At these heights, measurements are representative of spatial scales on the order of 106
km2 in the afternoon (Gloor et al., 2001), which has led to the establishment of a network
of tall towers with heights up to 500 m above ground level (agl). Whereas much of the
focus of the network is on monitoring carbon dioxide (CO2) to help reduce uncertainties
in regional- to continental-scale carbon budgets (e.g. Bakwin and Tans, 1995), carbon
monoxide (CO) and a suite of other trace gases are sometimes measured as well. CO is
important because of its use as a tracer of anthropogenic emissions and because it is the
main sink for hydroxyl radicals (OH) on the global scale (e.g. Thompson, 1992; Henne et
al., 2008b).
Trace gas measurements are also increasingly being made at mountaintops around
the world (e.g. Levin et al., 1995; Henne et al., 2008a; Thompson et al., 2009; Ramonet et
al., 2010; Andrews et al., 2014). Between 2004 and 2008, trace gases measurements
began at mountaintops in the continental US in the Cascade Mountains (Jaffe et al.,
2005), Rocky Mountains (De Wekker et al., 2009), and Appalachian Mountains (Lee et
al., 2012). Mountaintops are oftentimes used for the measurement of background, or free
atmospheric (FA) trace gas mixing ratios because, at times, mountaintops are located
above the regional planetary boundary layer (PBL). Within the PBL, CO mixing ratios
are oftentimes higher than within the FA because of near-surface anthropogenic
emissions, biomass burning (e.g. Crutzen and Andrea, 1990), and CO production, which
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occurs via methane oxidation and the oxidation of organic compounds emitted from
vegetation (e.g. Zimmerman et al., 1978; Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). CO emissions
within the PBL can be transported to nearby mountaintops via multiple dynamical
forcings on a variety of spatiotemporal scales. Daytime convective mixing, upslope flows
(De Wekker et al., 2009), mountain venting (e.g. De Wekker et al., 2004; Henne et al.,
2004; Henne et al., 2005), and wind shifts on the mesoscale (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996) to
synoptic-scale (e.g. Zellwegger et al., 2003) influence trace gas mixing ratios on
timescales of up to a few hours and reduce the degree to which mountaintop trace gas
measurements are representative of background values (e.g. Brooks et al., 2012). Many
studies have found that these transport processes result in a daytime increase in CO
mixing ratios at mountaintops (e.g. Forrer et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2005; Balzani Lööv et
al., 2008; Henne et al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2008). Daytime increases are also reported
for other trace gases (e.g. Weiss-Penzias et al., 2006; Necki et al., 2003) and aerosols
(e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998).
Although previous work has focused on the trace gas and aerosol variability
observed at tall mountaintops and those with high topographic prominence (e.g. Thoning
et al., 1989; Baltensperger et al., 1997; De Wekker et al., 2009), there has also been
considerable work describing the trace gas variability at low mountaintops (e.g. Schmidt
et al., 1996; Schmidt et al., 2003; Thompson et al, 2009; Ramonet et al., 2010; Pillai et
al., 2011). Whereas tall mountaintops typically remain above the regional PBL away
from local trace gas sources and sinks (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997), low mountaintops
oftentimes lie at the transition between the regional PBL and overlying FA. Thus, the
trace gas variability at these locations is very complex (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996). For
many applications, it is important to differentiate periods when these mountaintops
sample clean, pristine air masses from periods when local emission sources and
transported contributions are sampled. This knowledge can, for example, provide an
estimate of the contribution of fossil fuel emissions to the in situ CO2 variability (e.g.
Bakwin and Tans, 1995) and improve the estimate of regional- to continental-scale
carbon sources and sinks from inverse carbon transport models (e.g. Peters et al., 2007;
Gerbig et al., 2009; Schuh et al., 2010; Lac et al., 2013).
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In the current study, we present CO and meteorological observations from a
recently established mountaintop monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains that we
refer to as Pinnacles. The objectives of this paper are to 1) investigate the dominant
meteorological drivers affecting the diurnal CO variability at Pinnacles, and 2) contrast
the characteristics of the CO variability at Pinnacles with those at other mountaintop
sites, as well as tall tower sites located in flat terrain. Following a previous study focusing
on CO2 observations from Pinnacles (Lee et al., 2012) and studies at other mountaintop
locations (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996; Pillai et al., 2011; Brooks et al., 2012), we
hypothesize that the largest CO changes occur 1) during air mass changes that
accompany cold front passages and 2) during the daytime under fair weather conditions
when convective mixing and upslope flows transport CO-rich PBL air to the
mountaintop. To investigate these hypotheses, we use four years of CO mixing ratio and
meteorological measurements from Pinnacles. Following a discussion of the on-site
measurements in Section 3.2, we provide an overview of the monthly and diurnal cycles
of the meteorological variables and CO mixing ratios in Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. In
Section 3.3.3, we compare the amplitudes of the mean diurnal CO cycles at Pinnacles
with the amplitudes observed at other mountaintop CO monitoring sites around the
world. In Sections 3.3.4 and 3.3.5, we differentiate between days with the largest diurnal
CO changes and days with the smallest CO changes and investigate the dominant
meteorological forcings on these days. We conclude the paper with a discussion of our
results and possible implications in Section 3.4.
3.2.

Data and methods

3.2.1. Site description
Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W) is located 1017 m above mean sea level (msl) in the
Shenandoah National Park (SNP) along the crest of the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains in
the eastern US (Figure 3.1a). The nearest potential CO emissions source is Skyline Drive,
a scenic tourist road oriented southwest-northeast along the crest of the Blue Ridge
Mountains 120 m southeast of Pinnacles. Other nearby CO emission sources include the
town of Luray, with a population of about 5000, located 15 km west of Pinnacles in the
Page Valley. Washington DC, the nearest metropolitan area, is located 120 km northeast
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Figure 3.1: Topographic map (a) indicating the location of Pinnacles (white X) relative
to Big Meadows and the Page Valley. Shading shows elevation msl. The inset map at the
top left shows the topography in a 5 km x 5 km box surrounding Pinnacles. The inset map
at the top right indicates the study location, denoted by a black box, in the eastern US.
Topography data are from the US Geological Survey and have a 10 m resolution. Panel
(b) shows a web camera image taken at 1205 LST 23 Sep 2012 from the site showing the
Page Valley northwest of Pinnacles.
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of Pinnacles. In addition to anthropogenic emissions, other regional CO sources include
CO emissions from biomass burning in upwind regions (e.g. Crutzen and Andrea, 1990).
3.2.2. Trace gas measurements
Pinnacles is part of the NOAA Global Greenhouse Gas Reference Network
(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/gmd/ccgg/). Measurements are made through collaboration
with the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL). CO and CO2 mixing ratios
have been measured at 5, 10, and 17 m agl since August 2008 along a 17 m tower at the
site. Both CO and CO2 are sampled approximately every 10 min at each height, and halfhour means of these data are used in all analyses. In the present paper, we use data
collected during the first four full years of measurements from 1 January 2009 to 31
December 2012. The CO and CO2 data record over this period is 84% complete, but there
are occasional gaps due to on-site power outages and miscellaneous system malfunctions.
CO and CO2 are measured using a Thermo Electron Corporation 48C CO
analyzer and Li-COR 7000 closed path gas analyzer, respectively. Instrumentation,
calibration, and measurement uncertainty are described in detail in Andrews et al. (2014).
The measurements are fully automated, and NOAA-supplied field calibration standards
are directly traceable to the World Meteorological Organization’s mole fraction scales for
CO and CO2 maintained at the NOAA ESRL. The CO and CO2 analyzers both suffer
from baseline drift, so the analyzer baseline is measured every 30-40 min for CO and
every 2 h for CO2. The instrument calibration frequency has varied over the duration of
the measurement period. Currently, the CO analyzer is calibrated every 23 h using
calibration standards of 100 ppb and 350 ppb. The CO2 analyzer is calibrated every 11 h
using four standards: 350 ppm, 380 ppm, 410 ppm, and 460 ppm. Additional target
cylinders track measurement reproducibility at approximately 220 ppb (400 ppm) for CO
(CO2). Detailed uncertainty estimates and algorithms are provided in the data files
available from NOAA ESRL (Andrews et al., 2014). Random and non-random (i.e.
systematic) measurement uncertainties are reported separately during archival and postprocessing. These uncertainties come from three sources: atmospheric trace gas
variability, measurement uncertainty, and scale uncertainty. The total uncertainty is the
sum of these three uncertainties (Andrews et al., 2014). The atmospheric variability
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represents the standard deviation of the trace gas mixing ratio over the 30-second period
during which the trace gas of interest is sampled. Measurement uncertainty is a function
of multiple systematic uncertainties, e.g. differences in moisture content of the samples
which can affect the measured trace gas mixing ratio and extrapolation uncertainties that
arise when trace gas samples are made that are outside the calibrated range of the
monitoring system. The scale uncertainty arises from the uncertainties in the calibration
standards themselves (Zhao and Tans, 2006). Total uncertainties are typically <6 ppb for
CO and <0.1 ppm for CO2 (Andrews et al., 2014).
We exclude data from periods when the analyzers were performing poorly, which
is rare but may occur during, e.g. periods when the room temperature fluctuates
significantly or when the trace gas observations are highly variable. Therefore, we
compute a total uncertainty that is the quadrature sum of the non-random measurement
uncertainty and the standard deviation over the measurement period, which includes
random analyzer noise and real atmospheric variability. At Pinnacles, 82.7% (98.2%) of
the CO measurements sampled at 17 m agl have a total uncertainty <5 ppb (<10 ppb), and
95.6% (99.9%) of the CO2 measurements have an uncertainty <0.1 ppm (<0.2 ppm). In
our analyses, we remove CO measurements whose total uncertainty exceeds 10 ppb.
3.2.3. Meteorological measurements
Meteorological measurements at Pinnacles began in July, 2008 and include
temperature, humidity, wind, radiation, pressure, and rainfall (Table 3.1). Data from a
CSAT sonic anemometer and Li-COR 7500 water vapor and CO2 gas analyzer are used to
compute 30 min mean sensible heat, latent heat, and CO2 fluxes. To complement these
measurements, a web camera was installed 17 m agl in October, 2009 facing northwest
into the Page Valley (c.f. Figure 3.1). Images are recorded every 15 min.
The meteorological data set is mostly complete (>90%), but there are occasional
gaps in the data due to data logger malfunctions and on-site power outages. Data quality
assurance and quality control procedures include filtering the cup anemometer wind data
by removing all wind measurements made when the wind speed is 0 m s -1 for >30 min.
Extended periods (sometimes >12 h) of 0 m s-1 wind speeds are caused by rime ice on the
instruments that occasionally occurs between October and April. Wind speeds of 0 m s -1
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for >12 h also occurred when the cup anemometer’s potentiometer malfunctioned for
several periods in summer 2009 and summer 2011. Because temperature and humidity
are measured at multiple levels along the tower, we remove measurements that are
unrealistically different from the others, and we remove flux measurements made during
periods of precipitation.
Measurements of temperature, humidity, wind, insolation, and precipitation from
Big Meadows (38.52 N, 78.44 W, 1079 m msl), another mountaintop meteorological
monitoring site located 14 km south of Pinnacles (c.f. Figure 3.1a), are used to fill in
occasional gaps in the Pinnacles data record. Because frozen precipitation is not
measured at Pinnacles but is a routine occurrence between October and April, we use
precipitation data from Big Meadows (which has a heated rain gauge) to determine
precipitation patterns.
3.2.4. Trajectory model
We run the Hybrid Single Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT)
model for a selection of cases discussed in Section 3.3.2 to understand source regions for
periods of high CO mixing ratios. HYSPLIT is a kinematic backward trajectory model
(Draxler and Hess, 2004) that we initialize using wind fields from the North American
Model (NAM) (e.g. Janjić et al., 2010; Janjić et al., 2011). The NAM has a horizontal
grid spacing of 12 km and 60 vertical levels, 34 of which are below 5 km. Sensitivity
tests using other meteorological models to provide the wind fields for HYSPLIT indicate
that the source regions identified are unaffected by our choice of meteorological model.
We initialize trajectories every hour for the time periods of interest and run trajectories
backward for 72 h starting at 100 m agl. We choose 100 m agl because previous work at
the site has shown that trajectory simulations with this starting height agreed best with
observations from the site (Lee et al. 2012).
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Table 3.1: Meteorological variable, sampling instrument, sampling height(s), and
sampling technique for each meteorological variable measured at Pinnacles. Data from
the CMP3 pyranometer are used to compute CI.
Variable

Instrument

Sampling
Height(s) (m agl)
2, 5, 10, 17

Sampling
Technique
30 min means of
1 Hz samples

Air temperature and
humidity

Vaisala HMP45C

Barometric pressure

Vaisala CS105
pressure sensor

14

30 min means of
1 Hz samples

CO2 flux, latent heat
flux

CSAT sonic
anemometer, LICOR 7500 water
vapor and CO2 gas
analyzer

17

30 min means of
10 Hz samples

Incoming and outgoing
shortwave and
longwave radiation

Hukseflux 4component net
radiometer

17

30 min means of
1 Hz samples

Incoming shortwave
radiation

Kip and Zonen
CMP3 pyranometer

17

30 min means of
1 Hz samples

Rainfall

TR-525I tipping
bucket rain gauge

3

30 min total

Sensible heat flux

CSAT sonic
anemometer

17

30 min means of
10 Hz samples

Wind direction

MetOne 034B
windset

10, 17

30 min sample

Wind speed

MetOne 034B
windset

10, 17

30 min means of
1 Hz samples

3.2.5. Reanalysis products
We use the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) to assist with the
interpretation of our observations. NARR uses boundary conditions from the National
Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) global reanalysis, NCEP Eta model, and
surface and rawinsonde observations to generate meteorological fields over North
America at a 32 km spatial resolution and 3 h temporal resolution. There are 29 vertical
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levels, 17 of which are below 5 km (Mesinger et al., 2006). NARR data are obtained from
ftp.cdc.noaa.gov/NARR. Whereas higher resolution models such as the NAM are also
available, NAM compares well with NARR over the region of interest (c.f. Chapter 4),
and thus we are confident in our choice to use NARR.
3.3.

Results and discussion

3.3.1. Meteorological characteristics of the site
The region around Pinnacles is classified as humid subtropical in the Piedmont
east of the Blue Ridge Mountains and is humid continental along and west of the Blue
Ridge Mountains (e.g. Lee et al., 2012; Lee et al, 2014). At Pinnacles, mean afternoon
temperatures 17 m agl range from -2°C in January to 22°C in July (Figure 3.2a). Water
vapor mixing ratios 17 m agl are smallest (largest) in winter (summer), with mean values
around 3 g kg-1 (11.0 g kg-1), and the mean daily amplitude is about seven times larger in
summer than in winter. Rainfall is evenly distributed throughout the year, and total
annual rainfall in 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012 is 1396 mm, 1467 mm, 1493 mm, and
1079 mm, respectively.
Mean afternoon sensible heat fluxes range from <100 W m-2 in December to 250
W m-2 in April (Figure 3.2b). Latent heat fluxes begin increasing in April and are larger
than the sensible heat fluxes from June to September, with the highest values near 300 W
m-2 in June. The latent heat fluxes agree with those reported by Lee et al. (2012) during
the site’s first year of measurements and with measurements reported at other midlatitude continental locations located in similar climate regimes as Pinnacles (e.g. Greco
and Baldocchi, 1996; Yi et al, 2001).
Mean wind speeds, averaged over 0000-2400 LST (UTC-5), are strongest in the
winter (5.2 m s-1) and weakest in the summer (2.8 m s-1), and nighttime winds are about 1
m s-1 larger than daytime winds (Figure 3.2c). Winds typically shift from the northwest at
night to the south during the late afternoon, contributing to the bimodality in wind
direction present in all seasons (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: Mean diurnal time series by month of temperature (T) (red line) and water
vapor (q) (blue line) (a); shortwave radiation (SWR) (black line), sensible heat (H) (red
line) and latent heat (LE) (blue line) (b); wind direction (WD) (red line) and wind speed
(WS) (blue line) (c). Vertical gray lines distinguish different months. Means represent
measurements from 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012. All measurements are made at
17 m agl at Pinnacles. Sensible and latent heat fluxes <-20 W m-2 are not included in the
mean cycle. Because these are mean diurnal time series by month, the time series is
discontinuous.
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Figure 3.3: Wind distribution at 17 m agl at Pinnacles in winter (DJF) (a), spring (MAM)
(b), summer (JJA) (c), and fall (SON) (d) from 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012.
Data completion percentage is 83.2%, 86.8%, 58.5%, and 79.2%, respectively.
3.3.2. Seasonal CO cycle
Between 2009 and 2012, the mean CO mixing ratio at 17 m agl at Pinnacles was
144.3±23.8 ppb. Annual mean (median) CO mixing ratios at 17 m agl in 2009, 2010,
2011, and 2012 were 139.2 ppb (137.7 ppb), 148.8 ppb (146.6 ppb), 145.1 ppb (144.0
ppb), and 144.7 ppb (144.8 ppb), respectively. Monthly mean CO at 17 m agl ranges
from 160.3 ppb in March to 126.8 ppb in October (Table 3.2). CO mixing ratios are
slightly higher near the surface. Mean CO mixing ratios measured at 5 m and 10 m agl
are 146.6±24.4 ppb and 145.4±24.1 ppb, respectively, and exhibit the same diurnal and
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Table 3.2: Monthly mean and median CO; monthly mean and median afternoon (12001600 LST) CO; monthly mean and median nighttime (0000-0400 LST) CO; and monthly
maximum and minimum CO. All values are measured at 17 m agl at Pinnacles for the
period 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012.
Month

Mean (Median)
Afternoon
CO (ppb)
156.6 (150.7)

Mean (Median)
Nighttime CO
(ppb)
155.6 (151.0)

Maximum
CO (ppb)

Minimum
CO (ppb)

Jan

Mean
(Median)
CO (ppb)
156.7 (151.1)

335.7

101.5

Feb

158.4 (156.5)

158.5 (156.5)

159.5 (157.2)

250.4

98.3

Mar

160.3 (159.2)

160.3 (159.0)

161.0 (159.6)

241.5

108.3

Apr

159.3 (156.4)

157.5 (154.8)

161.1 (157.7)

448.9

94.9

May

146.3 (144.9)

148.0 (145.1)

146.3 (145.2)

240.9

94.6

Jun

140.8 (136.9)

140.9 (136.8)

140.7 (137.6)

224.8

82.8

Jul

135.9 (131.5)

138.1 (133.6)

134.6 (131.6)

229.3

80.8

Aug

140.8 (137.9)

141.2 (137.1)

140.1 (138.6)

289.5

76.6

Sep

131.8 (130.4)

132.4 (129.6)

132.0 (131.2)

274.8

68.1

Oct

126.8 (124.7)

127.0 (125.5)

125.9 (124.4)

254.5

80.4

Nov

138.4 (134.9)

139.7 (136.9)

137.9 (134.4)

251.7

65.7

Dec

141.4 (139.4)

142.7 (139.8)

140.6 (138.5)

289.0

96.4

seasonal trends as the measurements at 17 m agl. In this paper, we focus on CO
measurements made at 17 m agl.
The seasonal CO cycle is caused by the seasonality of OH, which peaks in the
summer, and larger anthropogenic emissions during the winter (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998),
and is consistent with other continental mid-latitude sites (e.g. Popa et al., 2010). The CO
cycle is consistent from year to year (Figure 3.4), but there are multiple times when the
half-hour mean CO mixing ratio remains above one standard deviation from the mean for
>1 diurnal cycle. For example, over the period 7-11 August 2010, CO mixing ratios
remained above 180 ppb, resulting in mean monthly CO mixing ratios that were higher in
August 2010 than in other Augusts.
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Figure 3.4: Half-hour mean CO at 17 m agl at Pinnacles in 2009 (a), 2010 (b), 2011 (c),
and 2012 (d) (black line). Data gaps have been filled in using data from 5 m and 10 m agl
(gray line) when available. Superimposed red and blue lines represent monthly means for
all years and the individual years, respectively, for months with >50% data completion.
Data completion at 17 m agl for 2009, 2010, 2011, and 2012 is 89.2%, 74.7%, 93.1%,
and 78.3%, respectively. Measurements with an uncertainty >10 ppb are not shown.
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During these and other periods such as in late June 2012 (when CO mixing ratios
remained >170 ppb for about 24 h), the elevated CO mixing ratios were mainly due to a
combination of emissions from forest fires in the region and by the buildup of polluted air
caused by weak synoptic forcing. We use output from the satellite-borne Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), which provides information on the
timing and locations of fires (e.g. Justice et al., 2002; Giglio et al., 2003). Output from
MODIS indicates that forest fires were present a few tens to a few hundred kilometers
upwind of Pinnacles during the periods of elevated CO mixing ratio. Furthermore, web
camera images from Pinnacles showed hazy skies and reduced visibility over these
periods, and synoptic analyses, as well as HYSPLIT backward trajectories, further
corroborated weak near-surface anti-cyclonic flow.
In addition to cases when CO mixing ratios remain high for >1 diurnal cycle,
there are multiple times when CO mixing ratios increase to values 2-3 times larger than
the mean. These events happen on timescales <3 h; examples of these events are
discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.3. Diurnal CO cycle
On diurnal timescales, CO increases during the daytime, beginning around 0900
LST in the winter and 1-2 h earlier in the other seasons (Figure 3.5). In all seasons, there
is a maximum in the late afternoon-early evening that is followed by a nighttime
decrease. The mean diurnal CO cycle has the largest amplitude in the winter (7.1 ppb)
and smallest amplitude in the summer (4.0 ppb). Mean daytime CO increases of this
magnitude have been reported at other mountaintops (e.g. Forrer et al., 2000; Henne et
al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2008) and are attributed to the vertical mixing and transport of
valley PBL air to the mountaintop during the daytime. Nocturnal CO decreases at other
mountaintops (e.g. Balzani Lööv et al., 2008) are caused by sinking motions that
transport cleaner air from the FA to the mountaintop (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996).
In contrast with what we find at Pinnacles, previous studies reported larger mean
daily CO amplitude in the summer than in winter because convective mixing is strongest
during the summer (e.g. Atlas and Ridley, 1996; Forrer et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2005;
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Figure 3.5: Mean diurnal CO cycle at 17 m agl at Pinnacles from 1 January 2009 – 31
December 2012 in winter (DJF) (a), spring (MAM) (b), summer (JJA) (c), and fall (SON)
(d). White, gray, and black circles indicate standard deviations 18-21 ppb, 21-24 ppb, and
24-27 ppb, respectively. Data completion for winter, spring, summer, and fall is 80.7%,
84.7%, 78.4%, and 91.9%, respectively. Note different values but the same range for each
y-axis.
Balzani Lööv et al., 2008; Henne et al., 2008b). For example, at Mount Kenya (3678 m
msl) in Africa, the amplitude of the mean diurnal CO cycle in the late summer (i.e. the
dry season) is nearly double the amplitude of the mean diurnal cycle in the late winter
(i.e. the wet season) (Henne et al., 2008). Larger diurnal CO amplitudes in the warm
season have also been reported at tall mountaintops such as Mauna Loa (3397 m msl) in
Hawaii (Atlas and Ridley, 1996), Jungfraujoch (3580 m msl) in the European Alps
(Balzani Lööv et al., 2008).
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To put our findings from Pinnacles into the context of findings from other
mountaintops, we compute the relationship between the amplitude of mean diurnal CO
cycle and the mountaintop’s elevation above mean sea level using studies from seven
other global mountaintop monitoring sites which report the mean diurnal CO amplitude
as a function of season. We find a positive relationship between elevation and the mean
diurnal CO amplitude (Table 3.3), indicating that taller mountaintops have higher CO
amplitudes. The taller mountaintops are more strongly and/or more frequently influenced
by FA air, which is cleaner than air in the adjacent valley PBL, particularly at night.
Thus, on days when valley PBL air affects the mountaintop, which typically occurs
during the daytime in the summer (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998),
there is a larger change in the CO mixing ratio than there is when the mountaintop is
unaffected by valley PBL air, which typically occurs in winter.
Table 3.3: CO amplitude in different seasons from other mountaintops in the literature at
which CO has been studied. CO amplitudes are not available (NA) in all seasons at all
sites.
Mountaintop

Elevation
(m)

Winter
CO Amp.
(ppb)

Spring
CO Amp.
(ppb)

Fall CO
Amp.
(ppb)

Reference

15

Summer
CO
Amp.
(ppb)
25

Mount Kenya

3678

9

20

Henne et al., 2008b

Jungfraujoch

3580

3

10

11

5

Forrer et al., 2000

Mount Lulin

2862

22

16

20

23

Ou-Yang et al., 2014

Mount Bachelor

2763

NA

8

NA

NA

Weiss-Penzais et al.,
2006

Mei-Feng,
Taiwan

2269

50

20

10

75

Lin et al., 2011

Whistler

2182

3

3

5

3

MacDonald et al., 2011

Mount Tai

1534

NA

NA

110

100

Gao et al., 2005

Pinnacles

1017

7

5

4

6

This study

However, there are many other factors besides elevation that affect the observed
trace gas variability, including mountaintop shape (e.g. Igarashi et al., 2006),
meteorological variability (e.g. Cooper and Moody, 2000; Lee et al., 2012; Pandey
Deolal et al., 2014), boundary layer heights (c.f. Chapter 4), and proximity to local
emissions sources (e.g. Gao et al., 2005). For example, a mountaintop such as Mount Tai
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(1534 m msl) in China’s Shandong province, despite its relatively low elevation, has a
large mean diurnal CO cycle in the summer with a CO amplitude >100 ppb due to the
site’s proximity downwind of anthropogenic CO emissions (Gao et al., 2005). The effect
of boundary layer heights is investigated in detail in Chapter 4 in which it is found that
CO amplitudes at Pinnacles increase with decreasing boundary layer heights. The
importance of meteorological variability to the diurnal CO behavior is further
investigated in the next section.
3.3.4. Daily CO amplitude variability
During the 4-year period of interest, the CO amplitude, which we define as the
difference between the daily maximum and daily minimum half-hour CO mixing ratio,
ranged from 10.4 ppb to 293.7 ppb, and the mean (median) amplitude was 39.2±23.7 ppb
(33.2 ppb) (Figure 3.6). Daily CO amplitudes are typically largest in winter (44.4±26.2
ppb) and smallest in summer (36.7±18.4 ppb) but show much variability around the
mean. Daily amplitudes above the 90th percentile (i.e. >67 ppb), and therefore also the
largest mean daily CO amplitudes, occur most often during the winter. Note that the daily
CO amplitudes are much larger than the amplitude of the mean daily CO cycles because
averaging removes some of the day-to-day CO variability.
We compare the days with the largest (>90th percentile) and the smallest CO
amplitudes (<10th percentile) to determine the dominant meteorological forcings affecting
CO variability during these types of days. Because of seasonal differences in CO mixing
ratio and daily CO amplitude, we differentiate among seasons. Within any season, days
with the smallest (largest) CO amplitudes occur on days with the largest (smallest)
amounts of incoming shortwave radiation and the largest (smallest) diurnal temperature
ranges, which is in contrast to previous studies on the diurnal CO variability at other
mountaintops (e.g. Gao et al., 2005).
Independent of season, the largest diurnal CO changes oftentimes occur on
timescales <3 h and are independent of time of day. For example, CO increased from 145
ppb to 241 ppb between 0600 and 0800 LST on 11 April 2009. Synoptic analyses reveal
that a cold front passed through the region during this time, inducing a wind shift from
the southwest to northwest that resulted in a short-lived CO increase, during which CO
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Figure 3.6: Frequency distribution of daily CO amplitude, defined as the difference
between the daily maximum and minimum half-hour CO mixing ratio, from 1 January
2009 – 31 December 2012 at 17 m agl at Pinnacles. Each bin size is 5 ppb.
mixing ratios remained >200 ppb for 2 h. Analysis of other variables measured on-site
indicates that this CO increase was accompanied by a CO2 increase and water vapor
decrease. HYSPLIT backward trajectories (not shown) indicate that the prefrontal air
originated over the southeastern US and had less contact with surface emissions than the
postfrontal trajectories that passed over polluted regions in the northeastern US prior to
arriving at Pinnacles.
Another example of a large CO change was on 26 January 2011 when CO mixing
ratios increased from 176 ppb to 322 ppb between 1400 and 1600 LST during the passage
of a coastal winter storm east of Pinnacles. Consistent with the 11 April 2009 frontal
passage, the CO increase during the 26 January event coincided with a CO2 increase and
water vapor decrease. HYSPLIT trajectory analyses show that the CO, CO2, and water
vapor changes were caused by an air mass change that occurred as the coastal storm
moved away from Pinnacles, resulting in polluted air from the northeastern US being
transported to Pinnacles.
From these examples, as well as from other cases not discussed, we conclude that
the largest diurnal CO changes occur in the presence of synoptic disturbances, which
induce wind shifts that transport air from polluted upwind source regions to Pinnacles.
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This finding is consistent with our hypothesis stated in Section 3.3.1, as well as with
previous studies in flat terrain (e.g. Hurwitz et al., 2004) and at mountaintops (e.g.
Zellwegger et al., 2003; Brooks et al., 2012) including Pinnacles (Lee et al., 2012).
However, our finding that days with the smallest CO amplitude typically occur on days
with strong insolation appears counterintuitive and is contrary to our hypothesis. Strong
insolation is expected to facilitate the vertical transport of air from upwind valleys to
nearby mountaintops by convective mixing and upslope flows, processes which induce
large changes in pollutant concentrations on diurnal timescales (e.g. Baltensperger et al.,
1997; Lugauer et al., 1998). To better understand this apparent contradiction, we isolate
fair weather days and investigate the CO variability on these days in the next section.
3.3.5. CO variability on fair weather days
We identify fair weather days by calculating a clearness index (CI) for each day in
the four-year data set using solar radiation measurements. Following Whiteman and
Allwine (1986), we calculate the maximum total incoming solar radiation that could be
received at Pinnacles (i.e. the theoretical maximum). We then sum the total amount of
incoming solar radiation measured at Pinnacles and divide this value by the theoretical
maximum to determine the CI (Whiteman et al., 1999a). We find that CO amplitude
decreases as a function of CI. This pattern is most apparent when binning the CO
amplitude into different categories based on CI. Days with the smallest CI have both the
largest mean CO amplitudes and largest interquartile ranges. Furthermore, the 90 th
percentile of these cases have CO amplitudes >80 ppb, whereas the clearest days have
CO amplitudes approximately half this value (Figure 3.7). Days with low CI are typically
cloudy, rather than hazy, based on web camera images from the site, and have stronger
winds than days with high CI. Mean 17 m wind speeds on days with the lowest (highest)
CI are around 5.3 m s-1 (3.8 m s-1) because cloudy days are more prone to the impacts of
synoptic disturbances, which induce higher wind speeds, and result in larger daily
changes in CO mixing ratios (c.f. Section 3.3.4). In contrast, days with higher CI are not
impacted by synoptic disturbances, and thus the CO amplitudes on these days are usually
smaller. We classify days with a high CI as fair weather days, using a CI threshold of 0.6
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(i.e. above the 50th percentile). We note, though, that our results are not significantly
impacted by our choice of the CI threshold.

Figure 3.7: Daily CO amplitude as a function of clearness index, divided into 12 bins
(N=78 for each bin), from 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012. Black X’s represent 50th
percentile; lines extend out to 25th and 75th percentiles; black circles represent the 10th
and 90th percentiles.
Our analyses reveal that there are fair weather days with large diurnal CO
amplitudes and fair weather days with small diurnal CO amplitudes, and thus we further
investigate the factors causing this variability. Since advective processes are a major
factor in determining the local rate of change of a trace gas mixing ratio, we focus next
on a discussion of the role of horizontal wind speed and direction on the CO variability.
Previous work has found that diurnal wind direction changes are an important component
of the climatology at other mountaintop monitoring sites (e.g. Atlas and Ridley, 1996;
Kleissl et al., 2007). These wind direction changes are attributed to thermal circulations
and are associated with the transport of pollutant-rich PBL air to nearby mountaintops
(e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998). Thus, to help understand the impact
of wind direction changes on the CO variability at Pinnacles, we determine the mean CO
mixing ratio as a function of wind direction. Winds from the east, southeast, and south
(southwest, west, and northwest) happen 32% (45%) of the time and correspond with a
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mean CO mixing ratio of 147.5 ppb (141.8 ppb) (Figure 3.8). Southerly winds have
already been shown to correlate with higher CO and CO2 mixing ratios during the cool
season in previous studies at the site (Lee et al. 2012), and we find this to be true in the
other seasons as well. Because wind shifts to the south are an important part of the
climatology at Pinnacles (c.f. Figure 3.2c) and are associated with higher CO mixing
ratios, we hypothesize that the CO variability on fair weather days can be explained by
the presence or absence of a wind shift to the south during the daytime. Therefore, we use
Pinnacles’ wind measurements and classify fair weather days based on the presence or
absence of a southerly wind shift. We first determine the mean wind direction for four
six-hour periods: 00-06 LST, 06-12 LST, 12-18 LST, and 18-00 LST. 90% of the 628
days fair weather days had a CO record >50% complete during the day and are
investigated further. 49% of these days have a steady wind direction throughout the day,
i.e. the wind direction varied by <90° (Table 3.4). Consistent with the climatology
discussed in Section 3.3.1, northwesterly winds are most common and occur
predominantly during the winter months. Of the fair weather days with a constant wind
direction, 67% have northwesterly winds throughout the day, whereas 4% have mean
winds from the northeast. Since northwesterly winds are most common and because CO
varies as a function of wind direction (c.f. Figure 3.8), we classify days as Type I if the
mean wind direction in each six-hour period is from the northwest.
The remaining 51% of the fair weather days have a wind shift. A wind shift from
the northwest during the first half of the day (00-12 LST) to a different wind direction
during the second half of the day (12-24 LST) is most common and happens on 48% of
this subset of days. On 56%, 35%, and 9% of this subset of days, there is an afternoon
counterclockwise wind shift to the southwest, southeast, and northeast, respectively. We
classify days with an afternoon wind shift to the southwest or southeast as Type II days.
The remaining fair weather days have a wind shift other than what is differentiated here;
they are classified as neither Type I nor Type II and are revisited in Section 3.3.5.3. In
summary, 33% and 22% of all fair weather days are classified as Type I and Type II
days, respectively.
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Table 3.4: Number and percentage of fair weather days with steady winds and fair
weather days without steady winds.
Classification of Fair Weather Days

Number

Percentage of Fair
Weather Days
49

Steady winds

277

Steady northwesterly winds
(Type I)

187

33

Days with a wind shift

288

51

Days with a wind shift from northwesterly to southerly
(Type II)

126

22

Days that are not Type I or Type II

252

45

Figure 3.8: Mean CO mixing ratio ±1 standard deviation as a function of wind direction
from 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012 at 17 m agl at Pinnacles. Numbers shown are
the percentage of the total. Numbers do not add to 100% because of rounding.
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Type I and Type II days have the similar mean CI (0.75). Mean afternoon (12001600 LST) shortwave radiation for Type I and Type II days is 624 W m -2 and 633 W m-2,
respectively, whereas mean afternoon sensible heat fluxes on Type I and Type II days are
171 W m-2 and 206 W m-2, respectively. There are no seasonal differences in the
occurrences of Type I or Type II days, although days with strong (weak) mean winds are
most common in winter (summer) (Table 3.5) which is consistent with the climatology
(c.f. Figure 3.2). Synoptic analyses indicate that Type I days are most common following
cold front passages, and mean winds are 0.7 m s-1 higher than on Type II days. The
diurnal behavior of wind direction on Type I and Type II days at Pinnacles also happens
at Big Meadows and nearby monitoring sites in flat terrain.
Table 3.5: Occurrence of Type I and Type II days as a function of season.
Winter
4.2

Spring
15.8

Summer
10.9

Fall
10.7

Type I,
Light winds (<3.9 m s-1)

4.2

7.6

9.0

4.9

Type I,
Strong winds (>3.9 m s-1)

9.7

8.2

1.9

5.8

Type II,
all

9.2

11.4

8.4

9.1

Type II,
Light winds (<3.3 m s-1)

1.7

3.3

6.5

5.5

Type II,
Strong winds (>3.3 m s-1)

7.5

7.1

3.0

2.7

Type I,
all

We use NARR to characterize the synoptic conditions on Type I and Type II days
and to investigate the underlying causes of the wind shift on Type II days. Both Type I
days and Type II days have a near-surface anticyclone southwest of Pinnacles. Consistent
with Type I days, composites of the 900 mb (i.e. the approximate elevation of Pinnacles)
wind fields at 0900 UTC (0400 LST) on Type II days indicate the presence of
northwesterly flows across Virginia (Figure 3.9a). Consistent with the observations,
NARR composites of the 900 mb wind fields indicate a counterclockwise wind shift on
Type II days, with southwesterly winds in the afternoon. This wind shift is most
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pronounced in the lee of the Appalachian Mountains, but is largely absent west of the
Appalachian Mountains and along the immediate coast (Figure 3.9b). This diurnal wind
shift is also present in the surface (10 m agl) NARR composites. The mean v-component
of the wind along and immediately east of the Blue Ridge Mountains is -1 m s-1
(northerly) in the 0900 UTC NARR composites, but is +2 m s-1 (southerly) on the 2100
UTC NARR composites (not shown). These wind shifts have been documented in
previous studies in other mountainous regions, e.g. the European Alps (e.g. Lugauer and
Winkler, 2005) and Rocky Mountains (e.g. Whiteman et al., 1999b), and have been
attributed to the diurnal cycle of diabatic heating (e.g. Whiteman, 2000). The wind shift
that we observe is also present several hundred kilometers away from the Appalachian
Mountains, and it is not clear if these wind shifts are caused by the diabatic heating of the
mountain slopes in this region or by other processes such atmospheric tides (e.g. Mass et
al., 1991).
3.3.5.1. Type I days
On Type I days, both the mean and median diurnal CO cycles exhibit a decrease
between 0000 LST and 0800 LST when winds are from the northwest, consistent with the
diurnal CO cycles shown in Figure 3.5. Following a short-lived mid-morning CO
maximum, CO decreases to a minimum between 1400 and 1800 LST and closely follows
the diurnal cycle in water vapor (Figure 3.10). Following the afternoon CO minimum,
CO begins increasing due to pollutants accumulating within a stabilizing PBL.
Differentiating by mean wind speed, we find that there is a short-lived CO and water
vapor maximum around 1000 LST that likely coincides with the arrival of valley PBL air
at the mountaintop on days with weak winds (and thus less synoptic forcing). Following
the short-lived CO increase, mixing and dilution within the growing daytime PBL result
in a late afternoon CO minimum at Pinnacles.
The observed CO variability on Type I days contrasts with findings on the diurnal
trace gas and aerosol variability at other mountaintops at which vertical transport of
valley PBL air causes a daytime trace gas and aerosol increase (e.g. Baltensperger et al.,
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Figure 3.9: NARR composites on Type II days of 900 mb wind speed and direction at
0900 UTC (a) and 2100 UTC (b). The location of Pinnacles is indicated by a black
triangle. Data are available from <ftp://ftp.cdc.noaa.gov/NARR/>
1997; Weiss-Penzias et al., 2006) and also contrasts with the mean seasonal diurnal
cycles of CO at Pinnacles. The presence of constant wind directions throughout the entire
diurnal cycle at Pinnacles is an important characteristic of the diurnal CO variability on
Type I days with a daytime CO minimum. This diurnal cycle has been reported for other
trace gas species. For example, peroxyacetic nitric anhydride (PAN), which depending on
ambient temperature has a relatively long atmospheric lifetime (e.g. Seinfeld and Pandis,
1996) that enables it to be transported over long distances (e.g. Fahey et al., 1986), was
sampled at a mountaintop monitoring site approximately 360 km southwest of Pinnacles
in the late 1980s (e.g. Roberts et al., 1995). Consistent with our findings in the diurnal
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Figure 3.10: Mean wind direction (a), CO (b), wind speed (c), and water vapor (d) on
Type I fair weather days. Red, blue, and black lines represent Type I days with light
winds (<3.9 m s-1, N=94), Type I days with strong winds (>3.9 m s-1, N=93), and all
Type I days (N=187), respectively. Daily means are removed from panels (b) and (d) for
clarity. All measurements are made at 17 m agl at Pinnacles.
CO cycle on Type I days, the mean diurnal cycle in PAN during the summertime shows a
daytime decrease (Roberts et al., 1995). This daytime decrease is consistent with the
diurnal cycle of trace gas variability over flat terrain (e.g. Popa et al., 2010). A few
hundred meters above the surface in flat terrain, there is oftentimes a short-lived midmorning trace gas increase due to the arrival of polluted air contained within the
nocturnal PBL (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2014). As the PBL increases in depth, turbulent
mixing within the PBL causes trace gas mixing ratios to decrease (e.g. Popa et al., 2010;
Schmidt et al., 2014). The PBL depth represents the height to which turbulent mixing
dominates and is an important driver of trace gas and aerosol variability over flat terrain
(e.g. Seibert et al., 2000; Gibert et al. 2007) and valleys (e.g. Pal et al., 2014).
Based on the findings in the present study, the PBL height is similarly expected to
be another important driver of the CO variability at mountaintops like Pinnacles, in
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particular on Type I days. Continuous PBL height observation platforms for Pinnacles
and its immediate surroundings are not available. The sounding station nearest Pinnacles
where twice-daily rawinsonde observations are available is Dulles Airport (IAD), which
is located 90 km northeast of Pinnacles. If we assume that PBL heights from the IAD
rawinsonde observations are the same as at Pinnacles, we find that days with deep PBLs
(i.e. those exceeding the mountaintop height) have a daytime CO decrease, consistent
with what we find for Type I days. In a forthcoming paper, we investigate in more detail
how PBL heights near Pinnacles affect the mountaintop trace gas variability.
3.3.5.2. Type II days
On Type II days, an afternoon shift in wind direction has a significant effect on
CO variability, and the amplitude of both the median and mean CO cycle is about twice
the amplitude of Type I days (Figure 3.11), illustrating the dominance of horizontal
advection over vertical mixing. During the nighttime, CO decreases. As winds begin to
shift towards the south during the late morning, CO and water vapor begin increasing and
peak around 1900 LST. Strong mechanical mixing causes smaller CO peaks on days with
strong winds compared to days with weak winds. Following the daytime increase, CO
decreases as winds shift towards the west.
Unlike Type I days, the observed pattern of CO variability on Type II days is
more consistent with the mean diurnal CO cycles shown in Figure 3.5 and with the mean
diurnal CO cycles reported at other mountaintops (e.g. Weiss-Penzias et al., 2006; Henne
et al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2008). Lee et al. (2012) found that high CO and CO2 on days
with south and southeast winds is caused by the near-surface transport of air masses
southward from the Northeast and Mid-Atlantic and then northwestward to Pinnacles.
Thus, the transport of emissions from these areas may be explain the high CO mixing
ratios observed at Pinnacles during the afternoon on Type II days. However, Skyline
Drive, a tourist road through Shenandoah National Park, is also directly upwind of
Pinnacles during the afternoon on Type II days. To investigate the possible effect of
Skyline Drive on the CO measurements, we select Type II days with weak winds, i.e.
when Skyline Drive is expected to have the largest impact on the CO measurements, and
differentiate among the seasons due to seasonal differences in traffic volume. Although
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Figure 3.11: Same as Figure 3.10 but for Type II days. Red, blue, and black lines
represent Type II days with light winds (<3.3 m s-1, N=62), Type II days with strong
winds (>3.3 m s-1, N=64), and all Type II days (N=126), respectively. Note the y-axes in
panels (b) and (c) are different from Figure 3.10.
emissions are typically higher during the summer and fall because of larger traffic
volumes, we find no evidence of a larger afternoon peak in these seasons compared with
other seasons. Furthermore, the CO maximum occurs several hours after the peak in
traffic along Skyline Drive. Thus, we infer that there is no significant influence of
Skyline Drive on CO mixing ratios measured at Pinnacles, which is consistent with
previous studies in the region which also found no significant relation between traffic
volume and CO2 at Pinnacles (Lee et al., 2012), or CO (e.g. Poulida et al., 1991) and O3
(e.g. Cooper and Moody, 2000) at Big Meadows.
3.3.5.3. CO variability on other fair weather days
Analysis of fair weather days not classified as Type I or Type II underscores the
importance of wind shifts to the Pinnacles CO variability. On the days not classified as
Type I or Type II (45% of the remaining fair weather days), the wind direction change
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differed from the Type II classification. Fair weather days with wind shifts to the
northwest had CO decreases because, as previously discussed, northwest winds are
associated with lower CO mixing ratios than southerly winds. Conversely, fair weather
days with southerly wind shifts had daytime increases in CO. These characteristics of the
CO variability on days not classified as Type I or Type II highlight the finding that, when
wind direction changes occur at Pinnacles, they have a greater impact on the diurnal CO
variability than PBL dilution.
3.4.

Conclusions and implications
In this study, we presented an overview of 4 years (1 January 2009 – 31

December 2012) of meteorological and CO measurements from Pinnacles, a new
mountaintop monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains, and investigated the
hypothesis that the largest CO variability occurs during cold front passages and on fair
weather days due to the transport of polluted PBL air to the mountaintop. We found that
CO typically increases from a minimum between 0500 and 0900 LST to a maximum
between 1600 and 2000 LST. Consistent with our hypothesis, the largest CO changes,
with half-hourly means up to around 320 ppb, occur in the presence of synoptic
disturbances, as previously found for CO2 changes at the site (Lee et al., 2012). Contrary
to our hypothesis, though, the smallest CO changes happen on fair weather days (i.e. days
with a CI>0.6 and about 50% of all days), which we further investigated by classifying
fair weather days into two regimes based on the presence or absence of a wind shift. On
days with steady northwesterly winds at the site (Type I days or 33% of the fair weather
days), mixing and dilution within the daytime PBL is the dominant driver of CO
variability. Thus, daytime PBL heights are an important driver of the trace gas variability
at the site and are investigated in detail in a forthcoming study.
On days with a wind shift from the northwest to the south (Type II days or 22% of
the fair weather days), the CO increase is about twice the magnitude of the CO change on
days without wind shifts, and the site samples different upwind source regions. From
these analyses, we conclude that the diurnal CO cycle at Pinnacles is largely driven by a
daytime wind shift to the south which causes a daytime CO increase. This wind shift
happens not only on Type II days, but is an important part of the climatology (c.f. Figure
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3.2c) and is partly driven by synoptic–scale forcings (i.e. frontal passages) and by localto mesoscale forcings (i.e. diurnal mountain circulations).
The results in this study provide new insights into the use of trace gas
measurements from low mountaintops like Pinnacles in applications that require
background trace gas measurements. The nighttime CO decrease and daily minimum
between 0500 and 0900 LST present in the mean diurnal CO cycle indicates the transport
of FA air to the site. Therefore, pre-dawn trace gas measurements, particularly those in
winter, are likely to be most representative of background CO values.
When we differentiated between fair weather days with a wind shift and days
without a wind shift, we found that the diurnal CO variability is analogous to findings
from other, taller mountaintops (e.g. Forrer et al. 2000; Balzani Lööv et al., 2008; Henne
et al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2008) on fair weather days with a wind shift. The wind shift
results in different upwind emission sources being sampled and may allow trace gas
measurements from Pinnacles to help estimate emissions and reduce flux estimate
uncertainties in upwind areas (e.g. Schuh et al., 2010), provided that the models
accurately represent atmospheric transport over complex terrain.
Finally, our findings are the first to indicate that, in other conditions (i.e. fair
weather days with steady winds), CO mixing ratios at low mountaintops like Pinnacles
decrease during the daytime, which is nearly identical to what happens at tall towers in
flat terrain. As noted earlier, there is a short-lived late morning CO increase that occurs
both atop tall towers and at Pinnacles. Whereas the increase atop tall towers is caused by
the arrival of polluted nocturnal PBL air (e.g. Yi et al., 2001; Pal et al., 2015), the
increase at mountaintops is caused by the arrival of polluted PBL air contained within the
nocturnal valley PBL. As the PBL depth increases, CO decreases at the tops of tall towers
and at low mountaintops like Pinnacles. Thus, local impacts on afternoon trace gas
measurements made during these situations (i.e. about 60% of the days without clouds)
are expected to be minimized, and mountaintop trace gas measurements can be
considered along with tall tower measurements in applications requiring regionallyrepresentative values.
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CHAPTER 4
ESTIMATING PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
HEIGHTS OVER A VALLEY FROM RAWINSONDE
OBSERVATIONS AT A NEARBY AIRPORT: A CASE
1
STUDY FOR THE PAGE VALLEY IN VIRGINIA, USA
1

Lee, T. R. and De Wekker, S. F. J., draft. Estimating planetary boundary layer heights
over a valley from rawinsonde observations at a nearby airport: A case study for
the Page Valley in Virginia, USA. J. Appl. Meteorol. Clim.

Abstract
The daytime planetary boundary layer (PBL) height, 𝑧𝑖 , is an essential parameter required
for many applications, including weather forecasting and air quality dispersion modeling.
Estimates of 𝑧𝑖 are not easily available and oftentimes come from twice-daily rawinsonde
observations at airports, typically at 00 and 12 UTC. In many applications, questions
often arise regarding the applicability of 𝑧𝑖 retrieved from these twice-daily observations
to surrounding locations. Obtaining this information requires knowledge of the 𝑧𝑖 spatial
variability which is limited, particularly in regions with mountainous terrain. The goal of
the present study is to review methodologies reported in the literature to address this issue
and develop methodologies further for the case study of estimating daytime 𝑧𝑖 in the
Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains. Our approach includes using rawinsonde observations
from the nearest sounding station, Dulles Airport (IAD), which is located 90 km
northeast of the Page Valley, as well as North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)
output and simulations with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model. When
we select days on which 𝑧𝑖 from NARR compare well with 𝑧𝑖 determined from the IAD
soundings, we find that 𝑧𝑖 is larger (on the order of 200-400 m) over the Page Valley than
at IAD and that these differences are typically larger in the summer than winter. WRF
simulations indicate that 𝑧𝑖 is larger over the Page Valley because of larger sensible heat
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fluxes and indicate that 𝑧𝑖 has terrain-following characteristics both on days with deep
PBLs and on days with shallow PBLs.
4.1.

Introduction
Turbulent mixing processes within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) govern the

exchange of heat, moisture, momentum, and aerosols between Earth’s surface and the
overlying free atmosphere (e.g. Stull, 1988). The height of the PBL, 𝑧𝑖 , represents the
maximum height to which these turbulent mixing processes occur. On diurnal timescales,
𝑧𝑖 is oftentimes deepest in the afternoon. Thus, the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 is vital to describing the
vertical mixing of trace gases and pollutants in air quality dispersion studies (e.g.
Dabberdt et al., 2004). Whereas the role of 𝑧𝑖 on the trace gas variability over flat terrain
is well-understood (e.g. Pochanart et al., 2003; Volz-Thomas et al., 2003; Elanksy et al.,
2007; Popa et al., 2011; Sahu et al., 2011), this knowledge is limited for mountainous
regions. Previous studies have suggested that air masses representative of background
concentrations are sampled at mountaintops when the valley 𝑧𝑖 remains well below the
mountaintop, whereas local to regional pollutant sources affect the mountaintop trace gas
variability when the valley 𝑧𝑖 reaches or exceeds the mountaintop height (e.g.
Raatikainen et al., 2014). Acquiring this information is vital if mountaintop trace gas
measurements are to be reliably used in applications that require background trace gas
measurements, e.g. air chemistry models and inverse carbon transport models.
Estimates of 𝑧𝑖 can come from many different platforms, including wind profilers,
lidars, sodars, tethered balloons, masts, rawinsonde observations, aircraft observations
(e.g. Clifford et al., 1994; Nyeki et al., 2000) and, since 2006, from space-borne lidars
such as the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) on the Cloud‐
Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO) satellite
(Winker et al., 2007; Jordan et al., 2010). Each of these platforms has its own distinct
advantages and disadvantages [see Seibert et al., 2000 for more details].
Among the other platforms enumerated above, rawinsondes observations,
typically made at airports, are well-suited for long-term daily and sub-daily 𝑧𝑖 estimates
because they are made at least twice per day at hundreds of sites worldwide. Thus,
rawinsondes observations have been used to develop 𝑧𝑖 climatologies on continental- to
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global-scales (e.g. Holzworth, 1964; Seidel et al., 2010; Liu and Lang, 2010; Seidel et al.,
2012; Wang and Wang, 2014). However, rawinsonde observation platforms are unevenly
distributed globally and are hundreds of kilometers apart in many areas. If rawinsonde
observations or other 𝑧𝑖 observations are unavailable for a particular location of interest,
one approach is to use 𝑧𝑖 obtained from the nearest sounding station as a proxy (e.g.
Hondula et al., 2013). Another approach is to use geostatisical interpolation procedures
(e.g. Cressie, 1993), e.g. kriging with external drift (Kretschmer et al., 2013; Kretschmer
et al., 2014), to spatially interpolate rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 to data sparse regions.
A downside of assuming that the 𝑧𝑖 obtained from the nearest sounding station is
a good proxy for surrounding locations or with using the above geostatisical interpolation
procedures is that these approaches neglect the physical processes affecting spatial
variability in 𝑧𝑖 that occurs between individual point observations of 𝑧𝑖 . Differences in 𝑧𝑖
over the scale of hundreds of kilometers (i.e. the typical distance between rawinsonde
observation stations) can be several hundred meters (e.g. Bianco et al., 2011;
Bohnenstengel et al., 2011; Xie et al., 2013). Since sensible heat flux (SHF) governs 𝑧𝑖 ,
spatial differences in SHF due to e.g. soil moisture (e.g. Avissar and Schmidt, 1998;
Segall et al., 1988; Desai et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2011) and land use (e.g. Bianco et al.,
2011) are often cited as main drivers of spatial 𝑧𝑖 differences. In complex terrain,
thermally and dynamically driven flows also affect spatial 𝑧𝑖 differences (e.g. Kossmann
et al., 1998; De Wekker, 2002; Bianco et al., 2011). Accounting for these processes is
important for understanding the 𝑧𝑖 spatial variability between point observations. Thus,
another approach for obtaining 𝑧𝑖 estimates is to use reanalysis or forecasting products,
which assimilate rawinsonde observations and cover at least partially the physical
processes driving the 𝑧𝑖 spatial variability. For example, the High-Resolution Rapid
Refresh (HRRR) model provides 𝑧𝑖 estimates at 3 km spatial scales (e.g. Olson and Grell,
2014), and the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model can generate 𝑧𝑖
estimates at 1 km spatial scales (e.g. Xie et al., 2012). Even so, in regions with complex
or mountainous terrain, 𝑧𝑖 estimates at this high resolution may not always be valid
because of the subgrid 𝑧𝑖 spatiotemporal variability (e.g. Kossmann et al., 1998; Kalthoff
et al., 2000). Furthermore, the models used to generate these 𝑧𝑖 estimates can have
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difficulty resolving atmospheric processes at these spatial scales, particularly over
mountainous terrain (e.g. Zong and Chow, 2013).
In the current paper, we develop an approach to estimate 𝑧𝑖 that uses a
combination of 𝑧𝑖 obtained from a sounding station and 𝑧𝑖 obtained from reanalysis
products. We demonstrate our approach for the estimation of afternoon 𝑧𝑖 over the Page
Valley, located in the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia, USA, although our approach
could be used to estimate 𝑧𝑖 at other nearby locations as well. Acquiring reliable 𝑧𝑖
estimates over the Page Valley in particular, though, is vital because the valley is located
about 15 km upwind of a long-term mountaintop trace gas monitoring site where select
atmospheric trace gases have been continuously monitored since 2008 (e.g. Lee et al.,
2012). Reliable afternoon 𝑧𝑖 estimates over the Page Valley are necessary to determine
the degree to which the nearby mountaintop trace gas measurements are affected by local
to regional pollutant sources. The sounding station nearest the Page Valley where twicedaily rawinsonde observations are available is located at Dulles Airport (IAD) (38.98 N,
77.49 W, 87 m msl), 90 km northeast of the Page Valley (Figure 4.1a) in a suburban
setting about 35 km northwest of Washington DC. Due to the regional topography,
discussed in more detail in the next section, the Page Valley receives less rainfall
annually than IAD. Thus, we hypothesize that, despite the relatively close proximity of
the Page Valley to IAD, 𝑧𝑖 will be larger over the Page Valley than at IAD because less
moisture causes more net radiation to be partitioned into SHF over the Page Valley than
near IAD, resulting in larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley. To test this hypothesis, we first
present our approach to obtain 𝑧𝑖 estimates for the Page Valley from the IAD rawinsonde
observations. We then investigate the underlying physical processes responsible for the 𝑧𝑖
variability in this region using WRF simulations. We conclude the paper with a
discussion of the errors arising when using 𝑧𝑖 from sounding stations to estimate 𝑧𝑖 at
surrounding locations.
4.2.

Methods

4.2.1. Site description
The Page Valley is oriented south-southwest to north-northeast, is approximately
80 km long, averages 10-15 km wide, and ranges from around 200 m above mean sea
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Figure 4.1: Panel (a) shows the regional topography (shaded) over the innermost WRF
domain with the locations of SNP HQ (Shenandoah National Park Headquarters) and
Dulles Airport (IAD) identified using black X’s relative to the Page and Shenandoah
Valleys; inset map at the bottom right shows the location of the study region, denoted by
a black box, in the eastern US. Panel (b) shows the dominant land use types (shaded).
Elevation and land use data are from the US Geological Survey.
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level (msl) on its northern end to about 400 m msl on its southern end. The Page Valley is
part of the larger Shenandoah Valley and is separated from the rest of the Shenandoah
Valley by the Massanutten Mountains which have a maximum elevation of about 800 m
msl. East of the Page Valley are the Blue Ridge Mountains with a ridgeline 1000-1200 m
msl. The valleys are mostly rural and have a total population of about one million (e.g.
Davis et al., 2010).
The regional climate is humid subtropical at the lower elevations but is humid
continental along and west of the Blue Ridge. Rainfall in the region is evenly distributed
throughout the year (e.g. Lee et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014), but varies across the Blue
Ridge. The Page Valley receives 85 cm annually and is among the driest locations in
Virginia. The ridgetops surrounding the Page Valley receive 135 cm of rainfall annually;
locations east of the Blue Ridge, including the sounding station at IAD, receive around
105 cm (e.g. National Cartography and Geospatial Center, 1999).
4.2.2. Data sets
4.2.2.1. Valley rawinsonde observations
Rawinsonde observations have been made in the Page Valley during the
Education in Complex Terrain Meteorology (EDUCT) field experiment as a component
of an undergraduate mountain meteorology course taught at the University of Virginia, as
well as outreach activities with nearby high schools. Rawinsondes were launched on five
days in April and three days in October. Of the eight days with soundings, four days had
afternoon soundings from Shenandoah National Park Headquarters (SNP HQ) (38.67 N,
78.37 W, 351 m msl). SNP HQ is located in a small basin approximately 1 km wide in
the eastern part of the Page Valley and is separated from the rest of the Page Valley by a
100 m hill.

4.2.2.2. Rawinsonde observations at IAD
Rawinsonde observations are made at IAD at 00 UTC (19 LST) and 12 UTC (07
LST) and are obtained from the University of Wyoming sounding archive
(weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/sounding.html) and are used to calculate 𝑧𝑖 . Many different
techniques exist to determine 𝑧𝑖 from rawinsonde observations, e.g. the parcel method
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(e.g. Seibert et al., 2000), elevated inversion depth (e.g. Holzworth, 1964; Seidel et al.,
2012), humidity gradients (e.g. von Engeln and Teixeira, 2013), refractivity gradients
(e.g. Seidel et al., 2010; Wang and Wang, 2014), maximum potential temperature
gradient (e.g. Stull, 1988; Seidel et al., 2010), and bulk Richardson (𝑅𝑏 ) method
(Vogelezang and Holtslag, 1996) [see Seidel et al., 2010 for a review]. Although these
methods produce the same seasonal cycle in 𝑧𝑖 , the median difference in daytime 𝑧𝑖
among the methods for all sites within a global radiosonde network is 440 m, and the
interquartile range is from 210 m to 750 m (Seidel et al., 2010). Of these methods, the 𝑅𝑏
method has been shown most suitable identifying 𝑧𝑖 because it determines 𝑧𝑖 as a
function of both buoyancy-driven and mechanically-driven turbulence (e.g. Seidel et al.,
2012). For this reason, we use the 𝑅𝑏 method and compute the 𝑅𝑏 profile using the
following equation:
𝑔
𝜃𝑣𝑠 (𝜃𝑣𝑧 − 𝜃𝑣𝑠 )(𝑧 − 𝑧𝑠 )
𝑅𝑖 =
(𝑢𝑧 − 𝑢𝑠 )2 + (𝑣𝑧 − 𝑣𝑠 )2 + (𝑏𝑢∗2 )

(4.1)

In Equation 4.1, 𝑔 is the gravitational acceleration; 𝜃𝑣 is the virtual potential temperature;
𝑧 is the height; 𝑢 and 𝑣 are the zonal and meridional wind components, respectively; 𝑏 is
a constant; and 𝑢∗ is the surface friction velocity. The subscripts 𝑠 and 𝑧 denote values at
the surface and values at height 𝑧, respectively. Following Seidel et al. (2012), we ignore
surface frictional effects. We also set 𝜃𝑣𝑠 to the value at the first measurement height,
which is typically 2 m above ground level (agl). Because the first measurement height is
so near the surface and surface winds are not reported in rawinsonde observations, we use
0 m s-1 for the surface winds, which is a practice consistent with many previous studies
(e.g. Menut et al., 1999; Seidel et al, 2012; Korhoren et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014). In
each 𝑅𝑏 profile, we scan upward from the surface and determine the first height, 𝑧, where
𝑅𝑏 exceeds a critical threshold, 𝑅𝑐 , and linearly interpolate between 𝑧 and 𝑧 − 1 to
determine 𝑧𝑖 . Following previous studies (e.g. Vogelezang and Holtslag, 1996; Seidel et
al., 2012), we set 𝑅𝑐 equal to 0.25.
4.2.2.3. Aircraft Profiles
Vertical profiles of temperature and wind are also obtained from the Aircraft
Communications,

Addressing,

and

Reporting
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System

(ACARS)

data

set

(http://madis.noaa.gov/madis_acars.html) and are used for comparison with IAD 𝑧𝑖 and
for model evaluation on select days. ACARS provides meteorological observations from
aircraft during takeoffs and landings and has been used to estimate 𝑧𝑖 over regions where
afternoon 𝑧𝑖 estimates are unavailable (e.g. Drue et al., 2010; Yver et al., 2013). ACARS
data are available at IAD from fall 2009 through the present.
4.2.2.4. Surface observations
We evaluate our WRF simulations using surface meteorological observations
from IAD and the Page Valley, as well as Pinnacles and Big Meadows, which are two
long-term mountaintop monitoring stations in the Blue Ridge Mountains (e.g. Lee et al.,
2014). In the Page Valley, meteorological observations are obtained from a MesoWest
fire weather station (e.g. Horel et al., 2002) at SNP HQ, which has hourly measurements
of temperature and relative humidity 2 m agl, wind speed and direction 6.1 m agl,
incoming shortwave radiation, and precipitation.
4.2.2.5. Gridded 𝒛𝒊 products
Gridded 𝑧𝑖 can come from reanalysis products, e.g. the North American Regional
Reanalysis (NARR) (Mesinger et al., 2006), as well as from numerical weather prediction
(NWP) models, e.g. the European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecast (ECMWF)
model, North American Model (NAM), Rapid Update Cycle (RUC), etc. Although NWP
models have a higher spatial resolution than reanalysis products, NWP models are based
on forecasts, but reanalysis products are forecasts that are corrected a posteriori using
surface and upper air observations. For this reason, output from coarser-resolution
reanalysis products has better agreement with observations than output from higherresolution NWP models (e.g. Yver et al. 2013). Therefore, we use the reanalysis product
NARR to help quantify the regional spatiotemporal 𝑧𝑖 variability. However, we also
discuss comparisons with other reanalysis products, e.g. the National Center for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) (e.g.
Saha et al., 2010), and comparisons with higher-resolution products, e.g. the NAM.
NARR assimilates boundary conditions from the NCEP Department of Energy
global reanalysis, NCEP Eta model, and surface and rawinsonde observations to generate
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meteorological fields at a 32 km resolution over North America. NARR has 29 vertical
levels, 13 of which are below 3000 m (Mesinger et al., 2006). NARR output is available
at a 3 h temporal resolution daily at 00, 03, 06, 09, 12, 15, 18, and 21 UTC over North
America and is available from ftp.cdc.noaa.gov/NARR. NARR outputs 𝑧𝑖 at a 32 km
resolution. These 𝑧𝑖 are computed using a level 2.5 Mellor-Yamada closure scheme that
determines 𝑧𝑖 based on vertical profiles of turbulent kinetic energy (TKE) (Janjić, 1990).
We compute 𝑧𝑖 from the NARR meteorological fields ourselves using the 𝑅𝑏 method
discussed in Section 4.2.2.2 so that NARR 𝑧𝑖 can be directly compared with the IAD
rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 . We compute 𝑧𝑖 from NARR ourselves because previous studies have
shown that different 𝑧𝑖 detection techniques can yield 𝑧𝑖 differences of several hundred
meters (e.g. Seidel et al., 2010). At IAD, the 00 UTC NARR-derived 𝑧𝑖 computed using
the TKE method correlate well with 𝑧𝑖 computed in NARR using the 𝑅𝑏 method (r=0.82,
p<0.01), but results in 𝑧𝑖 approximately 500 m larger for the selected time period.
4.2.3. WRF simulations
We use the WRF model to investigate underlying physical processes responsible
for the spatiotemporal 𝑧𝑖 variability in this region. WRF is a compressible nonhydrostatic model which uses a staggered Arakawa-C grid (Skamarock, 2008). We use
three model domains with two-way nesting that have a horizontal grid spacing of 9 km, 3
km, and 1 km, respectively. The outermost domain encompasses most of the eastern US;
the second domain includes the Mid-Atlantic region; and the innermost domain includes
the entire Page Valley and IAD. The size of the innermost domain is 150 km x 150 km.
Our simulations have 84 vertical levels between the surface and model top of 100 mb,
and the thickness of the vertical levels increases gradually with height. The five lowest
sigma levels of 0.997, 0.995, 0.992, 0.990, and 0.987 correspond with heights of
approximately 19 m, 41 m, 56 m, 78, and 93 m agl, respectively. Terrain and vegetation
information are obtained from a US Geological Survey data set with a 1 km spatial
resolution. Over the innermost domain, the majority (53%) of the vegetation is mixed
deciduous forest, and the remainder is mostly deciduous forest (23%) and cropland (21%)
(Figure 4.1b) and reflects the actual land use in the area based on satellite imagery (not
shown). NARR is used to supply the boundary conditions for the simulations. In all WRF
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domains, we apply the Dudhia shortwave radiation scheme (Dudhia, 1989), the rapid
radiative transport model longwave scheme (Mlawer et al., 1997), the WRF 3-class
simple ice microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004), and Pleim-Xiu land surface model
(Xiu and Pleim, 2001). The Pleim-Xiu land surface model includes a surface model to
describe soil moisture and evapotranspiration and is coupled with the nonlocal
asymmetric convection model (Xiu and Pleim, 2001). In the two outermost domains, we
apply the Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990).
We investigate the model sensitivity to a selection of PBL parameterization
schemes commonly used in WRF. Different PBL schemes make varying assumptions
about the transport of heat, moisture, and momentum between the Earth’s surface and
overlying atmosphere. Local schemes compute turbulent fluxes at each point in the model
domain using modeled meteorological variables and gradients from the neighboring grid
boxes (e.g. Stensrud, 2007). Nonlocal schemes include a parameterized term to account
for nonlocal transport (e.g. Stensrud, 2007). In the present study, we investigate the
spatiotemporal 𝑧𝑖 variability using two local PBL parameterization schemes: the MellorYamada-Janjić (MYJ) scheme (Janjić, 1990), Mellor-Yamada-Nakanishi-Niino level 2.5
(MYNN2) scheme (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009), as well as two non-local PBL schemes:
the Yonsei University (YSU) scheme (Hong et al., 2006) and the total energy mass flux
(TEMF) scheme (Angevine et al., 2010). The MYNN2 scheme is newer than the MYJ
scheme and improves some of the weaknesses of the MYJ scheme, e.g. slow daytime
PBL growth (e.g. Sun and Ogura, 1980), by incorporating more realistic diagnostic
equations for turbulent length scale (Nakanishi and Niino, 2009). The YSU PBL scheme
is a first-order closure scheme that uses a nonlocal K approach and nonlocal gradient
adjustment term (e.g. Hong et al., 2006; Xie et al., 2012), and TEMF is a 1.5-order
closure scheme that describes vertical mixing by computing eddy diffusivity from the
sum of turbulent kinetic and turbulent potential energy (Angevine et al., 2010). We
perform WRF simulations for two days with multiple afternoon rawinsonde observations
from the Page Valley: 9 April 2009, a day with a deep afternoon PBL, and 23 October
2010, a day with a shallow afternoon PBL. Although some PBL parameterization
schemes explicitly calculate 𝑧𝑖 , for a consistent comparison of 𝑧𝑖 using different
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parameterization schemes, we compute 𝑧𝑖 from the model output using the 𝑅𝑏 method
described in Section 4.2.2.2.
4.2.4. Approach to estimate 𝒛𝒊 over the Page Valley
To estimate daytime 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley, we use sounding observations from
IAD and NARR output. In our approach, we first estimate the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from the 00
UTC IAD sounding and compare these 𝑧𝑖 with afternoon NARR 𝑧𝑖 . We then determine a
correction, based on physical processes occurring in the region of interest, which we
apply to the IAD sounding 𝑧𝑖 to determine 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley.
4.2.4.1. Determining afternoon 𝒛𝒊 from IAD rawinsonde observations
In the eastern US, 00 UTC occurs at 1900 LST. For this reason, soundings at IAD
are after local sunset between late August and late April. Near-surface cooling causes the
formation of a near-surface stable layer around sunset which obfuscates afternoon 𝑧𝑖
determination (e.g. Wang and Wang, 2014). To obtain reliable estimates of afternoon 𝑧𝑖
from the IAD sounding observations, we remove this stable layer. To this end, we
develop an approach to determine the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from the IAD rawinsonde
observations. We compute the 𝜃𝑣 gradient,
500 m msl. If
𝑑𝜃𝑣
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝜃𝑣
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝜃𝑣
𝑑𝑧

, between each interpolated level below

≤ 0 K, we use the surface value of 𝜃𝑣 in Equation 4.1 to calculate 𝑅𝑏 . If

> 0 𝐾, we scan upward in the profile, up to 500 m msl (based on a presumed

minimum depth of the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 for this region), and in Equation 4.1 we use the value
of 𝜃𝑣 at the height where

𝑑𝜃𝑣
𝑑𝑧

is at a minimum. If

𝑑𝜃𝑣
𝑑𝑧

> 0 𝐾 at each level between the

surface and 500 m msl, we use the value of 𝜃𝑣 at 500 m msl in Equation 4.1. For
consistency with Equation 4.1, we set 𝑢𝑠 = 𝑣𝑠 = 0 𝑚 𝑠 −1 .
We demonstrate the above technique using rawinsonde data on two days in fall,
2010. Radiative near-surface cooling led to the formation of a near-surface stable layer in
the 00 UTC sounding on 1 October and 11 November. Using surface values to determine
𝑧𝑖 yields 𝑧𝑖 128 m and 113 m msl, respectively (Figure 4.2), which do not agree with the
afternoon NARR 𝑧𝑖 on these days, which are 1712 m and 694 m msl, respectively, and
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are unrealistic values for the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 over this region of the US (e.g. Aneja et al.,
2000). When we apply our technique to the rawinsonde observations, we find revised 𝑧𝑖
from the rawinsonde observations of 1781 m and 801 m msl, respectively. These 𝑧𝑖

Figure 4.2: Application of our afternoon 𝑧𝑖 detection technique to two IAD soundings
from fall, 2010: 1900 LST 1 October 2010 (a) and 1900 LST 11 November 2010 (b). Red
line is the IAD sounding; black dots are mid-afternoon (1500 LST) ACARS-derived
potential temperature sounding within a 0.25° x 0.25° box (approximately 28 x 28 km)
centered on IAD; horizontal dotted line is 𝑧𝑖 determined from the IAD sounding without
applying our technique to remove the near-surface stable layer; horizontal dashed line is
𝑧𝑖 determined from the IAD sounding with the application of our technique; horizontal
dash-dot line is 𝑧𝑖 determined from NARR; and horizontal solid line is 𝑧𝑖 determined
from ACARS profile. In all cases, 𝑧𝑖 is calculated using the 𝑅𝑏 method. Because moisture
measurements are unavailable in the ACARS profiles at IAD, we assume that 𝜃𝑣 ≈ 𝜃.
Note different scales but the same range on the x-axis.
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values are <150 m different from afternoon 𝑧𝑖 determined from NARR and from the
afternoon ACARS observations on these days.
The improved afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from the IAD rawinsonde observations are further
evident when we compare 𝑧𝑖 over the entire 4-year period of interest. Without applying
our technique, the correlation between the 00 UTC IAD rawinsonde observations and
afternoon NARR 𝑧𝑖 is r=0.40 (p<0.01), and the rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 is 255±639 m lower than
the NARR 𝑧𝑖 . Applying our technique reduces the mean difference and standard
deviation to 72±479 m and improves the correlation to r=0.56 (p<0.01). Important to
note, though, is that our approach does not account for subsidence, which can result in 𝑧𝑖
decreases of 200 m between the mid-afternoon and early evening (e.g. Blay-Carreras,
2014). However, the errors caused by subsidence are less than the standard deviations in
𝑧𝑖 , which are reduced from 639 m to 479 m with the application of our technique. These
errors occur because, in some cases, there are weak 𝑅𝑏 and 𝜃𝑣 vertical gradients. When
these gradients are weak, 𝑧𝑖 is not well-defined (e.g. von Engeln et al., 2003).
Consequently, there exists a weak relationship between rawinsonde observations and
reanalysis output that has been found by other researchers (Table 4.1). For example,
Schmid and Niyogi (2011) analyzed 𝑧𝑖 for a 10-year period in Oklahoma, USA and found
correlations between rawinsonde and NARR 𝑧𝑖 ranging from 0.39 in spring to 0.58 in
winter. Korhonen et al. (2014) found a correlation of 0.58 between rawinsonde and
reanalysis 𝑧𝑖 obtained from the ECMWF model over South Africa. In both the Schmid
and Niyogi (2011) and Korhonen et al. (2014) studies, rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 was larger than 𝑧𝑖
from the reanalysis, which is consistent with 𝑧𝑖 climatologies over North America and
Europe (Seidel et al., 2012) and with our findings. Studies in regions with mountainous
terrain have found lower correlations when evaluating model output, even when using
higher resolution models. For example, Ketterer et al. (2014) found that correlations
between 𝑧𝑖 from the COSMO-2 model, run at a 2.2 km resolution over the European
Alps, and 𝑧𝑖 obtained from wind profilers and ceilometers ranged from 0.3-0.5.
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Table 4.1: Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 and NARR 𝑧𝑖
computed using the 𝑅𝑏 method as a function of season for the period 1 January 2009 – 31
December 2012 compared with correlation coefficients obtained from a 2002-2010 from
a study in Oklahoma, USA. All values shown are significant at the 0.01 confidence level.
DJF

MAM

JJA

SON

00 UTC rawinsonde vs. NARR 𝒛𝒊 at
IAD with removal of near-surface
stable layer

0.72

0.67

0.29

0.60

00 UTC rawinsonde vs. NARR 𝒛𝒊 at
IAD with removal of near-surface
stable layer and well-defined 𝒛𝒊

0.78

0.76

0.59

0.67

Rawinsonde and NARR 𝒛𝒊 in
Oklahoma, USA
(Schmid and Niyogi, 2011)

0.58

0.39

0.43

0.56

4.2.4.2. Removal of days with poorly-defined 𝒛𝒊
Since we need to have confidence in our reanalysis product to assist with
determining differences in 𝑧𝑖 between IAD and the Page Valley, we follow von Engeln et
al. (2003) and remove days on which 𝑧𝑖 are not well-defined. These days are
characterized by the absence of a well-defined elevated 𝜃𝑣 inversion. To this end, we
calculate NARR 𝜃𝑣 gradients every 100 m vertically for each sounding and filter cases
with poorly-defined elevated 𝜃𝑣 gradients, which we define as those <1.0 K 100 m-1.
Sensitivity tests (not shown) with this threshold indicate that the conclusions in this study
are not significantly impacted by our choice of this threshold. The removal of days
lacking a well-defined elevated inversion reduces the number of days that we consider for
further analysis by about 50%. The percentage of cases remaining varies seasonally;
about 80% of the days remain in the winter and <20% of the days remain in the summer
(Table 4.2). The removal of these cases improves the relationship between IAD
rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 and NARR 𝑧𝑖 (c.f. Table 4.1). Over the 4-year period of interest, r=0.74
(p<0.01), and the mean difference is 1±378 m. On seasonal timescales, r ranges from
0.59 (p<0.01) in summer to 0.78 (p<0.01) in winter (Figure 4.3), and the mean monthly
NARR 𝑧𝑖 compare better with the IAD rawinsonde observations. Sensitivity tests show
that this correlation is not biased by an unequal number of cases in the different seasons.
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Independent of season, NARR underestimates 𝑧𝑖 , consistent with the previous discussion.
The 𝑧𝑖 underestimates occur most often on days with 𝑧𝑖 larger than about 1500 m and are
caused by a cool bias of a couple degrees Celsius throughout the depth of the PBL (not
shown), which results in lower 𝑧𝑖 . Because 𝑧𝑖 is typically largest in the late spring and
summer, NARR’s cool bias may explain the lower correlations between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and
IAD sounding 𝑧𝑖 in these seasons. There are occasional differences of 1-2 km between
NARR 𝑧𝑖 and the IAD sounding 𝑧𝑖 . These large differences occur either on days when
there are multiple elevated inversions or on days when either the NARR or IAD sounding
𝑅𝑏 profile slightly exceeds 𝑅𝑐 at a given height but the other profile does not.
Table 4.2: Percentage and number of days with a well-defined elevated 𝜃𝑣 inversion as a
function of season at IAD for 1 Jan 2009 – 31 Dec 2012.
Percentage (number) of days
with well-defined inversion
DJF

79% (285)

MAM

36% (131)

JJA

13% (47)

SON

47% (170)

We attempt to further filter days with large biases by filtering cloudy days, on
which 𝑧𝑖 is oftentimes not well-defined (e.g. Grimsdell and Angevine, 1998), as well as
windy days when significant rawinsonde drift may occur (e.g. McGrath et al., 2006;
Seidel et al., 2011). To this end, we identify clear or “fair weather” days using a clearness
index. The clearness index (Whiteman et al., 1999a) represents the ratio between the total
amount of incoming solar radiation received at a given location summed for an entire day
and the calculated maximum amount of incoming solar radiation that could be received at
that location, the latter of we calculate following Whiteman and Allwine (1986).
However, we find no significant improvement of the relationship between the rawinsonde
and NARR 𝑧𝑖 when we remove cloudy days (i.e. days with a low clearness index), nor
when we remove days with rainfall. We also try removing rawinsonde observations made
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during windy conditions, which we classify as days with 700 mb wind speeds >15 m s-1.
However, we find no significant improvement to the relationship between the IAD
rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 and NARR 𝑧𝑖 . One explanation is that rawinsonde drift is on the spatial
scale of a few kilometers in the lower troposphere (Seidel et al., 2011), and thus the
rawinsondes typically remain within the IAD NARR grid box during their ascent through
the PBL.

Figure 4.3: Comparison between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 for winter (a), spring
(b), summer (c), and fall (d) for 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012 for days in which 𝑧𝑖
is well-defined. Dotted and solid lines indicate 1:1 line and line of best fit, respectively.
Pearson correlation coefficient (𝑟) and the number of cases (𝑁) are noted in the upper left
of each Figure 4.3. All correlations are significant at the 0.01 confidence level.
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From these analyses, we conclude that removing days on which 𝑧𝑖 is not welldefined improves the relationship between the NARR 𝑧𝑖 and IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 . NARR
captures the seasonal 𝑧𝑖 cycle at IAD (Figure 4.4), with mean monthly differences
between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 of 117±153 m msl. However, daily differences
between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 are sometimes as large as 1-2 km (c.f. Figure
4.3). Because of the good agreement on monthly timescales, we use NARR to determine
if there are 𝑧𝑖 differences between IAD and the Page Valley present on monthly
timescales. We then use the higher resolution WRF model to investigate the physical
processes responsible for the 𝑧𝑖 differences on daily timescales.

Figure 4.4: Comparison between mean 𝑧𝑖 ±1 standard deviation at IAD determined from
the 00 UTC IAD sounding (blue), 00 UTC IAD sounding with the application of our
afternoon 𝑧𝑖 detection technique (red), and 21 UTC NARR 𝑧𝑖 at IAD (black) as a
function of month over the period 1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012 for days in which
𝑧𝑖 is well-defined. All 𝑧𝑖 are computed using the 𝑅𝑏 method. Offset within each month is
to highlight the variability among the different methods.
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4.3.

Results and discussion

4.3.1. Spatial 𝒛𝒊 variability on monthly timescales
To quantify 𝑧𝑖 differences between IAD and the Page Valley, we calculate 𝑧𝑖 from
NARR for the grid box containing IAD and the grid box containing SNP HQ and the
Page Valley on the subset of days with well-defined 𝑧𝑖 at IAD. We differentiate between
𝑧𝑖 , which is height of the PBL relative to sea level, and PBL depth, which is height of the
PBL relative to the underlying topography. Making this distinction is required to quantify
the degree to which the PBL is affected by the underlying topography, which affects how
well 𝑧𝑖 observations from IAD can be used as a proxy for 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley. For the
4-year period of interest, there is good agreement between NARR 𝑧𝑖 at IAD and NARR
𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley (r=0.94, p<0.01), and r exceeds 0.9 in all seasons. The 𝑧𝑖 over the
Page Valley is typically 200 m larger than at IAD during the winter and up to 400 m
larger than IAD in late summer (Figure 4.5). Differences in PBL depths between the sites
are negligible in the winter and in the summer are about 200 m larger over the Page
Valley than at IAD. Differentiating by 𝑧𝑖 with respect to the maximum ridgetop height
(1200 m msl), we find that 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley is 218±174 m larger than at IAD on
days when 𝑧𝑖 at IAD is below the ridgetop height. On days when 𝑧𝑖 at IAD is above the
ridgetop, the 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley is 157±160 m larger than at IAD.
We observe a similar pattern when we use other products during select time
periods. For example, the mean monthly 𝑧𝑖 in April 2009 from higher-resolution NAM
are 200 m higher over the Page Valley than at IAD, whereas the difference in NARR is
184 m between the two sites. Similar results are found using 𝑧𝑖 obtained from the CFSR
(not shown). The similarities among the different reanalysis and model products provide
us with confidence that the 𝑧𝑖 differences we are finding between the Page Valley and
IAD are not an artefact of NARR’s resolution.
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Figure 4.5: Mean difference in 21 UTC NARR 𝑧𝑖 ±1 standard deviation between the
Page Valley and IAD as a function of month for the period 1 January 2009 – 31
December 2012.
4.3.2. Drivers of 𝒛𝒊 variability on monthly timescales
From the analyses in the previous section, we conclude that 𝑧𝑖 and PBL depths are
typically larger over the Page Valley than near IAD. Although the elevation difference of
about 200 m explains some of the differences in 𝑧𝑖 between the two sites, elevation
differences cannot explain the summertime 𝑧𝑖 differences. To test the hypothesis from
Section 4.1 that deeper PBLs over the Page Valley are caused by drier conditions over the
Page Valley, we use regional observations, NARR, and WRF simulations. Surface
observations of afternoon SHF show a bimodal pattern during the year; one maximum
occurs in April and a secondary maximum occurs in late August and September (Lee et
al., 2015). On the subset of days with well-defined 𝑧𝑖 NARR SHF follows the same
pattern, and SHF differences between the Page Valley and IAD are positively correlated
with 𝑧𝑖 differences between the two locations (r=0.74, p<0.01) (Figure 4.6). Furthermore,
the precipitation differences between the Page Valley and IAD are largest in late summer
and correlate with larger 𝑧𝑖 differences (r=-0.59, p=0.04). With less rainfall over the Page
Valley, there is on average less soil moisture. Therefore, a larger percentage of incoming
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Figure 4.6: Mean monthly difference between 21 UTC 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley and IAD
as a function of the difference in mean monthly SHF between the Page Valley and IAD.
Colored circles indicate different months; black line indicates the line of best fit.
radiation is typically partitioned into SHF than latent heat flux (LHF), yielding larger 𝑧𝑖
over the Page Valley than near IAD. The differences in SHF between the Page Valley
and IAD become largest in late summer when moisture differences are largest, resulting
in the largest 𝑧𝑖 differences during this time.
While SHF differences can explain the 𝑧𝑖 differences between IAD and the Page
Valley on monthly timescales, we cannot rule out the role of subsidence differences as an
explanation for the 𝑧𝑖 variability. Thus we compute mean monthly composites of vertical
velocity (omega) in NARR for the same subset of days with well-defined 𝑧𝑖 . Monthly
NARR composites indicate smaller omega (i.e. less positive values of omega and thus
less subsidence) at 850 mb and 700 mb during the late summer over IAD than over the
Page Valley (not shown), which would cause larger 𝑧𝑖 at IAD than in the Page Valley.
Because we typically observe larger 𝑧𝑖 and larger PBL depths over the Page Valley, we
conclude that synoptic-scale subsidence cannot explain 𝑧𝑖 differences between the Page
Valley and IAD on monthly timescales.
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Thus, the larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley are caused by drier conditions that lead
to larger SHF in the Page Valley than near IAD. Also important to 𝑧𝑖 differences are
wind flow patterns in mountainous terrain that are a function of the underlying
topography (e.g. Kalthoff et al., 1998; Kossmann et al., 1998; De Wekker, 2002; Bianco
et al., 2011). Because NARR’s resolution cannot resolve the regional topography and the
flow patterns within and because we find large differences between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and IAD
rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 on daily timescales, we perform WRF simulations on two select days with
rawinsonde observations from the Page Valley to contrast days with large 𝑧𝑖 variability
and days with small 𝑧𝑖 variability. In the following section, we use these simulations to
investigate the underlying 𝑧𝑖 differences between IAD the Page Valley.

4.3.3. Drivers of 𝒛𝒊 variability on daily timescales
All WRF runs well simulate daytime near-surface temperatures in the region and
the diurnal change in 𝑧𝑖 at IAD and in the Page Valley [details of the model evaluation
are found in the appendix to this chapter, i.e. Section 4.6], providing us with confidence
that our simulations can be used to help further understand the 𝑧𝑖 differences between
IAD and the Page Valley. All simulations indicate that the 𝑧𝑖 growth rate,

𝑑𝑧𝑖
𝑑𝑡

, after

sunrise is largest along the mountain ridges than in the valleys because of higher static
stability in the valleys that suppresses 𝑧𝑖 growth (Figure 4.7a). Between 0800 and 1000
LST, 𝑧𝑖 increases to 2000-2500 m msl over the region (Figure 4.7b). Over the eastern part
of the domain,

𝑑𝑧𝑖
𝑑𝑡

during this time is smaller than near the Page Valley due to a deeper

near-surface stable layer at 0800 LST. By 1200 LST, 𝑧𝑖 over the region ranges from
around 2500 m msl near IAD to 2900 m msl over the Page and Shenandoah Valley
(Figure 4.7c), and there is little additional 𝑧𝑖 increase during the early afternoon (Figure
4.7d). On 23 October,

𝑑𝑧𝑖
𝑑𝑡

is much smaller. At 0800 LST, the PBL depth is around 100 m

agl across the ridges and <50 m in the valleys and Piedmont (Figure 4.8a). Between 0800
LST and 1200 LST, the PBL depth increases by around 500 m across the region (Figure
4.8b, 8c) and reaches a maximum height of 600-800 m over the region while generally
following the underlying topography (Figure 4.8d).
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Figure 4.7: Potential temperature cross-section through SNP HQ (left red bar) and IAD
(right red bar), shaded every 0.5 K, using WRF simulations with the YSU PBL scheme at
0800 LST (a), 1000 LST (b), 1200 LST (c), and 1400 LST (d) on 9 April 2009. Dashed
line indicates 𝑧𝑖 computed using the 𝑅𝑏 method. The locations of the Shenandoah and
Page Valleys are indicated on the figure.
Despite the differences in afternoon 𝑧𝑖 on 9 April and 23 October, a common
feature of both days is the presence of larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley than near IAD,
which is consistent among the four PBL parameterization schemes that we studied, as
well as our findings from Section 4.3.1 and the rawinsonde observations made at both
sites on these days. Because our WRF simulations have high spatial resolution, we can
use them to investigate some of the other causes of larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley. Unlike
findings from other valleys (e.g. Bianco et al., 2011), the simulated near-surface wind
fields and vertical velocities indicate no near-surface flow convergence that would cause
larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley. Instead, near-surface winds across the region are westerly
on 9 April and southwesterly on 23 October. Analyses of soil moisture fields (not shown)
indicate that the differences between the Page Valley and IAD are largest in the
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.7 but for 23 October 2010. Potential temperature is shaded
every 0.25 K.
afternoon, which result in larger SHF over the Page Valley than near IAD. For example,
mean afternoon (1200-1600 LST) SHF on 9 April range from 339-407 W m-2 at SNP HQ
depending on the PBL parameterization scheme used. At IAD, mean afternoon SHF for
the four PBL parameterization schemes are consistently lower and range from 218-299 W
m-2.
Thus, our WRF simulations provide further evidence that 𝑧𝑖 and PBL depth
differences between IAD and the Page Valley are caused by soil moisture and SHF
differences between the two locations. Since the Page Valley is about 200 m higher in
elevation than IAD, we use WRF to investigate the role of topography on the differences
in 𝑧𝑖 and PBL depth between the sites, as NARR cannot fully resolve the regional
topography. To this end, we compute the correlation between 𝑧𝑖 and elevation for each
grid point over the innermost domain following De Wekker (2002). For a terrainfollowing PBL, the correlation, 𝑟, is 1; for a non-terrain-following PBL, 𝑟 = 0. Over the
innermost WRF domain, r exceeds 0.9 between 00 and 08 LST on both 9 April and 23
October (Figure 4.9), indicating a terrain-following PBL during this time on both days.
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Figure 4.9: Pearson correlation coefficient, r, between PBL height computed using the
𝑅𝑏 method and elevation over the innermost WRF domain for 9 April 2009 (black) and
23 October 2010 (gray).
At 0800 on 9 April, 𝑟 decreases to a minimum of about 0.25 at 1100 LST but increases to
0.6 during the mid-afternoon because higher SHF causes deeper PBLs over the Page
Valley. Whereas 𝑟 decreases during the daytime on 23 October, the decrease is smaller
than on 9 April, and 𝑟 remains above 0.75, providing additional evidence that the PBL
more closely follows the terrain on 23 October than on 9 April. This issue affects how
well 𝑧𝑖 from sounding stations can be used as a proxy for 𝑧𝑖 at nearby locations and is
addressed in the next section.
4.3.4. Implications for using airport soundings to estimate regional 𝒛𝒊
In summary, to use the 00 UTC rawinsonde observations in the eastern US, or at
other locations where 00 UTC is in the early evening local time, to estimate 𝑧𝑖 at
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surrounding locations, one must consider the following limitations of this approach which
are summarized below.
1. The rawinsonde launch time may coincide with a time that a near-surface stable
layer has recently formed (e.g. Wang and Wang, 2014).
2. There are differences between 𝑧𝑖 from observations and output from reanalysis
products (e.g. Schmid and Niyogi, 2011; Korhonen et al., 2014) and numerical
simulations (e.g. Ketterer et al., 2014).
3. In some cases, 𝑧𝑖 is not well-defined (e.g. von Engeln et al., 2003; Dabberdt et al.,
2004).
4. There can exist 𝑧𝑖 variability over spatial scales of around 100 km caused by
physical processes, including spatial differences in SHF (e.g. Ball, 1960; Avissar
and Schmidt, 1998), soil moisture (e.g. Desai et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2011), wind
flow patterns (e.g. Kossmann et al., 1998; Bianco et al., 2011), and subsidence
(e.g. Dayan et al., 1988).
To reduce the impact of the first three limitations on estimating 𝑧𝑖 over the Page
Valley from IAD rawinsonde observations, we computed 𝑧𝑖 from the IAD rawinsonde
observations and NARR meteorological fields using the 𝑅𝑏 method, removed the nearsurface stable layer from the 00 UTC IAD rawinsonde observations, and selected days
with well-defined 𝑧𝑖 . Even so, daily differences between NARR 𝑧𝑖 and rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖
were sometimes as large as 1-2 km which led us to conclude that NARR cannot be used
to assess the regional spatial 𝑧𝑖 variability on daily timescales.
Because the mean monthly NARR 𝑧𝑖 , calculated using the 𝑅𝑏 method, compare
well with the mean monthly rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 (c.f. Figure 4.4), we use NARR to help
quantify the errors associated with using IAD 𝑧𝑖 to determine 𝑧𝑖 over the surrounding
region and corroborate these errors with our WRF simulations. To this end, we compute
the mean difference between the NARR grid box containing IAD and the NARR grid
boxes extending from IAD southwestward into the Page and Shenandoah Valleys. We
find that mean 𝑧𝑖 differences increase as a function of distance from IAD and are largest
in the summer when 𝑧𝑖 is largest and differences in near-surface moisture differences are
largest, but typically smallest in winter (Figure 4.10). Thus, a location such as the Page
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Valley 100 km southwest of IAD has a 𝑧𝑖 difference ranging from 326 m in winter to 412
m in summer.

Figure 4.10: Mean difference in afternoon NARR 𝑧𝑖 between the grid box containing
IAD and 𝑧𝑖 along a transect extending from IAD southwestward through the Page and
Shenandoah Valleys for winter (blue), spring (red), summer (red), and fall (orange) for
days with well-defined 𝑧𝑖 at IAD.
Important to note, though, is that NARR cannot fully resolve the regional
topography. The WRF simulations indicated considerable 𝑧𝑖 variability at spatial scales
<32 km both on days with a shallow PBL (c.f. Figure 4.8) and a day with a deep PBL
(c.f. Figure 4.7). However, the seasonal standard deviations in 𝑧𝑖 from NARR are
comparable with standard deviations in 𝑧𝑖 over the innermost WRF domain on 9 April
and 23 October. The mid-afternoon standard deviations over the innermost WRF domain
in afternoon 𝑧𝑖 are about 250 m and 300 m on 9 April and 23 October, respectively, while
the standard deviations in NARR 𝑧𝑖 in spring and fall at a distance 100 km from IAD is
234 and 187 m. The larger standard deviations in WRF on 23 October occur because 𝑧𝑖
more closely follows the terrain, which induces larger errors in the 𝑧𝑖 estimates.
Therefore, the 𝑧𝑖 standard deviations will be larger over regions with more mountainous
topography than over regions with flat, homogenous terrain.
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4.4.

Summary and conclusions
In the present study, our goal was to estimate 𝑧𝑖 with 𝑧𝑖 obtained from a sounding

station and reanalysis products, using the Page Valley as a case study. Fulfilling this goal
required evaluating reanalysis and model output for the region and investigating the
underlying physical processes responsible for the regional spatiotemporal 𝑧𝑖 variability.
Comparisons between rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 and NARR 𝑧𝑖 showed low correlations that have
also been reported in previous studies (e.g. Schmid and Niyogi, 2011). The correlations
between rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 and NARR 𝑧𝑖 improved when we recalculated 𝑧𝑖 after removing
the near-surface stable layer from the 00 UTC 𝜃𝑣 profile and considered only cases when
the 𝑧𝑖 was well-defined. Applying the technique of filtering the near-surface stable layer
to other regions where 00 UTC is in the early evening will facilitate improved estimations
of maximum daytime 𝑧𝑖 from rawinsonde observations, which are vital in weather
forecasting and air quality applications.
We then quantified spatial differences in 𝑧𝑖 between the Page Valley and IAD and
found that the PBL is typically larger over the Page Valley than IAD. Differences in 𝑧𝑖
between the sites show little dependence on the maximum 𝑧𝑖 at IAD; mean 𝑧𝑖 are 218 m
larger over the Page Valley on days with shallow 𝑧𝑖 , but 157 m larger over the Page
Valley on days with deep 𝑧𝑖 . To help understand the drivers responsible for the larger 𝑧𝑖
over the Page Valley than at IAD, we performed WRF simulations. The different PBL
schemes yielded the same conclusions about the drivers of the 𝑧𝑖 differences between
IAD and the Page Valley and indicated that larger SHF over the Page Valley leads to
deeper PBLs. The simulations also indicated that 𝑧𝑖 exhibits terrain-following
characteristics both on days with deep PBLs and days with shallow PBLs.
From the WRF simulations and from the comparisons between the sounding
observations and NARR, we conclude that 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley are typically 200-400
m higher than over IAD. These differences need to be included when estimating 𝑧𝑖 in the
Page Valley from 𝑧𝑖 at IAD. Once these differences are considered, the 𝑧𝑖 for the Page
Valley will be used to investigate the impact of the valley 𝑧𝑖 relative to the mountaintop
on the diurnal mountaintop trace gas variability in a forthcoming study.
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4.6.

Appendix

4.6.1. WRF evaluation
To have confidence in our WRF simulations, we focus on how well the different
PBL parameterization schemes simulate daytime temperature and 𝑧𝑖 evolution over the
region. On 9 April at SNP HQ and IAD, the mean bias error (MBE) in afternoon 2 m
temperatures between the observations and model is <1°C with the MYNN2 and YSU
PBL schemes, but -2°C and 4°C with the MYJ and TEMF schemes, respectively.
Comparisons between the SNP HQ rawinsonde observations and simulations on 9 April
show good agreement (Figure 4.A.1). Although differences in the potential temperature
profiles among the simulations vary by <2°C, the YSU scheme best simulates the
potential temperature profile and 𝑧𝑖 (Table 4.A.1). On 23 October, the simulations have a
cool bias of 1-2°C in the SNP HQ potential temperature profile (Figure 4.A.1). The
simulations do not capture the near-surface stable layer present in the 1800 LST sounding
but do capture the surface temperature decrease around this time. Despite these biases at
SNP HQ, the simulations provide good estimates of afternoon 𝑧𝑖 at SNP HQ and have a
MBE <200 m for the different PBL schemes.
These findings on the sensitivity to different PBL schemes are consistent with
previous work (e.g. Borge et al., 2008; Gilliam and Pleim, 2010; Hu et al., 2011; Xie et
al., 2013). Nonlocal PBL schemes such as the YSU scheme better simulate nonlocal
transport in the daytime PBL compared to local schemes (e.g. Hu et al., 2011; Xie et al.,
2013). Although the TEMF scheme is a nonlocal scheme, the TEMF scheme is more
suited for simulating stable and shallow, cloud-topped PBLs (Angevine et al., 2010;
Angevine et al., 2012). Consequently, the TEMF scheme does a poorer job than the YSU
scheme simulating deep daytime convective PBLs. Whereas underestimates are larger
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with local schemes, modifications to the MYJ scheme that have been incorporated into
the MYNN2 scheme improve the representation of vertical mixing in the daytime PBL
(Nakanishi and Niino, 2009) and yield better agreement with the SNP HQ and IAD
observations than the MYJ scheme. From the sensitivity tests discussed here, we
conclude that, while differences in maximum afternoon 𝑧𝑖 among the four PBL
parameterization schemes studied vary by 500 m, all simulations capture the daytime 𝑧𝑖
evolution in the Page Valley and at IAD.

Figure 4.A.1: Potential temperature profiles on 9 April 2009 at 0600 LST (a), 0900 LST
(b), 1200 LST (c), and 1500 LST (d); 23 October 2010 at 1300 LST (e), 1600 LST (f)
and 1800 LST (g) at SNP HQ from observations (black line), YSU (green line), MYJ
(brown line), MYNN2 (orange line), and TEMF (blue line) PBL schemes. The model
output are the means over the 9 model grid boxes surrounding SNP HQ. Note different
scales but the same range on the x-axis.
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Table 4.A.1: 𝑧𝑖 in m msl at SNP HQ from the 4 soundings on 9 April 2009 and 3
soundings on 23 October 2010 and model-derived 𝑧𝑖 from four different PBL schemes.
All 𝑧𝑖 shown are computed using the 𝑅𝑏 method. LST=UTC-5.
Date

9 Apr 2009

23 Oct 2010

Time

SNP HQ 𝐳𝐢

YSU 𝐳𝐢

MYJ 𝐳𝐢

MYNN2 𝐳𝐢

TEMF 𝐳𝐢

(LST)

(m msl)

(m msl)

(m msl)

(m msl)

(m msl)

06

385

439

456

448

433

09

2386

1136

1165

1023

1472

12

2872

2754

2370

2586

2383

15

2971

3019

2443

2724

2341

13

730

907

847

822

910

16

669

1024

1012

802

983

18

363

453

449

448

450
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CHAPTER 5
THE IMPACT OF THE PLANETARY BOUNDARY LAYER
HEIGHT ON THE DIURNAL VARIABILITY OF CO
MIXING RATIOS AT A LOW MOUNTAINTOP
1

1

Lee, T. R., De Wekker, S. F. J., and Pal, S., draft. The impact of the planetary boundary
layer height on the diurnal variability of CO mixing ratios at a low mountaintop.
Atmos. Sci. Lett.

Abstract
Trace gas mixing ratios measured at mountaintops are oftentimes assumed to represent
background values, but can be affected by air within the valley planetary boundary layer
(PBL) at certain times. In particular, the height of the afternoon PBL relative to the
ridgetop height is important for investigating valley air influence on mountaintop trace
gas mixing ratios. In the present study, we investigate the impact of the quasi-stationary
afternoon PBL height (𝑧𝑖 ) over the adjacent valley on the diurnal variability of trace gas
mixing ratios at a nearby mountaintop. We do this study using carbon monoxide (CO)
mixing ratios measured at Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above mean sea level), a
monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains in northwestern Virginia, USA, using four
years of continuous trace gas measurements (1 January 2009 – 31 December 2012), trace
gas measurements from nearby monitoring sites, and 𝑧𝑖 estimates from a nearby sounding
station. The diurnal CO amplitude decreases as a function of the maximum valley 𝑧𝑖
relative to the ridgetop, with mean CO amplitudes of 40 ppb when 𝑧𝑖 is below the
ridgetop (𝑧𝑖 <800 m msl) and amplitudes of 25 ppb when 𝑧𝑖 well exceeds the ridgetop
(𝑧𝑖 >1600 m msl). Because previous studies have indicated that wind shifts affect the onsite CO variability, to isolate the role of 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO variability, we select fair
weather days without wind shifts. On days when the afternoon valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the
ridgetop, the mean diurnal CO cycle has a daytime CO increase of 9.5 ppb caused by
upslope transport of polluted valley PBL air. On days when the afternoon valley 𝑧𝑖
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exceeds the ridgetop, the mean diurnal CO cycle shows a daytime decrease of 6.2 ppb
due to vertical mixing and dilution that overwhelm the influence of upslope pollutant
transport.
5.1.

Introduction
Mixing processes within the planetary boundary layer (PBL) affect the exchange

of heat, moisture, momentum, and aerosols between Earth’s surface and adjacent free
atmosphere (FA) (e.g. Stull, 1988). The height of the PBL, 𝑧𝑖 , represents the height to
which these turbulent mixing processes occur. Over flat terrain, daytime 𝑧𝑖 growth leads
to a decrease in near-surface pollutant concentrations which has been reported in many
previous studies (e.g. Pochanart et al., 2003; Volz-Thomas et al., 2003; Elanksy et al.,
2007; Kozlova et al., 2008; Popa et al., 2010; Winderlich et al., 2010; Sahu et al., 2011;
Hidy et al., 2014; Pal et al., 2015) and is summarized in Figure 5.1a. For this reason, 𝑧𝑖 is
an essential parameter describing the vertical mixing of trace gases and pollutants in air
quality dispersion studies (e.g. Dabberdt et al., 2004).
Over mountainous terrain, the relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and the diurnal variability
of aerosols and trace gases is more complicated because of local-to mesoscale transport
processes occurring in these areas (e.g. De Wekker et al., 1998; Whiteman, 2000; Rotach
and Zardi, 2007; van der Molen and Dolman, 2007; De Wekker et al., 2009). At
mountaintop locations unaffected by major trace gas sources and sinks, the diurnal trace
gas variability is governed by the trace gas variability over the adjacent valley via vertical
mixing and horizontal transport. Therefore, a much different pattern of diurnal trace gas
variability emerges. In situations when the valley PBL remains well below the
mountaintop, there is oftentimes no clear diurnal trace gas variability, as shown in Figure
5.1b. In these situations, trace gas mixing ratios measured at mountaintops are often
assumed to be representative of free atmospheric (FA) mixing ratios (e.g. Baltensperger
et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998). In other situations, summarized in Figure 5.1c, there is
significant influence of PBL air from adjacent valley(s) on trace gas variability. During
the daytime, PBL air from within the valley, which is more polluted than FA air, is
transported to the mountaintop via the growth of the valley PBL and thermally-driven
upslope winds, resulting in an increase in trace gas and aerosol concentrations at nearby
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mountaintops. This increase has been reported for carbon monoxide (CO) (e.g. WeissPenzias et al., 1996), methane (e.g. Necki et al., 2003), gaseous mercury (e.g. Obrist et
al., 2008), and aerosols (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997). The magnitude of this increase
and the timing of this increase vary seasonally. The increase is typically largest and
begins earlier in the day during the summer when 𝑧𝑖 is deepest, but may be non-existent
during the winter when 𝑧𝑖 remains well below the mountaintop and the mountaintop
remains in the FA throughout the day (e.g. Baltensperger et al., 1997; Lugauer et al.,
1998; Henne et al., 2008a; Henne et al., 2008b). On days in which there is a peak in trace
gas mixing ratio, there is oftentimes a nighttime decrease in CO (e.g. Gao et al., 2005;
Henne et al., 2008b; Balzani Lööv et al., 2008) and aerosols (e.g. Baltensperger et al.,
1997) as the mountaintop becomes more influenced by FA air due to nocturnal sinking
motions (e.g. Schmidt et al., 1996). For this reason, it is common practice to assimilate
nighttime trace gas measurements from mountaintops into applications that require
measurements representative of FA or background values, e.g. atmospheric chemistry
studies (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998), air quality studies (e.g. Dabbert et al., 2004), and
carbon cycle studies (e.g. Brooks et al., 2012).

Figure 5.1: Conceptual model of the diurnal trace gas variabilty starting with a set
concentration of trace gas and assuming no advection or sources or sinks for a site in flat
terrain (a), a mountaintop without valley PBL influence (b), and a mountaintop with
valley PBL influence (c). Shaded and non-shaded areas represent nighttime and daytime,
respectively.
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From the studies summarized above, one may infer that the diurnal trace gas
variability at mountaintops depends on the maximum daytime 𝑧𝑖 relative to the
mountaintop height, i.e. the 𝑧𝑖 over adjacent upwind valley. In the present study, we
investigate in detail the role of 𝑧𝑖 on mountaintop trace gas variability using
measurements from a mountaintop monitoring site in the southern Appalachian
Mountains that we refer to as Pinnacles. Pinnacles is an ideal location to investigate the
influence of 𝑧𝑖 relative to the mountaintop on the observed trace gas variability because
𝑧𝑖 can either be well below or well above the mountaintop. Furthermore, trace gas (CO
and CO2) and measurements from Pinnacles are currently used to estimate regional- to
continental-scale carbon fluxes in CarbonTracker, an inverse carbon transport model
(Peters et al., 2007). The CO and CO2 measurements from Pinnacles may also be used in
long-term studies on trends in background trace gas mixing ratios once a better
understanding of PBL effects on the measurements is achieved. In the present study, we
use trace gas observations from Pinnacles and rawinsonde observations from a nearby
sounding station. In Section 5.2, we describe the site characteristics and approach for
determining 𝑧𝑖 over the valley upwind of Pinnacles. We discuss the 𝑧𝑖 variability in
Section 5.3.1, and in Section 5.3.2 discuss the characteristics of the CO time series. In
Section 5.3.3, we investigate the relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and the diurnal CO variability
and summarize our findings with a conceptual diagram in Section 5.3.4.
5.2.

Site description and methods

5.2.1. Site description
Meteorological and trace gas measurements are obtained from an instrumented 17
m tower at Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above mean sea level [msl]) along the
crest of the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, which are along the eastern flank of the
southern Appalachians in the eastern US. Further details about the site are found in Lee et
al. (2012) and Lee et al. (2014).

5.2.2. CO measurements
CO and CO2 mixing ratios have been measured at Pinnacles since 2008 at 5, 10,
and 17 m agl (above ground level) through collaboration with the NOAA Earth System
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Research Laboratory (ESRL). The measurement system and in situ calibrations have
already been described by Lee et al. (2015), and a detailed description of the
measurement uncertainties is discussed in Andrews et al. (2014). In the present study, we
use half-hour means of the CO data collected 17 m agl during the site’s first four full
years of operation, i.e. 1 January 2009 through 31 December 2012.
5.2.3. Supplemental measurements
To help interpret the CO variability as a function of 𝑧𝑖 , we use supplemental
measurements from the mountaintop and valley. Meteorological measurements at
Pinnacles began in July, 2008 and are described in previous work (Lee et al., 2012; Lee et
al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015). In addition to measurements from Pinnacles, we use
meteorological and trace gas measurements from nearby monitoring sites. Mountaintop
ozone (O3) measurements are obtained from Big Meadows (38.52 N, 78.44 W, 1079 m
msl) and from the adjacent Page Valley (Figure 5.2) at the Luray Caverns Airport (38.66
N, 78.50 W, 275 m msl), located 13 km west of Pinnacles. At both sites, O3 mixing ratios
are measured 10 m agl using a Thermo Environmental Instruments Model 49i UV
photometric O3 analyzer that has a 1 ppb precision. The data record at Big Meadows for
the period of interest is mostly complete, although there exists a data gap between late
February and April 2010. At the Luray Caverns Airport, hourly O3 mixing ratios are
sampled from 1 April through 31 October annually.

5.2.4. PBL height
Reliable 𝑧𝑖 estimates over the upwind Page Valley are required to investigate the
role of valley 𝑧𝑖 on the trace gas variability at Pinnacles. In the Page Valley, there exist
no 𝑧𝑖 observations at daily timescales for the entire period of interest. One approach is to
assume that 𝑧𝑖 obtained from nearby sounding stations, where twice-daily rawinsonde
observations are made, are representative of the region (Hondula et al., 2013). However,
this approach ignores 𝑧𝑖 spatial variability. Studies in the region of interest have found
that mean afternoon 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley is 200-400 m larger than 𝑧𝑖 estimated using
observations from the nearest sounding station, located at Dulles Airport (IAD) (38.98 N,
77.49 W, 87 m msl) 90 km northeast of the Page Valley.
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Figure 5.2: Topographic map indicating the location of Pinnacles relative to Big
Meadows and the Luray Caverns (LC) Airport (white X’s). Shading shows elevation msl.
The inset map at the bottom left indicates the study location, denoted by a black box, in
the eastern US. The topography data have a 10 m resolution and are from the US
Geological Survey.
These differences arise due to drier conditions over the Page Valley, leading to
more net radiation being partitioned into SHF and thereby larger 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley
than over IAD. Accounting for these 𝑧𝑖 differences is necessary to obtain the most
reliable 𝑧𝑖 estimates over the Page Valley. Thus, to estimate 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley, we
determine the afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from the 00 UTC IAD rawinsonde observations following the
procedure discussed in Chapter 4. To determine the 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley from the
afternoon IAD 𝑧𝑖 , we apply an offset to these 𝑧𝑖 following the procedure discussed in
Chapter 4. The offset varies as a function of season and is largest in summer and smallest
in winter (Table 5.1).
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Table 5.1: Offset applied to the IAD rawinsonde 𝑧𝑖 , based on findings in Chapter 4, to
better approximate 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley.
Season

5.3.

Offset (m)

Winter

+190

Spring

+210

Summer

+300

Fall

+250

Results

5.3.1. Seasonal 𝒛𝒊 variability
Over the four-year period of interest, 𝑧𝑖 in the 00 UTC sounding ranges from
<500 m agl to >2500 m agl following the removal of the near-surface stable layer from
the soundings discussed in Section 5.2.4 (Figure 5.3). The monthly mean and maximum
𝑧𝑖 are largest in the late spring and early summer and lowest in the winter, consistent with
other locations in the southeast US (Garrett, 1981). Much of the 𝑧𝑖 seasonal variability is
explained by the variability in SHF. Afternoon (1200-1600 LST) SHF computed at
Pinnacles are around 50 W m-2 in the winter when 𝑧𝑖 is smallest, but largest in the spring
and summer when mean afternoon SHF are about 200 W m-2.

5.3.2. Overview of CO measurements
The mean seasonal and diurnal cycle has already been described previously by
Lee et al. (2015). Briefly, CO mixing ratios are typically highest in March and lowest in
October. This seasonal cycle has been reported at other mid-latitude continental
monitoring sites (e.g. Popa et al., 2010; Cristofanelli et al., 2013) and is attributed to
greater anthropogenic emissions during the cool season and the seasonality of the OH
radical, which acts the dominant CO sink on the global scale (e.g. Thompson, 1992;
Henne et al., 2008b). The mean diurnal CO cycle at Pinnacles is characterized by a
daytime CO increase, which is a common feature of other mountaintop monitoring sites
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Figure 5.3: 𝑧𝑖 at IAD as a function of time of year determined from the 00 UTC sounding
with the removal of the near-surface stable layer. X’s indicate medians; black bars extend
out to the 25th and 75th percentiles. Dots indicate 5th and 95th percentiles.
(e.g. Atlas and Ridley, 1996; Forrer et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2005; Balzani Lööv et al.,
2008; Henne et al., 2008b; MacDonald et al., 2011). The CO increase occurs in all
seasons and has the largest amplitude in the winter (7.1 ppb) and smallest amplitude in
the summer (4.0 ppb) (Lee et al., 2015). Standard deviations in the hourly values are 2025 ppb and are caused by large day-to-day variability that arises due to, e.g. synoptic
scale air mass changes (Lee et al. 2012) and mesoscale circulations (Lee et al., 2015). Lee
et al. (2015) filtered the effects of these wind shifts and found that, under fair weather
conditions, CO mixing ratios increase during the daytime on days with a wind shift, but
decrease on days without wind shifts due to dilution within the daytime PBL.
In the present study, we investigate the role of 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO variability for
all days, regardless of the presence or absence of a wind shift, and also for the subset of
days on which a wind shift was not present to isolate the role of 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO
variability. In the next section, we investigate the influence of 𝑧𝑖 on the CO mixing ratios
by determining the mean diurnal CO cycle as a function of 𝑧𝑖 relative to the ridgetop. We
then quantify the relationship between characteristic features of the diurnal CO cycle and
𝑧𝑖 by determining the relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and daily CO amplitude, which represents
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the difference between the daily maximum and daily minimum CO mixing ratio, and the
relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and the mean difference between morning and afternoon CO
mixing ratios.

5.3.3. Effect of 𝒛𝒊 on CO
5.3.3.1. Effect on the diurnal CO cycle
To determine the effect of afternoon 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO cycle as a function of 𝑧𝑖
relative to the ridgetop height, we subtract the daily CO mean from the diurnal cycle.
When all days are considered (i.e. independent of presence of fair weather conditions or
the presence of a wind shift at the site), there is a CO increase on days in which the valley
𝑧𝑖 remains below the ridgetop (Figure 5.4a), which is a pattern consistent with the mean
diurnal CO cycle at Pinnacles (e.g. Lee et al. 2015).
Following Lee et al. (2015), we select only fair weather days using a clearness
index (Whiteman et al., 1999a) and identify those without a wind shift present to isolate
the days on which convective mixing within the PBL is expected to be the most
important driver of the CO variability. We then identify days in which the PBL was either
well below or well above the maximum ridgetop height in this region of 1200 m because
of the uncertainties in 𝑧𝑖 estimates for the Page Valley (c.f. Section 5.2.4). Because the
uncertainties in 𝑧𝑖 estimates can be as large as 400 m (c.f. Chapter 4), to have confidence
that 𝑧𝑖 was either below the ridgetop or above the ridgetop, we identify a day as having a
𝑧𝑖 below (above) the ridgetop if 𝑧𝑖 is <800 m msl (>1600 m msl). Altering these values
does not significantly affect the mean diurnal CO cycles on these subsets of days.
In the 4-year period of interest, fair weather days without a wind shift occur on
16% of all days. On the subset of days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop (18% of
all fair weather days with constant winds, or 3% of all days during the 4-year period of
interest), there is a daytime CO increase (Figure 5.4b). CO mixing ratios begin increasing
around 0800 LST to a maximum at 1300 LST before decreasing. This afternoon decrease
may be caused by dilution within the PBL over the mountaintop. In contrast, there is a
CO decrease on days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop (34% of all fair weather
days with constant winds and 5% of all days over the 4 year period), which happens
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independently of whether or not a wind shift is present. This decrease is larger on fair
weather days with constant winds because, on this subset of days, PBL dilution and the
entrainment of FA air are the main drivers of the CO variability.
To understand the differences in the mean diurnal CO cycle between days with 𝑧𝑖
below the ridgetop and days with 𝑧𝑖 above the ridgetop, we use additional data sets from
the mountaintop and valley. We find that the observed CO changes on days with 𝑧𝑖 below
the ridgetop and days with 𝑧𝑖 above the ridgetop coincide with changes in water vapor
mixing ratio when all days in the period of record are considered (Figure 5.4c) and on the
subset of fair weather days with constant winds (Figure 5.4d). On the days with 𝑧𝑖 below
the ridgetop, the simultaneous CO and water vapor increases indicate that days with 𝑧𝑖
below the ridgetop are characterized by vertical transport and mixing of valley PBL air to
the mountaintop (e.g. Weiss-Penzias et al., 2006). The decrease in water vapor mixing
ratio on days with the 𝑧𝑖 above the mountaintop provides further evidence that PBL
dilution and mixing overwhelm the transport of polluted valley PBL air to the
mountaintop via convective mixing and upslope flows.
We confirm that valley PBL air influences the mountaintop CO measurements
both on days with 𝑧𝑖 below the ridgetop and on days with 𝑧𝑖 above the ridgetop by
calculating the difference in O3 mixing ratio between the ridgetop (Big Meadows) and
valley (Luray Caverns Airport). Large O3 differences indicate less influence of valley
PBL air on the mountaintop measurements, and small O3 differences indicate more
influence of valley PBL air on the mountaintop measurements. We find that O3 mixing
ratios are 20-30 ppb higher at the mountaintop than in the valley during the nighttime.
The O3 differences become smaller beginning around sunrise as air contained within the
valley PBL is transported to the mountaintop by convective mixing and slope flows
occurring within the growing PBL. This decrease happens when all days are considered
(Figure 5.4e) and also on the subset of fair weather days with constant winds (Figure
5.4f). Mean minimum O3 differences between the mountaintop and valley are <0.5 ppb
regardless of 𝑧𝑖 relative to the mountaintop. This finding suggests that air within the
valley PBL has a significant effect on the mountaintop trace gas mixing ratios even when
the daytime maximum 𝑧𝑖 remains below the ridgetop.
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Figure 5.4: Mean diurnal variability in CO, measured 17 m agl, as a function of 𝑧𝑖
relative to the mountaintop for all days over the period 1 Jan 2009 – 31 Dec 2012 (a) and
for the subset of fair weather days with constant winds (b). Same for panels (c) and (d)
but for water vapor mixing ratios measured 17 m agl at Pinnacles. Panels (e) and (f) show
the diurnal variability in O3 difference between the mountaintop and valley for all days
and for the subset of fair weather days with constant winds, respectively. Note that the
daily means are removed from panels (a) through (d), and there is a horizontal dashed
line at 0 ppb in panels (e) and (f). Dotted and dashed lines indicate 𝑧𝑖 <800 m msl and 𝑧𝑖
>1600 m msl, respectively. For all days (i.e. the left column), N=465 and N=604 for 𝑧𝑖
<800 m msl and 𝑧𝑖 >1600 m msl, respectively; for the subset of fair weather days with
constant winds (i.e. the right column), N=23 and N=87 for 𝑧𝑖 <800 m msl and 𝑧𝑖 >1600
m msl, respectively.
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5.3.3.2. Effect on CO amplitude and daily CO change
We quantify the relationship between the CO variability and 𝑧𝑖 by calculating the
CO amplitude and sort the data into bins as a function of 𝑧𝑖 . The largest amplitudes in CO
mixing ratio occur when 𝑧𝑖 is lowest, but these differences become smaller on days with
larger 𝑧𝑖 (r=-0.75, p<0.01) (Figure 5.5a). Above 1200 m msl, the CO amplitude is
independent of 𝑧𝑖 increases. In addition, standard deviations in the CO amplitude are
highest on days with low 𝑧𝑖 , but decrease as a function of increasing 𝑧𝑖 and thus are
smallest on days when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height. In contrast to the relationship
shown in Figure 5.5a, there is no statistically significant relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and CO
amplitude (r=-0.27, p=0.33) (Figure 5.5b) on the subset of fair weather days with
constant winds. The absence of a statistically significant relationship occurs because there
is a mean CO increase of 9.5 ppb on days when 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop and a mean CO
decrease of 6.2 ppb on days when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop.
The relationship between the diurnal CO variability and 𝑧𝑖 becomes more
apparent when determining the difference between mean afternoon (1200-1600 LST) and
mean morning (0600-1000 LST) CO mixing ratios. When all days are considered (i.e.
independent of the presence of a wind shift), there is an inverse relationship between this
difference and 𝑧𝑖 (r=-0.78, p<0.01), but there are large standard deviations around the
mean (Figure 5.6a). When 𝑧𝑖 exceeds 2000 m msl, CO mixing ratio are typically lower in
the afternoon than during the morning, indicating that, even if wind shifts are occurring,
their influence on the trace gas variability is overwhelmed by the effects of PBL dilution
and FA entrainment. On the subset of fair weather days with constant winds, there is also
a statistically significant inverse relationship between 𝑧𝑖 and the difference between
morning and afternoon CO mixing ratios (r=-0.63, p=0.01) (Figure 5.6b). On this subset
of days, standard deviations are smaller, and CO mixing ratios are typically higher in the
afternoon when 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop, but lower in the afternoon when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the
ridgetop.
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Figure 5.5: Amplitude of the diurnal CO variability as a function of 𝑧𝑖 for 1 Jan 2009 –
31 Dec 2012 for all days (a) and for fair weather days with constant winds (b). 15 bins
with 69 values per bin in panel (a); 15 bins with 11 values per bin in panel (b). White,
gray, and black circles indicate standard deviations in the daily CO amplitude of 5-15
ppb, 15-25 ppb, and 25-35 ppb, respectively. Black line in (a) shows the line of best fit.

Figure 5.6: Mean difference between mean afternoon (1200-1600 LST) and mean
morning (0600-1000 LST) CO mixing ratios as a function of 𝑧𝑖 for 1 Jan 2009 – 31 Dec
2012 for all days (a) and for fair weather days with constant winds (b). 15 bins with 69
values per bin in panel (a); 15 bins with 11 values per bin in panel (b). White, gray, and
black circles indicate standard deviations in the daily CO amplitude of 5-8 ppb, 8-11 ppb,
and 11-14 ppb, respectively. Black line shows the line of best fit.
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5.3.4. Conceptual diagram of trace gas variability as a function of 𝒛𝒊 relative to the
ridgetop
To summarize our findings, we construct a conceptual diagram to illustrate the
dominant physical processes affecting the trace gas variability at mountaintops depending
on whether the valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop or above the ridgetop. On days when the
valley 𝑧𝑖 remains below the ridgetop (Figure 5.7a), pollutants emitted within the valley
PBL are confined to a smaller volume, resulting in less PBL dilution and mixing. On
these days, the mountain is influenced by pollutants emitted into the PBL over the
upwind valley. Pollutant transport occurs via upslope flows, resulting in a daytime trace
gas increase that has been reported at other mountaintop monitoring sites (e.g. WeissPenzias et al., 2006; Henne et al., 2008b; Obrist et al., 2008). Therefore, trace gas
measurements made in these cases cannot be considered representative of background
values.

Figure 5.7: Conceptual diagram of trace gas transport as a function of 𝑧𝑖 (dotted line)
relative to the mountaintop (black triangle) on days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the
mountaintop (500 m in this example) (panel a) and on days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 is above
the mountaintop (1600 m in this example) (panel b). The dominant transport mechanisms
that affect the daytime CO variability as a function of 𝑧𝑖 relative to the mountaintop are
(1) convective mixing and (2) upslope flows and are indicated with arrows. Darker gray
shading in panel (a) indicates higher concentrations of pollutants than in panel (b).
On days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height (Figure 5.7b), pollutants
are emitted into a larger volume of air, resulting in more PBL dilution and mixing as the
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PBL exceeds the ridgetop. As the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height, there is a
decrease in pollutant concentration at the mountaintop due to PBL dilution and
entrainment of FA air into the growing PBL. Because there is a decrease in the trace gas
mixing ratio regardless of whether or not a wind shift is present, this finding indicates
that PBL dilution and FA air entrainment overwhelm the influences of upslope pollutant
transport via slope flows. The trace gas behavior on days with deep PBLs is similar to the
trace gas behavior reported in studies on trace gas behavior at the tops of tall towers in
flat terrain (e.g. Popa et al., 2010; Schmidt et al., 2014; Pal et al., 2015). Thus,
mountaintop measurements trace gas measurements made on days with deep PBLs can be
considered along with tall tower measurements in applications requiring regionallyrepresentative values.
5.4.

Conclusions and implications
We presented the first study investigating the effect of 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO

variability at a low mountaintop, using a mountaintop trace gas monitoring site in the
Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains as a case study. We found that the amplitude of the CO
variability is largest on days when 𝑧𝑖 remains below the ridgetop and is smallest on days
when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop. On days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop, there is a
daytime CO increase caused by the upslope transport of polluted valley PBL air to the
mountaintop. On days when the valley PBL exceeds the ridgetop, CO decreases during
the daytime due to vertical mixing and dilution that overwhelm the influence of upslope
pollutant transport.
The results in this study provide additional insights into the use of trace gas
measurements from low mountaintops like Pinnacles in applications requiring regionallyrepresentative values. Measurements from these monitoring sites are affected by
mesoscale meteorological processes that are unresolved in, e.g. inverse carbon transport
models (e.g. Peters et al., 2007; Butler et al., 2010; Schuh et al., 2010; Pillai et al., 2011)
and air chemistry models (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998) because of the models’ coarse spatial
resolution. The present study builds upon previous work in the region (i.e. Lee et al.,
2012; Lee et al. 2015) by helping to further understand the local-scale to mesoscale
meteorological processes affecting the trace gas variability at low mountaintops. The
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findings in the present paper underscore the impact of the valley 𝑧𝑖 on the diurnal CO
variability. The daytime CO increase on days with 𝑧𝑖 below the ridgetop implies low
mountaintops like Pinnacles sample pollution from upwind valleys, and thus
measurements made on these days are not representative of regional or background trace
gas mixing ratios. The daytime CO decrease on days when 𝑧𝑖 is above the ridgetop,
however, is a pattern consistent with sites in flat terrain. The daytime decrease suggests
that afternoon trace gas measurements from low mountaintops made when 𝑧𝑖 exceed the
ridgetop can be used in applications requiring regionally representative measurements.
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CHAPTER 6
THE APPLICATION OF LAGRANGIAN PARTICLE
DISPERSION MODEL SIMULATIONS TO INVESTIGATE
THE DIURNAL TRACE GAS VARIABILITY AT A LOW
1
MOUNTAINTOP
1

Lee, T. R., De Wekker, S. F. J., Dickerson, R. R., and Ren, X., draft. The application of
Lagrangian particle dispersion model simulations to investigate the diurnal
variability in atmospheric trace gas mixing ratios at a low mountaintop. J.
Geophys. Res. Atmos.

Abstract
Atmospheric trace gas mixing ratios such as carbon monoxide (CO) are affected by
multi-scale meteorological processes that are particularly complicated over mountainous
terrain. An understanding of these processes is vital to help determine how the trace gas
measurements can best be used in applications requiring either regionally-representative
measurements or free atmospheric background measurements. Recent work from
Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above mean sea level [msl]), a mountaintop
monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains of the eastern US, has found that the
diurnal CO variability depends on the planetary boundary layer (PBL) height, 𝑧𝑖 , relative
to the ridgetop height. These findings lead to the hypothesis that the daytime trace gas
variability and concentration footprint of afternoon trace gas measurements from low
mountaintops like Pinnacles on days when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height of 1100 m msl
compare well with tall tower monitoring sites over flat terrain. To test this hypothesis, we
investigate three days with similar meteorological conditions but with different afternoon
𝑧𝑖 : 23 October 2010, 18 July 2011, and 9 April 2009, which had maximum 𝑧𝑖 of 1000 m
msl, 1800 m msl, and 3000 m msl, respectively. The mountaintop trace gas
measurements on these days are complemented by in situ meteorological measurements,
meteorological and trace gas observations from nearby sites, and numerical simulations
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with the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and the FLEXPART
Lagrangian particle dispersion model (LPDM). Regional observations and LPDM
simulations indicate that trace gas measurements from low mountaintops like Pinnacles
are affected by air within the upwind valley PBL due to upslope transport and vertical
mixing during the mid-late morning that occur independent of 𝑧𝑖 relative to the ridgetop
height. During the afternoon on days with 𝑧𝑖 well exceeding the ridgetop height,
convective mixing overwhelms local-scale transport processes. On these days, afternoon
trace gas measurements from low mountaintops are most similar to measurements from
tall towers, based on comparisons between LPDM simulations with topography included
and LPDM simulations from which the regional topography was removed. Consequently,
afternoon trace gas mixing ratios from low mountaintops on days with 𝑧𝑖 well exceeding
the ridgetop height can be used like trace gas mixing ratios measured from tall towers in
applications requiring regionally-representative measurements.
6.1.

Introduction
Knowledge of the degree to which trace gas measurements are representative of

well-mixed planetary boundary layer (PBL) air is important for many applications,
including atmospheric chemistry models (e.g. Novelli et al., 1998), air quality studies
(e.g. Dabbert et al., 2004), and inverse carbon transport models (e.g. Gloor et al., 2001;
Haszpra et al., 2014). At sunrise, surface heating results in the growth of the PBL. As the
PBL height, 𝑧𝑖 , increases due to mechanically and convectively generated turbulence,
trace gas mixing ratios decrease. The rate of decrease in the trace gas mixing ratios slows
during the afternoon as the PBL reaches a near-constant height. Thus, at locations within
the afternoon PBL, vertical trace gas gradients are small and are representative of spatial
scales up to 106 km2 (Gloor et al., 2001). For this reason, mean afternoon (1200-1600
LST) trace gas mixing ratios measured at the tops of tall towers 100-400 m above ground
level (agl) over flat terrain (e.g. Andrews et al., 2014; Haszpra et al., 2014) are
assimilated into inverse carbon transport models such as CarbonTracker to help quantify
regional- to continental-scale carbon budgets (e.g. Peters et al., 2007).
More recently, trace gas measurements from mountaintops have been assimilated
into inverse carbon transport models (e.g. Brooks et al., 2012). Unlike tall towers, only
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nighttime measurements from mountaintops are typically assimilated into these models.
This rationale is based on the notion that mountaintops usually sample well-mixed free
atmospheric (FA) air at night due to nocturnal sinking motions (e.g. Thoning et al., 1989;
Schmidt et al., 1996). Daytime measurements from mountaintops are not assimilated into
these models because daytime trace gas measurements are oftentimes contaminated by
pollutants emitted within the PBL over the adjacent valley and plains. These pollutants
are transported to the mountaintop via convective mixing and upslope flows and result in
a daytime increase in trace gas mixing ratios sampled at the mountaintop (Forrer et al.,
2000; Gao et al., 2005; Balzani Lööv et al., 2008; Henne et al., 2008; Obrist et al., 2008).
However, this increase does not always occur. Recent studies from Pinnacles, a
mountaintop monitoring site in the Appalachian Mountains, have frequently found a
daytime decrease in CO mixing ratios (Lee et al., 2015). The daytime decrease is
consistent with the diurnal trace gas variability observed at the tops of tall towers (e.g.
Bakwin and Tans, 1995; Bakwin et al., 1998; Schmidt et al., 2014) and suggests that
daytime measurements from mountaintops can sometimes be used like measurements
from tall tower in applications requiring values representative of well-mixed PBL air. As
of March, 2015, only nighttime measurements from Pinnacles (i.e. mean values from
0000-0400 LST) are assimilated into CarbonTracker (A. Andrews, personal
communication) based on the assumption that nighttime measurements from the site are
representative of FA, or background, trace gas mixing ratios. However, recent work by
Lee et al. (2015) suggests there is the potential to assimilate daytime measurements from
Pinnacles into CarbonTracker as well. Although daytime trace gas measurements from
Pinnacles are not representative of background values, daytime measurements have the
potential to be representative of well-mixed PBL air and thus may be useful to
CarbonTracker. Based on previous studies in the region (e.g. Lee et al., 2015), these
situations are expected to occur when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height.
In the present study, we investigate the hypothesis that the 𝑧𝑖 relative to the
ridgetop height affects how well mountaintop trace gas measurements compare with tall
tower measurements, both in terms of the diurnal trace gas variability and the
concentration footprint, the latter of which represents the area over which air masses
arriving at the site had contact with the surface (Henne et al., 2010). We expect that
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daytime mountaintop trace gas measurements compare best with tall towers when 𝑧𝑖
exceeds the ridgetop height but show the poorest agreement when 𝑧𝑖 is at or below the
ridgetop. To test this hypothesis, we use trace gas measurements from Pinnacles, regional
trace gas and meteorological observations, and numerical simulations with the Weather
Research and Forecasting (WRF) model and FLEXPART, a Lagrangian particle
dispersion model (LPDM). We focus on three days which had similar meteorological
conditions but different afternoon maximum 𝑧𝑖 : 23 October 2010, 9 April 2009, and 18
July 2011. After summarizing the meteorological conditions on these days and using
regional meteorological observations to evaluate our WRF simulations, we use WRF
output as inputs for the LPDM simulations. We use the LPDM simulations to investigate
the extent to which mountaintops like Pinnacles behave like tall towers. In one set of
simulations, we make no modifications to the topography and remove the regional
topography in an additional set of simulations.
6.2.

Methods

6.2.1. Site Description
Pinnacles (38.61 N, 78.35 W, 1017 m above mean sea level [msl]) is located in
the Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains along a ridgetop that varies in elevation from 10001200 m msl. To the immediate west of Pinnacles is the Page Valley, with a mean
elevation of 200 m on the north end to 400 m on the south end. The Page Valley is part of
the larger Shenandoah Valley which is bifurcated by the Massanutten Mountains. Skyline
Drive, 120 m southeast of Pinnacles, is the nearest potential CO source to Pinnacles.
Studies have found that vehicular traffic emissions from Skyline Drive have no
significant influence on trace gas measurements measured at Pinnacles (Lee et al., 2012;
Lee et al., 2015). Other nearby CO emissions sources include the town of Luray, with a
population of about 5000, located 15 km west of Pinnacles in the Page Valley (Figure
6.1).
6.2.2. Surface measurements
At Pinnacles, CO and CO2 mixing ratios have been monitored since August 2008
along a 17 m walkup tower at 5, 10, and 17 m above ground level (agl) via collaboration
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Figure 6.1: Map showing the location of Pinnacles relative to emissions sources in the
region. Primary roads (i.e. interstates and divided highways) are denoted by a thick red
line; secondary highways are shown with a thin red line; shading shows the total annual
fossil fuel emissions (tonnes carbon per 10 km2 grid box per year) obtained from the
Vulcan emissions data base (see Gurney et al., 2009 for more details).
with the NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory (ESRL). The measurement system
and in-situ calibrations are described by Lee et al. (2015), and a description of the
measurement uncertainties appears in Andrews et al. (2014). The on-site trace gas
measurements are complemented by meteorological measurements described in previous
studies (Lee et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2015).
We also use trace gas measurements from nearby monitoring sites. O3
measurements are obtained from two sites: Big Meadows (38.52 N, 78.44 W, 1079 m
msl), a monitoring site part of the Environmental Protection Agency’s Clean Air Status
and Trends Network (CASTNET) located 14 km south of Pinnacles along the same
mountain ridge as Pinnacles, and Luray Caverns Airport (38.66 N, 78.50 W, 275 m msl),
a Virginia Department of Environmental Quality (DEQ) monitoring site located 13 km
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west of Pinnacles in the Page Valley. At both Big Meadows and the Luray Caverns
Airport, O3 mixing ratios are sampled 10 m agl using a Thermo Environmental
Instruments Model 49i photometric O3 analyzer with a 1 ppb precision.
6.2.3. Rawinsonde observations
Rawinsonde observations were made at the Shenandoah National Park
Headquarters (38.67 N, 78.37 W, 351 m msl) in the Page Valley during the Education in
Complex Terrain Meteorology (EDUCT) field experiment in April 2009 and October
2010 and are used for model evaluation. Rawinsondes were launched on 9 April 2009 at
0600, 0900, 1200, and 1500 LST (LST=UTC-5) and on 23 October 2010 at 1300, 1600,
and 1800 LST.

6.2.4. RAMMPP
Aircraft profiles of temperature, wind, moisture, CO, and O3 were measured
during the Regional Atmospheric Measurement Modeling and Prediction Program
(RAMMPP) which was a multi-year study that investigated research questions related to
air quality over the Mid-Atlantic (e.g. He et al., 2014; Flynn et al., 2014). In the present
study, we use morning aircraft measurements from 18 July 2011 for model evaluation.
These measurements were made between the ground surface and 3000 m agl at three
airports near Pinnacles: Frederick, MD (39.42 N, -77.37 W, 92 m msl); Cumberland, MD
(39.62 N, -78.76 W, 236 m msl), and Luray Caverns, VA between 0717 and 1028 LST on
18 July 2011 (Figure 6.2).
6.2.5. WRF
We perform simulations with WRF, a compressible non-hydrostatic model (Skamarock,
2008), to provide the wind fields that are input into the LPDM simulations discussed in
the next section. We use four model domains in our WRF simulations. These domains
have two-way nesting and have a horizontal grid spacing of 64 km (domain 1), 16 km
(domain 2), 4 km (domain 3), and 1 km (domain 4), respectively (Figure 6.3). The
outermost domain encompasses the contiguous US, whereas the innermost domain is
centered on Pinnacles and includes the ridgetop and upwind Page Valley. Terrain and
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Figure 6.2: RAMMPP flight from 0717-1028 LST on 18 July 2011 (red line) relative to
Pinnacles and the Page and Shenandoah Valleys. The nearest sounding station, Dulles
Airport (IAD), is indicated with a black triangle. Shading shows the elevation msl.
Topography data are from the US Geological Survey and have a 10 m resolution.

vegetation information are obtained from a US Geological Survey data set with a 30 arcsecond (approximately 1 km) spatial resolution. Boundary conditions for the WRF
simulations are obtained from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR), which
has 29 vertical levels and a 32 km spatial resolution over North America (Mesinger et al.,
2006).
The WRF simulations have 56 vertical levels; the lowest 5 sigma levels are 0.997,
0.994, 0.991, 0.988, and 0.985 and correspond to heights of approximately 23.7, 47.3,
71.0, 94.8, and 118.7 m agl, respectively. We apply the Dudhia shortwave radiation
scheme (Dudhia, 1989), the rapid radiative transport model longwave scheme (Mlawer et
al., 1997), the WRF 3-class simple ice microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004), and
Pleim-Xiu land surface model (Xiu and Pleim, 2001), to all four WRF domains, and
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apply the Kain-Fritsch cumulus scheme (Kain and Fritsch, 1990) to the three outermost
domains. We use the Yonsei University (YSU) PBL scheme (Hong et al., 2006) in all
four domains. In the YSU scheme, 𝑧𝑖 is calculated by computing the bulk Richardson
number and determining the height at which a critical value, 𝑅𝑐 , is exceeded (Hong et al.,
2006; Xie et al., 2013). We set 𝑅𝑐 to 0.25 following previous studies (Vogelezang and
Holtslag, 1996; Seidel et al., 2012).

Figure 6.3: WRF 64 km (domain 1), 16 km (domain 2), 4 km (domain 3), and 1 km
(domain 4) domains.
We perform additional sets of simulations in which we remove the regional
topography. The meteorological conditions from these simulations are used as inputs into
the LPDM, which we use to determine how the particle number concentration (PNC) and
the concentration footprint from Pinnacles compares with tall towers. To make this
comparison, we replace all the terrain within domains 3 and 4 with a flat surface. This
surface has an elevation of 200 m, which is the mean elevation of the Page Valley west of
Pinnacles and the Virginia Piedmont east of Pinnacles. Although we modify the terrain,
we make no modifications to the vegetation type, soil type, or land use category in the
areas where we modify terrain elevation (Alcott and Steenburgh, 2013). Once we have
modified the terrain but before initializing the WRF model, we run the WRF
preprocessing system to interpolate the input NARR meteorological fields to the
modified terrain.
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6.2.6. FLEXPART
The WRF wind fields described in Section 6.2.5 are used as inputs into
FLEXPART, an LPDM that determines trajectories of individual air parcels (e.g. Stohl et
al., 2005; Brioude et al., 2013). FLEXPART is one example of an LPDM that has been
used in many applications describing pollutant transport and dispersion on different
spatiotemporal scales (e.g. Cooper et al., 2004; Tuzson et al., 2011; Brioude et al., 2013).
In the present study, we use FLEXPART to determine how mountaintops like Pinnacles
compare with tall tower measurements. To investigate how the diurnal trace variability
compares, we release particles upwind of the site during the three days of interest, both in
the simulations with topography and the simulations from which the topography was
removed. Particles are emitted continuously at a rate of 10000 particles per hour
beginning at sunrise (0700 LST) and continuing through sunset (1900 LST) from a
diagonal box in the center of the Page Valley (Figure 6.4). Particles are released from a
height 2 m agl to simulate near-surface emissions sources. Sensitivity tests in which the
particle release height is changed to 20 m agl to simulate emissions from taller point
sources, as well as sensitivity tests in which the number of particles released is changed,
indicate that our findings are not significantly affected by our choice of release height or
by the number of particles released in the simulations.
To determine how concentration footprints from mountaintops like Pinnacles
compare with tall towers, we perform backward simulations with FLEXPART. Following
previous studies (e.g. Henne et al., 2010; Gheusi et al., 2011), we release particles from a
1 km x 1 km box at Pinnacles. In the simulations in which topography is included,
particles are released between the surface and 100 m agl. In the simulations from which
the topography is removed, particles are released between 300 and 400 m agl to
correspond with the typical height from which trace gases measured at the tops of tall
towers in flat terrain are assimilated in inverse carbon transport models (e.g. Bakwin and
Tans, 1995; Bakwin et al., 1998). Particles are followed backward 24 h to determine
when the air came into contact with near-surface emissions in both sets of simulations
(i.e. those with topography included and those from which the topography was removed).
Following previous studies (e.g. Tuzson et al., 2011), we define near-surface contact by
determining the number of particles between 0 and 100 m agl.
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Figure 6.4: Map of the innermost WRF domain (domain 4) with the release location of
the particles (black rectangle) and the location of the cross-section (dotted black line)
shown in Figures 6.12-6.14 overlaid on the 1 km model topography (shading). The white
triangle indicates the location of Pinnacles. The inset image in the bottom left shows the
location of the innermost WRF domain in northwestern Virginia and is denoted by a
black square.

6.3.

Results and discussion

6.3.1. Overview of meteorological conditions and trace gas variability
6.3.1.1. 18 July 2011
Synoptic analyses indicate that the period around 18 July 2011 was characterized
by weak near-surface anti-cyclonic flow over the Mid-Atlantic region. Winds at
Pinnacles were light (<4 m s-1) and from the northwest (Figure 6.5). Consistent with the
mean diurnal CO cycle shown in previous work (Lee et al., 2015), CO mixing ratios are
lowest around 0600 LST but show an increase during the morning. Following a CO and
CO2 maximum around 1000 LST due to the upslope transport of valley PBL air, both CO
and CO2 mixing ratios decrease during the late morning and early afternoon. The
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presence of valley PBL air at the site is also apparent from the RAMMPP aircraft
observations, as linear interpolation of the CO mixing ratios from the aircraft profiles
over the Page Valley to 17 m agl at Pinnacles indicate that the Pinnacles CO mixing
ratios and RAMMPP CO mixing ratios agree to ±2% (Figure 6.6). Similarly good
agreement is found when comparing the Pinnacles CO mixing ratios with CO measured
in the RAMMPP profiles over Frederick, MD.
6.3.1.2. 9 April 2009
Consistent with 18 July 2011, there were few clouds at Pinnacles on 9 April 2009,
and winds at the mountaintop were from the northwest throughout much of the day
(Figure 6.7). Also consistent with 18 July is that CO mixing ratios increase during the
late morning, which coincides with an increase in CO2. Following the short-lived CO and
CO2 maximum, both CO and CO2 mixing ratios decrease during the afternoon. O3 mixing
ratios at Big Meadows are about 35 ppb larger than O3 mixing ratios at Luray during the
nighttime. During the daytime, the O3 differences are <2 ppb and are smallest between
1100 and 1800 LST.
6.3.1.3. 23 October 2010
Synoptic analyses and as well as the mountaintop observations indicate that 23
October had similar characteristics to 18 July and 9 April. On 23 October, there was nearsurface anti-cyclonic flow over the region, clear skies, and wind speeds of 1-2 m s-1
during the daytime. Winds were from the northwest throughout much of the day, but
became west-southwesterly around 1700 LST as the near-surface anti-cyclone moved
eastward. O3 mixing ratios at Big Meadows were 20-30 ppb higher during the nighttime;
differences were <5 ppb between 1100 and 1600 LST. Unlike 9 April, CO mixing ratios
increased during the daytime from a minimum of 109.9 ppb at 0800 LST to 138.7 ppb at
2130 LST (Figure 6.8).
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Figure 6.5: Temperature (black line) and specific humidity (dashed line) (a); incoming
shortwave radiation (b); wind speed (black line) and wind direction (dashed line) (c); CO
mixing ratio (d); CO2 mixing ratio (e); and O3 at the mountaintop (Big Meadows) (black
line) and valley (Luray Caverns Airport) (dashed line) (f) on 18 July 2011. All variables
in panels (a) through (e) are measured 17 m agl at Pinnacles.
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Figure 6.6: Vertical profile of CO mixing ratio (c) at Luray Caverns Airport (red),
Cumberland, MD (green), and Frederick, MD (blue) between 0700 and 1000 LST on 18
July 2011. Black dots represent the corresponding Pinnacles measurements 17 m agl.
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Figure 6.7: Temperature (black line) and specific humidity (dashed line) (a); incoming
shortwave radiation (b); wind speed (black line) and wind direction (dashed line) (c); CO
mixing ratio (d); CO2 mixing ratio (e); and O3 at the mountaintop (Big Meadows) (black
line) and valley (Luray Caverns Airport) (dashed line) (f) on 9 April 2009. All variables
in panels (a) through (c) are measured 10 m agl at Big Meadows because of missing
meteorological data at Pinnacles. The CO and CO2 mixing ratios are measured 17 m agl
at Pinnacles. Note the presence of a data gap between 0800 and 1000 LST in the Big
Meadows meteorological and O3 data.
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Figure 6.8: Same as Figure 6.5 but for 23 October 2010.
6.3.2. Model evaluation
6.3.2.1. WRF evaluation
We use observations from Pinnacles and surrounding locations to evaluate the
model performance on the three days of interest. Comparisons between the model results
and the surface observations indicate that afternoon temperatures at both Pinnacles and
Big Meadows agree with model-derived temperatures to within ±1°C and indicate that
the model simulates westerly flows on 18 July (Figure 6.9). Comparison between the
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potential temperatures obtained from the aircraft profiles over the Page Valley on 18 July
and WRF simulations further show good agreement (Figure 6.10). We find similar
agreement when evaluating the model performance using surface observations from the
ridgetop and valley on 9 April and 23 October, as well as using the rawinsonde
observations that were available from the Page Valley on these days. Details of the model
evaluation on 9 April and 23 October appear in Chapter 4.

Figure 6.9: WRF simulation evaluation of temperature for the 1 km domain for 18 July
2011 at Pinnacles (a) and Big Meadows (b). Same for (c) and (d) but for wind direction.
Black line shows the observations; red line shows the output from WRF.

Figure 6.10: Potential temperature over the Page Valley at 0900 LST 18 July 2011 from
the 1 km WRF domain (red line) and observed from RAMMPP (black line).
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6.3.2.2. LPDM evaluation
To evaluate the LPDM simulations, we use CO mixing ratios measured at
Pinnacles. Because of its tropospheric lifetime of weeks to months, CO is assumed to
behave as a passive tracer (e.g. Dickerson et al., 1987; Staudt et al., 2001). Thus, we
compare the diurnal CO variability with the diurnal variability of PNC at the mountaintop
for particles released from the valley in the simulations (c.f. Figure 6.4). Sensitivity tests
indicate that our results are not significantly affected by our choice of release location
within the valley. Furthermore, in an additional set of simulations (not shown), particles
released from dominant emissions sources east of the Blue Ridge Mountains (i.e. the
Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD megalopolis) (c.f. Figure 6.1), are transported away
from Pinnacles by the westerly flows. Our findings indicate that the LPDM simulations
capture the daytime increase in CO mixing ratio between 0600 and 0900 LST on 18 July,
the CO decrease during the late morning, and secondary afternoon increase (Figure 6.11).
Evaluations using CO mixing ratios measured on 9 April and 23 October indicate that the
LPDM simulations generally capture the observed daytime trends in CO mixing ratio, but
the PNC peak occurs earlier than the CO peak. The reasonably good agreement between
the LPDM diurnal variability and diurnal CO variability provides us with confidence that
the LPDM can help investigate the extent to which mountaintop trace gas measurements
compare with tall tower trace gas measurements.

Figure 6.11: CO mixing ratio at Pinnacles as a function of time of day on 18 July 2011
(solid line) and number of particles arriving at Pinnacles in the LPDM simulation (dashed
line).
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6.3.3. LPDM forward simulations
6.3.3.1 . 18 July 2011
LPDM forward simulations indicate upslope transport and subsequent PBL
dilution on 18 July. Particles emitted from the valley at 0700 LST are confined to within
the valley PBL 1 h after their release and are transported northeastward along the valley
axis due to down-valley, southwesterly flows occurring over the center of the valley
(Figure 6.12). During the morning, surface heating results in the winds shifting over the
valley from down-valley flows to up-valley flows. With this wind shift over the valley,
pollutants emitted over the valley are transported upslope to Pinnacles, with the majority
of particles reaching the site around 0900 LST. Whereas many of the particles emitted
remain within the PBL, some particles are transported a few hundred meters above the
PBL due to mountain venting and advective venting, which have been cited in previous
studies as causes for pollutants being transported out of the PBL (e.g. De Wekker et al.,
2004; Henne et al., 2004). As the PBL continues growing during the daytime, the
concentration of particles sampled at the mountaintop decreases due to dilution and
entrainment of less polluted FA air. Simulations indicate that 𝑧𝑖 reaches a maximum
height of 1800 m msl over the region. The 𝑧𝑖 is about 200 m higher over the Page Valley
than in locations east of the Blue Ridge Mountains in the Virginia Piedmont, the latter of
which is corroborated by rawinsonde observations from Dulles Airport (not shown).
During the afternoon, 𝑧𝑖 decreases over the ridgetop by a couple hundred meters,
favoring the accumulation of pollutants and resulting in the afternoon CO increase.
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Figure 6.12: Cross-section through the Shenandoah and Page Valleys and Pinnacles (c.f.
Figure 6.4) for the LPDM forward simulation initialized at 0700 LST 18 July 2011 at 1 h
into the simulation (0800 LST) for the simulation with topography (a) and the simulation
with the topography removed (b). Same for panels (c) and (d) and (e) and (f), but for 4 h
into the simulation (1100 LST) and for 7 h into the simulation (1400 LST), respectively.
The topography cross-section is shown by a black line; the dashed line shows the modelderived 𝑧𝑖 , computed using the Bulk Richardson number approach and defined as the
height at which 𝑅𝑐 exceeds 0.25. Potential temperature is obtained from the 1 km WRF
simulation and is shaded every 1 K.

To determine the extent to which the diurnal variability in PNC, and thus other
passive tracers such as CO, at mountaintops like Pinnacles compares with tall towers, we
perform the same simulations as above but with the removal of the model topography as
discussed in Section 6.2.5. In these simulations, we release particles 2 m agl along a
diagonal axis to simulate near-surface emissions sources so that we are consistent with
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the simulations in which the topography was not removed. The simulations without
topography indicate westerly flows over the region at 0700 LST when the particles are
released. Particles released from the same location as the valley are transported easterly.
Unlike what was found for the simulations with topography, the majority of the particles
remain within the PBL in the simulations in which the topography was removed. The
times this does not occur (e.g. Figure 6.12d) occur when there is poorly-defined elevated
inversion.
6.3.3.2. 9 April 2009
Much of the same conclusions regarding transport and dispersion are obtained
using 9 April as a case study (Figure 6.13). Early in the morning, particles released from
the valley in the LPDM simulations in which topography is included remain within the
valley PBL during the first 1-2 h of the simulation (0700-0900 LST) but are transported
to the mountaintop during the late morning due to convective mixing and slope flows.
Unlike 18 July, however, on 9 April the valley PBL reaches a maximum height of about
3000 m msl due to afternoon sensible heat fluxes of 300-400 W m-2 over the region on
this day (c.f. Chapter 4). The LPDM simulations without topography included further
illustrate the impacts of PBL dilution on the particle number distribution. The main
difference between this LPDM simulation and the 18 July LPDM simulation from which
the topography removed is that 𝑧𝑖 on 9 April is about 1000 m higher than 𝑧𝑖 on 18 July.
6.3.3.3. 23 October 2010
Of the three days, 23 October had the smallest PBL. Simulations indicate that 𝑧𝑖
reached a maximum height of about 1000 m over the Page Valley, which agrees with the
observed 𝑧𝑖 on this day (c.f. Chapter 4). Although the PBL stays near the ridgetop height,
particles are transported a few hundred meters above the PBL to heights of 1500 msl
during the afternoon (Figure 6.14). In contrast, the simulations without the topography
included indicate that particles released from the surface are transported to about 1000 m
msl.
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Figure 6.13: Same as Figure 6.12 but for 9 April 2009.
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Figure 6.14: Same as Figure 6.12 but for 23 October 2010.

6.3.4. Diurnal variability in particle number concentration
From the previous sections, we infer that the main differences among the three
days is the maximum afternoon 𝑧𝑖 . The effects of these differences on the PNC and the
CO mixing ratios measured at the mountaintop are determined by computing the number
of particles arriving at Pinnacles as a function of time of day. In the simulations in which
topography is included, we determine the number of particles arriving in a 1 km x 1 km
box at Pinnacles between 0 and 100 m agl. To compare Pinnacles with tall towers, in the
simulations in which the regional topography is removed, we determine the number of
particles arriving in a 1 km x 1 km box in the same location as Pinnacles, but between
300 and 400 m agl (i.e. the maximum height of tall towers installed over flat terrain).
All three simulations indicate a mid-morning PNC maximum that varies as a
function of the afternoon maximum 𝑧𝑖 (Figure 6.15a). The mid-morning PNC increase
has the smallest magnitude and persists for the shortest amount of time on 9 April, but
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persists longer and is about 3 times larger on 23 October than on 18 July and 9 April.
Following the mid-morning maximum, the PNC decreases and is mostly constant
between 1100 and 1700 LST on 9 April due to PBL dilution overwhelming upslope
transport from the valley. There is more variability in PNC between 1100 and 1700 LST
on 18 July and 23 October than on 9 April because the valley PBL has a larger influence
on the mountaintop PNC due to the lower 𝑧𝑖 on these two days. Valley PBL influence at
the mountaintop is quantified by computing the total number of particles emitted from the
valley that arrive at the mountaintop during the daytime (i.e. between 0700 and 1700
LST). As expected, the total number of particles sampled at the mountaintop in the
LPDM simulation decreases with increasing 𝑧𝑖 and is 1896, 1210, and 711 on 23
October, 18 July, and 9 April, respectively.
In the simulations from which the regional topography is removed, the magnitude
of the diurnal changes is smaller than in the simulations in which topography is included.
There is a PNC maximum at 0700 LST on 9 April, 0900 LST on 18 July, and 1000 LST
on 23 October. This short-lived PNC maximum is consistent with observations in
previous studies that show a mid-morning trace gas maximum at the tops of tall towers
over flat terrain (e.g. Yi et al., 2001; Pal et al., 2015). Following the mid-morning PNC
maxima in the LPDM simulations without topography, PNC generally decreases. As a
result, the difference in PNC between the simulations with topography and the
simulations without topography becomes smallest between 1100 and 1500 LST (Figure
6.15b). The smallest differences between the simulations occur on 9 April when 𝑧𝑖 is
deepest, suggesting that in these situations measurements from low mountaintops are
most similar to measurements from tall towers. The similarities between low
mountaintops and tall towers are further investigated by comparing the afternoon
concentration footprints in the next section.
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Figure 6.15: Diurnal variability in the number of particles arriving at Pinnacles. In panel
(a), the solid (dotted) red line shows the LPDM simulation for 23 October 2010 with
(without) topography included; solid (dotted) orange line shows the LPDM simulation for
18 July 2011 with (without) topography included; solid (dotted) blue line shows the
LPDM simulation for 9 April 2009 with (without) topography included. Panel (b) shows
the difference in particle number between the LPDM simulation with topography and the
LPDM simulation without topography for 23 October 2010 (red line), 18 July 2011
(orange line), and 9 April 2009 (blue line).

6.3.5. Concentration footprints
We determine the concentration footprint by continuously releasing particles from
Pinnacles between 1200 and 1600 LST, which correspond with the times during which
trace gas measurements from tall towers are assimilated into inverse carbon transport
models (e.g. Peters et al., 2007), on each of the three days. Concentration footprints
indicate that near-surface emissions near Pinnacles have the largest influence on
Pinnacles’ trace gas measurements on the afternoons of 23 October and 18 July (Figure
6.16). For example, over parts of western Virginia and West Virginia, >50% of the
particles in these locations passed below 100 m agl prior to arriving at Pinnacles. On 9
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April, nearby emissions sources have a smaller influence on Pinnacles’ trace gas
measurements. On this afternoon, the concentration footprint is larger than on 23 October
or 18 July, and the largest near-surface influences extend from Virginia into northern
Illinois and southern Wisconsin. The LPDM simulations on 23 October and 18 July
without topography also indicate greater contributions of near-surface emissions from
locations near Pinnacles than the 9 April simulations without topography. The main
differences, though, are in the source regions identified. On the afternoon of 18 July, the
main source regions identified are shifted further north in the simulations without
topography; on 9 April the source regions identified are shifted further south.

Figure 6.16: Concentration footprint, shown as a percent of the total number of particles
at a given location, of particles 0-100 m agl prior to arriving at Pinnacles between 1200
and 1600 on 23 October 2010 in the simulation with topography (a) and the simulation
without topography (b). Panels (c) and (e) show the same as panel (a) but for 18 July
2010 and 9 April 2009, respectively. Panels (d) and (f) show the same as panel (b) but for
18 July 2010 and 9 April 2009, respectively.
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6.4.

Conclusions and outlook
The goal of the present study was to investigate the hypothesis that low

mountaintops behave like tall towers on days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop
height. To test this hypothesis, we focused on three case studies with different 𝑧𝑖 relative
to the ridgetop. We used data from Pinnacles, a mountaintop observation site in the
Virginia Blue Ridge Mountains, trace gas and meteorological observations from the
surrounding region, and numerical simulations with WRF and an LPDM. We found that
pollutants emitted over valleys upwind of Pinnacles are transported to the mountaintop
via convective mixing and slope flows during the mid-late morning. The presence of
valley PBL air at the mountaintop during the daytime occurs independent of 𝑧𝑖 relative to
the ridgetop height and is evident by a morning CO increase (c.f. Figure 6.5d, Figure
6.7d, Figure 6.8d), negligible differences in O3 mixing ratio between the mountaintop and
valley during the afternoon (c.f. Figure 6.5f, Figure 6.7f, Figure 6.8f), and an increase in
PNC at the mountaintop in the LPDM simulations (c.f. Figure 6.15). Due to PBL
dilution, the effects of valley PBL air on the mountaintop trace gas mixing ratios are
reduced on days with the largest 𝑧𝑖 . As a result, comparisons between the LPDM
simulations with topography and the LPDM simulations without topography indicate that
the diurnal variability in PNC was most similar on 9 April when 𝑧𝑖 well exceeded the
ridgetop height. Additionally, the concentration footprints of the afternoon measurements
are larger on the days with the largest 𝑧𝑖 .
The present study, in addition to previous studies in the region (e.g. Lee et al.,
2015), provides further evidence that afternoon trace gas measurements from low
mountaintops like Pinnacles made when the valley PBL exceeds the ridgetop height are
most equivalent to tall tower measurements in the mixed layer. Given the high costs of
installing and maintaining monitoring equipment at tall tower monitoring sites (Andrews
et al., 2014), low mountaintops may provide a cheaper alternative to monitoring at tall
tower sites if insufficient resources exist. To build upon this work, additional analyses
can be conducted to further investigate how mountaintops compare with tall towers. As
this work focused on three case studies with similar meteorological conditions but
different 𝑧𝑖 , analyses of additional case studies in conjunction with LPDM simulations
can be used to investigate how different synoptic conditions affect the comparison
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between mountaintop measurements and tall tower measurements. Finally, this work
illustrated the potential use of LPDM simulations for investigating the diurnal trace gas
variability over this region and the degree to which daytime measurements are regionallyrepresentative. Therefore, additional LPDM simulations could be performed to help
quantify the extent to which nighttime measurements from the site are representative of
background, FA mixing ratios.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
7.1.

Summary of major findings
The goal of this dissertation was to improve scientific understanding of the

dominant meteorological drivers affecting the trace gas variability at low mountaintops.
To fulfill this goal, this dissertation presented the first use of long-term trace gas and
meteorological measurements from Pinnacles, a mountaintop monitoring site in the
Appalachian Mountains. The major findings and implications from each chapter are
summarized below. Following this summary, the implications of the dissertation as a
whole to the broader scientific community are discussed, as are future research directions
that build upon this dissertation’s findings.


In Chapter 2, it was found that diurnal changes in CO2 mixing ratios are largest on
fair weather days in the growing season due to photosynthetic uptake and during
cold fronts passages outside the growing season. The magnitude and longevity of
the frontal CO2 increase depends on whether the front approaches the region from
the west or from the north. There is a short-lived increase in CO2, as well as CO,
mixing ratios during eastward-moving cold fronts that occurs on timescales <3 h.
There is also an increase in CO and CO2 during southward-moving cold fronts. In
contrast with eastward-moving cold fronts, southward-moving cold fronts are
followed by a period of elevated CO and CO2 mixing ratios that persists 24-48 h
postfrontal due to the advection of polluted air masses from the northeastern US.
Based on the findings in this chapter, postfrontal trace gas mixing ratios can be
used to reduce flux estimate uncertainties in the source regions of postfrontal CO2,
i.e. the Upper Midwest and Northeast US in the cases of eastward-moving and
southward-moving fronts, respectively.



In Chapter 3, the dominant drivers of the CO variability were investigated. The
largest diurnal changes in CO mixing ratio occur in the presence of synoptic
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disturbances. Under fair weather conditions, local- to regional-scale transport
processes are the most important drivers of the diurnal CO variability. Fair
weather days with a wind shift from the northwest to the south, which arises due
to thermally-driven flows, are characterized by an afternoon CO increase, and the
diurnal CO variability resembles the variability observed at mountaintops
influenced by the vertical transport of polluted air from adjacent valleys. On fair
weather days with steady northwesterly winds, PBL dilution causes a daytime CO
decrease, resembling the variability observed atop tall towers in flat terrain.


To quantify the impacts of PBL dilution on the trace gas measurements,
knowledge of afternoon 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley near Pinnacles were needed.
Thus, in Chapter 4, a technique was developed to obtain estimates of the quasistationary afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from the rawinsonde observations made at the nearest
sounding station. Once afternoon 𝑧𝑖 were obtained from these soundings, these
afternoon 𝑧𝑖 were used, along with reanalysis products and numerical modeling,
to determine 𝑧𝑖 over the Page Valley. Afternoon 𝑧𝑖 obtained from the nearest
sounding station were 200-400 m lower than 𝑧𝑖 estimates over the Page Valley.
Thus, an offset was applied to better approximate Page Valley 𝑧𝑖 using the nearest
sounding station as a proxy.



The 𝑧𝑖 estimates from Chapter 4 were used to investigate the relationship between
valley 𝑧𝑖 and mountaintop trace gas variability in Chapter 5. It was found that
mountaintop CO mixing ratios increase during the daytime on days when the
valley 𝑧𝑖 is below the ridgetop height because of upslope transport of polluted
valley PBL air. Upslope transport of polluted air in these cases prevents daytime
trace gas measurements from being used in applications requiring regionallyrepresentative values. However, on days when the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop
height, mountaintop CO mixing ratios decrease due to vertical mixing and
dilution. Thus, the measurements in these situations can be used in applications
requiring regionally-representative values.



In Chapter 6, numerical simulations were conducted with an LPDM to investigate
how mountaintop trace gas measurements from low mountaintops can best be
used in applications requiring regionally-representative measurements. On days
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when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height, afternoon trace gas measurements from low
mountaintops are most similar to trace gas measurements from tall towers based
on comparisons between LPDM simulations with topography and LPDM
simulations from which the regional topography was removed. These simulations
provide additional supporting evidence that, on days with constant winds and on
which 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the ridgetop height, afternoon trace gas mixing ratios from low
mountaintops can be used like trace gas mixing ratios from tall towers in
applications requiring regionally-representative measurements.
7.2.

Implications
This dissertation generates new knowledge that benefits different scientific

communities. Most notably, this dissertation provides the groundwork for better using
trace gas measurements from monitoring stations installed at low mountaintops in
applications requiring background and regionally-representative measurements, e.g.
inverse carbon transport models and air chemistry models. The knowledge gained from
this dissertation is used to provide recommendations on the factors that need to be
considered when installing trace gas measurements at other mountaintop sites. These
factors are addressed in Section 7.3. In addition, this dissertation provides techniques to
improve estimates of daytime 𝑧𝑖 and for using CO and CO2 as tracers for frontal
passages. All of these implications are discussed in more detail in the following sections.
7.2.1. Utility of trace gas measurements from low mountaintops
Findings from this dissertation indicate that, consistent with work from other
mountaintop monitoring sites (e.g. Forrer et al., 2000; Gao et al., 2005; Balzani Lööv et
al., 2008; Henne et al., 2008b), trace gas measurements from low mountaintops like
Pinnacles made during the late night and predawn hours are most representative of
background values. Thus, nighttime trace gas mixing ratios should continue to be
assimilated into CarbonTracker. Based on the timing of the nighttime CO minimum (c.f.
Chapter 3) and timing of the largest O3 differences between the mountaintop and valley
(c.f. Chapter 5; Chapter 6), though, it is suggested that measurements made later at night,
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e.g. between 0200 and 0600 LST, should be assimilated into CarbonTracker, rather than
measurements between 0000 and 0400 LST.
However, many of the implications of this dissertation involve the use of daytime
trace gas measurements. Most notably, this dissertation is the first study to identify
situations when mountaintops like Pinnacles sample well-mixed daytime PBL air during
the daytime, enabling trace gas measurements made during select situations to be used
like measurements from the tops of tall towers in flat terrain in applications requiring
regionally-representative measurements. The degree to which the measurements are
representative of regional trace gas mixing ratios, though, depends on the presence or
absence of wind shifts (c.f. Chapter 2, Chapter 3) and on 𝑧𝑖 relative to the mountaintop
(c.f. Chapter 5). Unlike what has been reported at tall mountaintops (e.g. Baltsensperger
et al., 1997; Lugauer et al., 1998), measurements made when 𝑧𝑖 is below the mountaintop
are contaminated by nearby trace gas sources in the upwind adjacent valleys and thus the
measurements are not regionally-representative. However, on days when there are no
wind shifts and on which 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the mountaintop, the mountaintop trace gas
variability is most similar to measurements from tall towers. Consequently, afternoon
measurements made under these conditions can be used in applications requiring
regionally-representative trace gas measurements. As a result, measurements from
Pinnacles made under these conditions can be used in inverse carbon transport models
like CarbonTracker and can help reduce uncertainties present in regional- to continentalscale carbon budgets (e.g. Peters et al., 2007).
7.2.2. Estimates of afternoon 𝒛𝒊 from rawinsonde observations
Besides having implications for using mountaintop trace gas measurements in
applications requiring regionally-representative measurements, this dissertation presented
a new technique to estimate afternoon 𝑧𝑖 from rawinsonde observations. In locations
where the 00 UTC rawinsonde observation occurs during the early evening (e.g. the
eastern US) a near-surface stable layer can form, which obfuscates afternoon 𝑧𝑖
determination from the early evening sounding. To obtain reliable afternoon 𝑧𝑖 estimates
from these soundings, a technique was presented to remove this layer (c.f. Chapter 4).
The removal of this layer has not been done in previous studies that have developed
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continental-scale 𝑧𝑖 climatologies (e.g. Seidel et al., 2010; Seidel et al., 2012), and thus
these studies underestimate afternoon 𝑧𝑖 . The application of the technique presented in
this dissertation will improve daytime 𝑧𝑖 estimates, which are vital as inputs into air
quality models (e.g. Dabberdt et al., 2004) and inverse carbon transport models (e.g.
Kretschmer et al., 2014).
7.2.3. CO and CO2 as tracers for frontal passages
The work in this dissertation also demonstrated the use of trace gas measurements
for frontal identification (c.f. Chapter 2). This dissertation found that large changes in CO
and CO2 mixing ratios, which arise due to shear and deformational flow that orient trace
gases along fronts, can be used to help pinpoint the time of frontal passages. Making this
determination is especially helpful in mountainous terrain where frontal identification is
difficult (e.g. O’Handley and Bosart, 1996), but is vital to weather forecasting
applications, e.g. diagnosing deep convection (e.g. Sanders and Doswell, 1995) and for
investigating frontal interactions with orography (e.g. Whiteman, 2000).

7.3

Recommendations on installing trace gas measurements at additional

mountaintops
Based on this dissertation’s findings, additional trace gas monitoring sites can be
installed at other low mountaintop sites when insufficient resources exist to install and
instrument a tall tower monitoring site or for regions where no tall towers are available.
Low mountaintops like Pinnacles behave like tall tower when 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the mountaintop
height and there is no wind shift, which occurs on 16% of all days. The percentage of
days will be smaller at mountaintops taller than Pinnacles because 𝑧𝑖 will exceed the
mountaintop less frequently. Installing short towers at low mountaintops like Pinnacles
may be more economical than installing monitoring stations at tall towers in flat terrain.
Although preexisting radio and television transmitter towers are used for trace gas
monitoring over flat terrain, the leasing costs for these towers typically depends on the
height above ground level. Leasing costs, combined with the tower-climbing costs for
installing and maintaining the monitoring equipment, can exceed $25000 per year for the
tallest sites in the NOAA network (A. Andrews, personal communication). Startup costs
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for trace gas measurements at low mountaintops are comparably high because of
equipment costs and the costs of fabricating a building to house the instruments, but the
long-term cost maintenance of monitoring sites at mountaintops does not typically
require professional tower climbers. On the other hand, data from tall towers in flat
terrain may be more regionally-representative and easier for models to simulate so that a
greater fraction of data is useful for constraining upwind flux estimates (thereby
justifying additional costs).
The following issues need to be addressed if one considers additional
mountaintop site(s) for trace gas monitoring:


The prospective mountaintop monitoring site should be located upwind of roads
used to access the site. Obtaining this information requires knowledge of wind
patterns in the region. Although wind measurements from long-term monitoring
sites in the region can provide this information, ideally wind measurements
should be made at the prospective site for at least one year because of the
potential for local, site-specific wind patterns occurring at mountaintops.



The prospective mountaintop monitoring site should not be located upwind of
from regional emissions sources, including point sources such as factories as well
as cities, as emissions from these sources reduce the degree to which the trace gas
measurements are regionally-representative. Information on these emissions
sources can be obtained from emissions data bases, e.g. VULCAN (Gurney et al.,
2009). In addition, forward LPDM simulations can be performed (c.f. Chapter 6).
In these simulations, particles can be released from dominant regional emissions
sources to establish the influence of these emissions at the mountaintop site. CO
data can provide a useful tracer for local influences, especially when combined
with wind speed measurements.



The prospective mountaintop monitoring site should be located in a region where
rawinsonde observations are routinely available because 𝑧𝑖 was found to be an
important driver of the diurnal trace gas variability (c.f. Chapter 5). Once 𝑧𝑖 is
obtained from the nearest sounding station, the approach discussed in Chapter 4
can be used to approximate 𝑧𝑖 in the region surrounding the mountaintop.
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When selecting a potential mountaintop monitoring site, one may consider
whether the site is located along a mountain ridge (like Pinnacles) or is located at
an isolated mountaintop. Since mountain shape affects the site’s exposure to the
FA and thus affects the trace gas variability (e.g. Igarashi et al., 2006), isolated
mountaintops may be more ideal candidates for long-term trace gas monitoring
than sites located along mountain ridges. However, this topic has not been fully
explored in the present dissertation.



One may consider the advantages of installing a second site in close proximity to
one another in regions with complex terrain. For example, the installation of
identical trace gas measurements at a monitoring site a short distance from
Pinnacles, e.g. 10-20 km away, would facilitate a comparison between the two
sites. Small differences in the trace gas mixing ratios between the sites could be
used to help determine times when the mountaintops are sampling well-mixed
regionally-representative air masses.



When considering potential sites, existing transmitter towers should be evaluated
for suitability, but if none can be found then it may be necessary to install a tower
on a mountaintop and a shed or structure comparable in size to the shed currently
at Pinnacles (10 m x 13 m) to house the trace gas monitoring equipment.



The height of the tower also needs to be considered, both in terms of its overall
height and its height above the canopy. Although CO gradients at Pinnacles are
small and typically <0.1 ppb m-1, there can still exist significant CO2 gradients
due to nearby vegetation sources and sinks that occur even when there are small
CO gradients. Thus, assuming that there are sufficient financial resources and
permissions can be obtained, a 50 m or 80 m tower would likely be better than the
17 m tower currently at Pinnacles (A. Andrews, personal communication).



In addition to trace gas measurements, standard meteorological measurements are
needed on-site. For example, because of the importance of wind shifts to the trace
gas variability, wind measurements need to be made, and on-site radiation
measurements are needed to help determine clear, fair weather days.
Finally, the trace gas data from complex-terrain sites need to be filtered to

determine measurements representative of well-mixed PBL air and measurements
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representative of FA values. Selecting daytime measurements representative of wellmixed PBL air would entail using the on-site meteorological measurements to identify
fair weather days with constant wind direction. The subset of these days on which the
valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the mountaintop height would then be determined by calculating the
afternoon 𝑧𝑖 using measurements from the nearest sounding station and then applying an
offset to these measurements following the approach discussed in Chapter 4. Whereas
this approach would help to determine times when well-mixed PBL air is sampled, the
approach would not select periods when FA air is sampled. Although the latter has not
been thoroughly explored in this dissertation, determining the nighttime periods when the
daily minimum in CO mixing ratio occurs would help to provide an estimate of the times
when FA air is sampled.

7.4.

Recommendations for future work
The measurements that were collected and maintained by the author of this

dissertation from July 2008 through March 2015 and played an indispensable role in the
findings presented can be used to address additional research topics in the areas of
boundary layer meteorology and mountain meteorology which build upon this
dissertation’s findings. A selection of these topics is explored below:


Given the present length of the Pinnacles data set (6 years, 9 months as of March
2015), long-term trends in the trace gas and meteorological measurements from
Pinnacles can be compared with trends observed at other mountaintop monitoring
sites to place measurements from Pinnacles into a global context.



Much of the work in this dissertation focused on using the measurements made 17
m agl at Pinnacles. Although measurements at this height compared well with
measurements 5 m agl and 10 m agl, there are sporadic instances when CO
mixing ratios are >10 ppb higher at 5 m agl than at 17 m agl. These differences
may be due to local-scale meteorological or chemical processes that have not been
explored. Supporting meteorological measurements along the tower can be used
to investigate these events in more detail.



When the diurnal CO variability at Pinnacles was compared with other
mountaintops, the relationship between the CO amplitude and the mountaintop’s
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elevation was discussed (c.f. Chapter 3). A follow up study could investigate the
relationship between CO amplitude and other topographic parameters, e.g.
prominence, mountain shape, etc., and quantify the extent to which these
parameters are correlated with CO variability.


In Chapter 3, it was unclear if the wind shift that occurs on Type II days is caused
by the diabatic heating of the mountain slopes or is caused by larger-scale
processes such as atmospheric tides. Case studies and numerical modeling studies
of individual days on which this wind shift occurs can be used to better isolate the
drivers of this wind shift.



Estimates of 𝑧𝑖 over the region were obtained from the nearest sounding station
and were used in conjunction with gridded reanalysis output and numerical
simulations (c.f. Chapter 4). The 𝑧𝑖 estimates can be compared with 𝑧𝑖 from other
platforms, e.g. ceilometers, spaceborne LIDARs, or surface-based aerosol
LIDARs, to further quantify errors in estimating 𝑧𝑖 over the spatial scales
considered in this dissertation.



This dissertation demonstrated the use of aircraft observations from ACARS to
assist with 𝑧𝑖 determination (c.f. Chapter 4). Since rawinsonde observations are
available twice-daily at most sites while ACARS is available throughout the
daytime, ACARS can be further evaluated using sounding observations and then
used to develop regional- to continental-scale climatologies of daytime 𝑧𝑖
evolution.



The role of the PBL evolution over the mountaintop on the trace gas variability
has not been investigated. Differences in the growth rate of the PBL over the
mountaintop may help explain some of the CO variability among days with
constant winds and on which the valley 𝑧𝑖 exceeds the mountaintop height.
Gaining knowledge on the role of PBL evolution over the mountaintop requires
continuous 𝑧𝑖 observations obtained from, e.g. surface-based aerosol LIDARs, is
the subject of a forthcoming study (Pal et al., draft).



This dissertation used data from one day in the RAMMPP data set for a case
study (c.f. Chapter 6). Preliminary analyses (not shown) of other days within the
RAMMPP data set indicate that the Pinnacles trace gas measurements compare
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well with trace gas measurements 800 m agl over the Page Valley in the aircraft
profiles. However, there are occasionally large differences between the CO
measurements at Pinnacles and the trace gas measurements in the aircraft profiles
over the Page Valley. These differences and their underlying causes can be
investigated in more detail using regional observations and numerical simulations.
Additionally, flights were made over Pinnacles in February 2015 as part of the
ongoing RAMMPP campaign (X. Ren, personal communication). Comparisons
between the trace gas observations at Pinnacles and the RAMMPP aircraft
observations over Pinnacles can further help distinguish trace gas measurements
affected by local sources from regionally-representative trace gas measurements.
In addition to the measurements used in this dissertation, there were other data
sets collected in the region by the author of this dissertation that were unexplored in the
present dissertation but provide additional opportunities for research in mountain
meteorology and boundary layer meteorology. These opportunities are summarized
below:


In April 2011, a network of 60 temperature/humidity sensors was deployed 10 km
south of Pinnacles along transects extending from crest of the Blue Ridge
Mountains into the surrounding valleys to evaluate climate downscaling
approaches (Lee et al., 2014). As of March 2015, the network is still being
maintained. Thus, the potential exists for studies on the controls on near-surface
temperature variability and on the physical drivers responsible for lapse rate
variability at hourly, daily, monthly, and inter-annual timescales.



Micrometeorological towers and aerosol monitoring equipment were deployed at
a valley site in the Blue Ridge Mountains near Crozet, Virginia during field
experiments in 2013 and 2014. Data sets collected from these measurement
platforms have already been used in recent work (Pal et al., 2014). The potential
exists for additional analyses with these data sets to better understand controls on
aerosol variability over valley atmospheres.



Three ceilometers were installed in summer, 2013 along a 13 km west to east
transect across the Blue Ridge Mountains near Pinnacles, and a fourth ceilometer
was installed at Pinnacles. The ceilometer data sets, in conjunction with in situ
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meteorological

measurements,

provide

opportunities

to

investigate

the

spatiotemporal variability in cloud base heights along and across mountain ridges,
as well as the opportunity to investigate the underlying physical processes
responsible for this variability.
The measurements from the instrument platforms summarized above, in addition
to the meteorological and trace gas monitoring equipment at Pinnacles discussed in this
dissertation, all provide invaluable data sets which can continue to be used for furthering
scientific understanding of the meteorological processes occurring over mountainous
terrain.
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APPENDIX
A.1.

Data quality control
This section summarizes the maintenance and quality control procedures that

were followed at Pinnacles, both for the site and for the instruments installed at Pinnacles
as of March 2015 (Figure A.1.1, Table A.1.1), from July 2008 through March 2015 to
ensure the highest quality data set possible. Following the procedures summarized in this
section is vital to ensure that long-term, high-quality measurements continue.
A.1.1. Site maintenance
Visits to the site should be performed at a frequency of every 2-3 weeks. For the
purposes of safety, it is strongly advised that at least two people visit the site. During
each visit, the following tasks need to be performed. These tasks are necessary to ensure
the integrity of the tower, as well as the instruments installed on-site.


Download data from the CR-1000 logger 2 m agl



Download data from the CR-3000 logger 14 m agl



Download data from the temperature/relative humidity sensors deployed 1.5 m
agl adjacent to tower



Check the tension in the guy wires



Clean the pyranometer and net radiometer with moist paper towels



Remove debris from the two rain gauges, located on opposite corners of the onsite shed



Verify that the cup anemometers installed 10 m agl and 17 m agl are spinning
freely



Verify that the temperature aspirator blower motor 2 m agl is functioning properly



Confirm there are no loose wires or cables, and secure if necessary using zip ties



Perform any necessary maintenance activities on the CO/CO2 monitoring system
as per the request of Arlyn Andrews or Jonathan Kofler at NOAA ESRL. The
most common maintenance activity is to replace one of the ten on-site calibration
cylinders, typically at a frequency of 1-2 months. However, other maintenance
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activities, e.g. replacing the pump box, replacing the peristaltic pump, verifying
on-site internet connectivity, etc., may be performed depending on the specific
needs.


Sweep the floors in the shed, and ensure that the interior of the shed is tidy



Document the site visit to include the time spent at the site, maintenance activities
performed, visitors, etc., into the site maintenance log book on EverNote
At times, other students may visit the site as part of, e.g. undergraduate or

graduate courses at UVA or neighboring universities. If there are visitors to the site and
the visitors wish to climb the on-site tower, it is advised that no more than three people
are allowed to climb the tower at one time.

Figure A.1.1: Diagram of instruments at Pinnacles as of March 2015. Instruments are not
to scale. Figure modified from Lee (2011).
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Table A.1.1: Meteorological instruments at Pinnacles, manufacturer, installation date,
data logger to which the instrument is wired, sampling technique, and manufacturerstated accuracy.
Name

Height
(m agl)

Company

Model
Number

Date
Installed

Data
Logger

Sampling
Technique

Instrument
Accuracy

Soil heat flux plate

-0.1

Hukseflux

HFP01SC

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±3% of reading

Soil moisture
sensor

-0.1

Campbell
Scientific

CS616

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±2.5% of reading

Soil temperature
sensor (ST1)

-0.1

Campbell
Scientific

109SS

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.6°C over the
range -20°C to 70°C

Soil temperature
sensor (ST2)

-0.1

Campbell
Scientific

109SS

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.6°C over the
range -20°C to 70°C

Aspirated
temperature sensor

2

RM Young

43347

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.3°C at 0°C

IR temperature
sensor

2

Apogee

SI-111

Feb, 2011

CR-1000

1 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.2°C over the
range -20°C to 65°C

Temperature probe
with radiation
shield (T-RH1)

2

Vaisala

HMP45C

May, 2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.2°C at 20°C (T);
±2% (RH)

Tipping bucket
rain gage

2.5

Texas
Instruments

TR-525I

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min total

±1% at 1 in hr-1

Temperaturerelative humidity
probe with radiation
shield
(T-RH2)

5

Vaisala

HMP45C

May, 2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.2°C at 20°C (T);
±2% (RH)

Temperaturerelative humidity
probe with radiation
shield
(T-RH3)

10

Vaisala

HMP45C

May, 2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.2°C at 20°C (T);
±2% (RH)

Wind sensor
(WS-1)

10

MetOne

034B

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample (w.
spd.); 30 min
sample (w. dir.)

±0.12 ms-1 for speed
<10.1 ms-1 (speed);
±4° (direction)

Barometer

14

Vaisala

PTB110

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±2 mb over T range
-20°C to 45°C

4 component netradiation Sensor

17

Hukseflux

NR-01

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±5% of reading

CSAT

17

Campbell
Scientific

CSAT3

May,
2008

CR-3000

10 Hz sample

±8 cm s-1 (ux, uy); ±3
cm s-1 (uz)

Licor gas analyzer

17

LI-COR

Li-7500

May,
2008

CR-3000

10 Hz sample

Frequency of
calibration

Pyranometer

17

Kip and
Zonen

CMP3

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±5% of reading

Temperaturerelative humidity
probe with radiation
shield
(T-RH4)

17

Vaisala

HMP45C

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample

±0.2°C at 20°C (T);
±2% (RH)

Wind sensor
(WS-2)

17

MetOne

034B

May,
2008

CR-3000

30 min mean of 1
Hz sample (w.
spd.); 30 min
sample (w. dir.)

±0.12 ms-1 for speed
<10.1 ms-1 (speed);
±4° (direction)
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A.1.2. Instrument maintenance
Below are the recommended maintenance procedures for the on-site
meteorological instruments, based on the recommendations in the each instrument’s
instruction manual referenced in parentheses. Following these procedures is vital to
ensure a high-quality data set from each instrument.


Temperature/humidity probe (Campbell Scientific, 2009a):
o Once per month: verify radiation shield is free from debris
o Once per year: return the instrument to the factory for recalibration



Aspirated temperature instrument (Campbell Scientific, 2010a):
o Once per month: inspect and clean the shield and probe; wash the shield
with warm water when the instrument apparatus is dirty
o Once per year: return the instrument to the factory for recalibration



CMP3 shortwave radiation (Campbell Scientific, 2009b):
o Once per month:


Clean the instrument’s dome using water or alcohol



Inspect the instrument’s dome to ensure that no condensation is
present

o Once every 2 years



Return the instrument to the factory for recalibration

Net radiometer (Campbell Scientific, 2010b):
o Once per month:


Clean the instrument’s dome using water or alcohol



Inspect the instrument’s dome to ensure that no condensation is
present

o Once every 2 years: return the instrument to the factory for recalibration


Cup anemometer (Campbell Scientific, 2011):
o Once per month:


Visually inspect the anemometer for any physical damage



Verify that the cups and wind vane are rotating

o Once per year: replace the anemometer bearings
o Once every 2 years: replace the wind vane potentiometer and bearings
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CSAT sonic anemometer (Campbell Scientific, 2012):
o Once per month: confirm the orientation of the anemometer by following
the instructions in the instrument manual
o Once every 1-2 years: return the instrument to the factory for recalibration



LI-COR (LI-COR Environmental Division, 2001):
o Once per month: clean the instrument’s windows with a glass cleaner
o Weekly-monthly: recalibrate the instrument following the instructions
from the manual



Pressure sensor (Vaisala):
o No routine maintenance is required



Tipping bucket rain gauge (Campbell Scientific, 2010c):
o Once per month: check for and remove any debris
o Once per year: recalibrate on-site following the instructions in the
instrument’s manual



Soil temperature sensor (Campbell Scientific, 2010d):
o Once per month: check the cables for damage



Soil moisture sensor (Campbell Scientific, 2014a):
o Once per month: check the cables for damage



Soil heat flux plate (Campbell Scientific, 2014b):
o Once per month: check the cables for damage

A.1.3. Data processing and quality control
The data sets from the instruments installed at Pinnacles are saved into three
separate files. Measurements from the instruments connected to the CR-1000 data logger
(c.f. Table A.1.1) store one-minute means of the data; half-hour means from the
instruments connected to the CR-3000 data logger are stored (Figure A.1.2). In addition,
10 Hz wind, water vapor, and CO2 mixing ratios from the CSAT and LI-COR are saved
to separate file on the CR-3000 data logger. The files are stored onto a compact flash
(CF) card connected to the respective data loggers, and the files are downloaded from the
CF card onto a laptop during each site visit. These data files are then stored onto an
external hard drive. These data files undergo the following quality control procedures that
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are specific to each measurement to produce one file that contains the quality-controlled
half-hour data for the site. In this section, the focus is on processing the subset of
meteorological measurements from Pinnacles that were used in this dissertation.

Figure A.1.2: Data acquisition and quality control procedure used to generate one file
containing quality-controlled half-hour means of all meteorological measurements from
Pinnacles (excluding the 10 Hz data).
A.1.3.1. Temperature and humidity measurements
Temperature and relative humidity measurements outside the thresholds listed in
Table A.1.2 are replaced with NaN values. Because temperature and humidity are
measured at four heights, measurements that are unrealistically different from the others
are removed and replaced with NaN values (i.e. differences >±15°C for temperature and
>±20% for relative humidity).

A.1.3.2. Wind measurements
Wind measurements made when the wind speed is 0 m s-1 for >30 min are
removed and replaced with NaN values. Extended periods (sometimes >12 h) of 0 m s-1
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wind speeds are caused by rime ice on the instruments that occasionally occurs between
late October and early April. Wind speeds of 0 m s-1 for >12 h also occurred when the
cup anemometer’s potentiometer malfunctioned for several periods in summer, 2009 and
summer, 2011. Values outside the thresholds listed in Table A.1.2 are also replaced with
NaN values.
A.1.3.3. Precipitation measurements
Because the rain gauges at Pinnacles are not heated, they cannot measure frozen
precipitation, which is a routine occurrence between late October and early April. For this
reason, precipitation data from Big Meadows, a quality-controlled precipitation
monitoring site with a heated rain gauge, are used as a surrogate for precipitation at
Pinnacles.
Table A.1.2: Thresholds of half-hour data for the meteorological variables sampled at
Pinnacles that were used in this dissertation. If a value does not fall within the above
range, it is replaced with NaN in the processed data file. *Note that pressure recorded at
Pinnacles is not adjusted to msl.
Variable
Wind speed

Minimum Threshold
0 m s-1

Maximum Threshold
30 m s-1

Wind direction

0°

360°

Temperature

-40°C

40°C

Relative humidity

0%

100%

Radiation

-100 W m-2

1200 W m-2

Sensible heat flux

-100 W m-2

1200 W m-2

Latent heat flux

-100 W m-2

1200 W m-2

Precipitation

0 mm

100 mm

Pressure*

800 mb

1000 mb
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A.1.3.4. Flux measurements
The CSAT sonic anemometer is unable operate during periods when water
droplets adhere to the instrument’s transducers and obscure the signal transfer (e.g.
Campbell Scientific, 2012). For this reason, CSAT measurements made during periods of
precipitation are removed and replaced with NaN values. These data are then used to
compute the half-hour fluxes, which are stored onto the CR-3000 data logger. The
computation of these fluxes is summarized below following Lee (2011). First, the halfhour means of air and vapor densities are determined:
𝑒
𝜌𝑣 =
𝑅𝑣 𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎
𝜌𝐷 =

𝑃̅ − 𝑒
𝑅𝐷 𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎

(A. 1.3.1)
(A. 1.3.2)

𝜌𝑑 + 𝜌𝑣
𝑅𝐷 𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎
𝜌𝑣
𝜎=
𝜌𝐷
𝜌𝑎 =

(A. 1.3.3)
(A. 1.3.4)

where 𝑃̅ is the mean half-hour pressure, 𝑒 is the vapor pressure, 𝑅𝑣 is the water vapor gas
constant, 𝜌𝑣 is the vapor density, 𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎 is the half-hour mean temperature from the 17
m Vaisala temperature sensor, 𝑅𝐷 is the dry air gas constant, 𝜌𝐷 is the density of dry air,
and 𝜌𝑎 is the mean air density. These quantities are used to compute the latent heat flux.
Following Webb et al. (1980), a correction is included to correct the fluxes for density
effects that arise because of water vapor and heat transfer:
𝐿𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎 = 𝐿𝑣 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐻2 𝑂 ∗ 𝑈𝑧 )

(A. 1.3.5)

𝐿𝐸𝑊𝑃𝐿 = 𝜇𝜎𝐿𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎

(A. 1.3.6)

𝜌𝑣
∗ 𝐿𝑣 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑇𝑠 ∗ 𝑈𝑧 )
𝑇̅
𝐻𝑠 = 𝜌𝑎 𝐶𝑝 ∗ 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝑇𝑠 ∗ 𝑈𝑧 )
𝐿𝐸𝐻 = (1 + 𝜇𝜎)

𝐻𝑐 = 𝐻𝑠 −

(A. 1.3.7)
(A. 1.3.8)

̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
0.51 ∗ 𝐿𝐸 ∗ ̅̅̅𝑐
𝜌𝑎 𝑝 𝑅𝑑 (𝑇
𝑠 )(𝑇𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎 )
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑇
𝑃̅𝐿𝑣 𝑣𝑎𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑎
𝑇̅𝑠

(A. 1.3.9)

where 𝑐𝑝 is the specific heat capacity of air, 𝐿𝑣 is the latent heat of vaporization, 𝐻2 𝑂 is
the water vapor mixing ratio obtained from the LI-COR, 𝑈𝑧 is the CSAT-derived vertical
wind velocity, 𝜇 is the ratio of the molecular weight of dry air to moist air, 𝜎 is the
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density of water vapor to the density of dry air, 𝑇̅𝑠 is the temperature from the CSAT
sonic anemometer, 𝐻𝑠 is the sensible heat flux computed using the sonic temperature, 𝐻𝑐
is the sensible heat flux computed using 𝐻𝑠 and 𝐿𝐸𝑊𝑃𝐿 , 𝐿𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎 is the latent heat flux
without the Webb et al. term, 𝐿𝐸𝑊𝑃𝐿 is the latent heat flux with the Webb et al. (1980)
term, and 𝐿𝐸𝐻 is the latent heat flux with the Webb et al. (1980) term due to sensible heat
flux. These terms are used to calculate the CO2 flux, 𝐹𝐶𝑂2 :
𝐹𝐻 = 1 + 𝜇𝜎
𝐹𝑊𝑃𝐿 = 𝜇

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂2
𝐻𝑐
∗ 𝐶𝑝
𝜌𝑎
̅̅̅
𝑇̅

(A. 1.3.10)

̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑂2
𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐻2 𝑂 ∗ 𝑈𝑧 )
̅𝜌̅̅𝐷̅

(A. 1.3.11)

𝐹𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎 = 𝑐𝑜𝑣(𝐶𝑂2 ∗ 𝑈𝑧 )

(A. 1.3.12)

𝐹𝐶𝑂2 = 𝐹𝐻 + 𝐹𝑊𝑃𝐿 + 𝐹𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎

(A. 1.3.13)

where 𝐹𝐻 is the CO2 flux with the Webb et al. (1980) term due to sensible heat flux, 𝐹𝑊𝑃𝐿
is the CO2 flux with the Webb et al. (1980) term, and 𝐹𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑔𝑎 is the CO2 flux without the
Webb et al. (1980) term.
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